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Prefatory Note;

The Introduction contains a di*cus<*ion of previous 

criticism of Tourneur's work and an account of the methods 

followed in this *tudy. Thi^ i? followed by a detailed 

analysis of the ptyle of The Revenger^g Tragedy, considered 

in isolation, and a more cursory examination of the ^tyle of 

The Atheist*? Tragedy considered in relation to the earlier 

play. The final chapter contains ^orne new observation^ and 

evidence bear-ing on the authorship problem. The first three 

appendices relate nolely to The Revenger *g Tragedy, the 

fourth to both plays. The whole work is based on a 

concordance which I have compiled to the plays.

Throughout these pages, The Revenger'p Tragedy (entered in 

the Stationer?* 1 Register October 7th 1607 and printed the ^arne 

year) is referred to es the earlier play, end The Athei?t*s 

Tragedy (entered in the Stationers' Register September* 1^th 

1611 and printed the <*&r.\e year) as the later play, although 

several critics assume the latter to be an early play dating 

from the beginning of the seventeenth century. Evidence 

in justification of the chronology accepted here is presented 

in the chapter on "The Authorship Question".

The titles of the plays ere always quoted in full in the 

text, and only one abbreviation is u^ed consistently, namely 

N.E.I).... to indicate The Oxford English Dictionary, edited by 

J. H. Murray, H. Bradley, V/. /«,. Craigie, and G. T. Onions, 

Oxford, 1933» the corrected re-is*ue of A New h-
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Dictionary. The line reference^ of all quotations from

Shakespeare's works are to the Cambridge °-hake^peare, ed.

W. A. Wright, 9 volumes, London 1893.
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During the last thirty years, and especially since the 

pp.'earance of Professor Eicon's edition in 1929, most 

critical discussion of Tourneur's work hrs been directed 

towards rubstentietinj or* refuting his claim to be the author 

of The Revenger's IVe&edy. Since our k iowled&e of Tourneur's 

life aid works is so limited, thin discussion has been confined 

to the text of the two play^ u^ut-lly aligned to hi,:.. Critics 

have based their coaclusions either on the "imilarity in style 

end If a gu age between The .aevenaer's Tragedy end the work of 

Middleton, or on an i .iclypis of pome arpect? of Tourneur 1 ? 

Rtyle and imagery. /Ithough thepe two methods of approaching 

the problem overlap, I ^hall coa^ider them separately for ray 

present purpose, de^i^noting them broadly es the ''prvsllel 

passage fl jnethod, f-nd the "imagery" method. My cim in the^e 

introductory remarks will be twofold; firstly to discover 

poprible reason^ why critics have hitherto failed to reach

agreement on the question of the tuthorphip of The :e vender* Vs ~"^ f^

Tragedy: and secondly, on the basis of their methods and 

findings, to discuss my own method of apx>roach in making this 

*tudy of Tourneur'a -^tyle and imagery. For the purpose of 

quotation I ^hall adopt the abbreviation0! j,TT,_ end A.T. 

respectively for The Revenger's Tragedy and The ̂ Atheist *s 

Tragedy.

The chief exponent of the parallel pr^age method was 

Ji. Dugdele fyke* , who produced a ^erien of e°says on various
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questions of Elizabethan and Jacobean authorship. He 

adduced, for instance, a remarkable aerie? of similarities 

in phraseology between various of Middleton's plays and the 

doubtful part* of Timon of Athe n? , in an eaueevour to 

demonstrate that the latter was based on an early work by 

Middleton and Day. (1) By the same meaas he tried to show (2) 

that The ievenger*s Tragedy and The Atheist 1 !? Tragedy were the 

work of one author, bringing forward 8s evidence the common 

use of antithetical couplets in the two ploys, some parallel 

passages, and the repetition C/.T. 1.1.37) of the striking 

phrase "Tis oracle** ( ?./i\ iv.1.101). Other critics followed 

hie lead in using this method, notably B. u. G. Oliphant, who, 

noting (3) many echoes of favourite phrases of Middleton in 

The iievenger»*8 Tragedy, including the repetition of the 

metaphor "to cut off a t;reat deal of dirty way" (.e,JT._ ii.1.19) 

in iV.orc Dissemblers Besides Women, and the use of the same 

names for characters, concluded that Middleton was the author.

Both these critics neve produced some interesting 

evidence, but the fact that they arrive r-t opposite con 

clusions suggest^ that this method of ep^roeeh is not very 

satisfactory. The critic adopting this rneti^od will look 

only for passages which suit his purpose, that is, possible 

parallels with other authors will be ignored. &. H. 0, 

Oliphant overlooks an important parallel when he puts forward 

as one of the main bastions in his argument the fact that the 

rirme "Dondolo" is used by Middleton. He says, "It is
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significant that e humorous ^ervaat of ^imiler character* in 

Li.D. (More Dissemblers Beside^ .<oinen) i* B!PO named Dondolo.." 

(^). it ip probably ir.oro ^igaif leant that a cha^ect<,r 

"Dondolo, A bald foole" appe? rs in the list of Interloeutorep 

of wiarpton'p The Fewne, a -ley entered on the stationer's 

Register on March 12th 1606 f nd printed the seme year, a fact 

already noted by E. K. rtoll who claimed that the foolish 

pe^-vaiit of The Revenger*^ Tragedy wap ''taken - name and 

character - from The Pt.-wne*" (3} ^ince Mar^ton's play 

appeared not long before The revenger's Tragedy, and several 

critics have pointed out the considerable influence of Marston 

on the work of Tourneur (6), it peemn that Professor °toll'p 

conjecture i* more likely to be correct thr-n that of Oliphsat* 

Moreover many of what pre brought forward as parallel peppages 

pofi^ess only the vaguest Pimilerity in the common use of one o 

two word? ; PO Oliphant cites as evidence the phrase w not PO 

little" which occurs in The Revenger's Tragedy and in two of 

!.id<11eton*p playr. It may be noUd that whc.'ea^ E. H. C. 

Oliphant had many plays by Middleton in which to look for ^ 

parallels, H. D. Sykes had only one definitely by Tourneur. 

The mere fact that there are parallelp in The ^

Tragedy to playp by other authors, e.g. uamlet aid lioffrnaa, 

pugge°tp that if one were to peek he rd e lough, it might not be 

found very difficult to x^ove that a ;y one of several euthorp 

wrote that play. H.D. Ryke^ himself loted how eapy it wrs to 

be misled by relying on such parallel word-5 and phrases PP
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evidence. In his discussion of the authorship of The

Gipsy , when mrking out a case for Ford as the author of it, 

he wrote:

"There is one favourite word of Ford*s not used in 
The Spanish Gipsy - the word "bounty" (or "bounties" in 
the plural) . I mention thin as showing that one cannot 
rely upon this vocabulary test (the testing of the 
vocabulary of r< suspected work for the presence of an 
author's pet words) to yield satisfactory result? in 
every instance. A« Ford has "bounty" on an average 6 
or 7 times in a pley, I naturally expected to find it 
here. But on reference to ray note« I found that in one 
of his pleys ( 'Tis Pity) trie word only occurs once, ~o 
that its absence from The Spanish Gipsy need ceu^e u<= no 
surprise." (7)

It would appear that the citing of parallel passages, 

unless supported by a mass of other evidence, can rarely be 

expected to provide satisfactory results in problem* of 

authorship. There i^ a constant recurrence of ideas, images 

based on common motives, ttg" and proverbs, and a fairly 

frequent habit of allusion or quotation throughout Elizabethan 

and Jacobean drama. Theodore Spencer (8) has ^hown how the 

images connected with death in the tragedy of the period form 

part of an established way of regarding death, a way derived 

from the middle ages; as for instance the constant 

personification of death, derived, he ^ugge^ts, from the 

pictorial representations in the 'OMice of Death. He 

concludes that the greatness of the dreijf ti^t^ lay largely in 

their ability to revitalize conventional expressions. 

Certainly where dramatists are making u^e of a stock of ideas 

which is common property, sit dlarities of word^ and phrasing 

are sometime^ to be expected. A play wa^ rarely «howa for
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more thf n a fortnight on its first appearance; fj constant 

"treem of new play was crlled for in the Jacobean theatre, 

and playwrights who had to compose ^wiftly might be expected 

to ^dapt lines or sit.iationn from plays which had proved 

successes, especially perhap" from such as were pointed. An 

American critic, I), j. Mogi^n, IUT as^embl-d ^orne ^triking 

evidence (9) of the extraordinary influence of ^aml-vt on the 

drama between 1601 find 16^2, finding echoes or borrowed 

paRBea'eR from that play in the work of almost every draiuL'tiat 

of note writing during that period. The formidable li^t of 

the pe^agef* he cite? tot? 1* 47U. if e Pim.il? r P tudy of the 

influence of other Jeoobe*>n play?? on contemporary drama were 

made, we might expect a wide end complicated pattern of 

cross-reference from one author to another to be found.

Several criticB have applied e ^tudy of the imagery of 

The ieyenger* a Tragedy to the ^ueation of its authorship, 

notably !J.;*4. ?, Hi R -i^ermor and Marco Mincoff. lurch of the^e 

critics adduces & remarkable raa^p of evidence, the former 

attempting to demonstrate that Tourneu^ wap the author, the 

latter, Mlddleton. Their conclusions are again contradictory, 

a fact wuich ral^e^ doubtff about the validity of their method. 

Miss ^lliP-r-enaor1 selected certain group'* of images from 

The revenge "*s. Tr^ageJiy and The .Atheist/g Trag^cjy which showed 

similar preoccupation^, i.e. they were chosen because of a 

linkage in subject matter, and allotted both play** to Tourneur. 

found that, "the classification of the ^ubject^ of his
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imagery in a given pley is likely to sho^ a field peculiar

to that writer at that stage of his development, yet clearly 

related to the gt*o )p<5 which will be found in hip work as e 

whole. Tourneur is no exception to thin general law." (10) 

!.'. Miacoff selected a different aspect of imagery in hip much 

more elaborate essay, (11) taking into consideration the whole 

of what he calif "ornamental" imagery in the two plr-ys, 

finding no marked linkage between them, but a clo<*e connection 

between The Revenger's Tragedy and Middle ton'?? drf^es. Kin 

comment on discovering the opposite conclusions of Misp 

Ellis-Fermor i^ significant;

"Since writing the above I h*ve, owing to the author's 
kindness., been able to compare ^isr- lli^-Fermor f s 
vindication of Tourneur* f p authorship based on a similar 
study of the imagery. That the same method should lead 
to such conflicting result? is rather a blow to any 
theories based on it, yet it 1^ perhaps not unnatu-al 
that the fir^t experiments in a new medium should be 
rather uncertain and tentative, and no doubt further 
works in thi^ field will succeed in refiaing the technique 
end showing on Ju r-t which points the chief accent should 
be laid.*1 (12)

This second method of tackling the problem of authorship, 

by en examination of imagery, he* come into vogue from 1930 

onwards, since the publication of Professor Spurgeon's 

writings on Shakespeare's imagery. ner work made manifest 

two difficulties to be faced in any *uch -tudy, (a) the exact 

definition of en iuiege, i.e. whe^e the critic is to limit 

himself, end (b) the nature of the conclusions to be drawn. 

She took a very wide end vague definition of *ri image rs the 

basis of her work:

"I u^e the word 'iim^e' here rf tue o?jl.y available
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word to cover every kind of ^imile, es well ?>* every 
kind of whet is really compressed simile - metaphor. 
I suggest that we divert our mind? of the hint the te:'m 
carries with it of visual image onl;/, and thi »k of it, 
for the present purpose, as connoting any and every 
imaginative picture or other experience, drawn in evor\v 
kind of way, which may have come to the poet, not onl;; 
through any of his senses, but through his mind end 
emotion^ as well, aii which he u^es, in the forms of 
simile and metaphor in the widest sense, for purposes 
of analogy." (13)

In spite of her elastic definition of imagery, and her 

very careful and detailed work of cla^sification end rnaly^is, 

the result? of the fi -st pa;*t of her book, where she w d 

hoped to reveal to us porne new data about '-haKespeare as a 

man are disappointing. The facts ^he deduces are ne& 'ly all 

such as have long b-^en familiar to mo^t readers of her author. 

>.s RO distinguished a critic as Professor Uario prtiz pointed 

out, "A ptudy like her-p, or for that matter eny f^tudy, 

justifies itself oaly in so far as it ures it<? data to 

establish facts which are not <?elf-evident'', (1U) ®nd in the 

fir^t part of her book she failed to do this. The chief 

value of her work, as he maintained, lie** in the analysis of 

the figurative pattern of Shakespeare's pleys contained in 

the second part of "Qhekejapeere. *s Imagery. ' There is no 

doubt that such & st^dy helps u^ to understand the play's 

development and construction, r id greetly enhance^ our 

appreciation of it. The value F>id importance of thi^ new 

approach is shown by the  «?pete of critical work inflanced 

by or based upon it. (15)

Iv. Kincoff and Mis^ fillip-Pei-nior both take a very much
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narrower definition of an image than thi.t of Miss Spurgeon 

for the purposes of their studies of Tourneur. The former 

writes :

"the investigation shojld be confined to ^;. c ;...«* that are 
really ornamental in inteititn, althou/h it is not 
possible to draw a hard and f/.st line. But often an 
inif»£u is introduced lor the rzv/te of & joke, or as N 
means of cheraoter-drewing. to throw lig./u r n the spe 
or it may follow the tone of everyday convv;i*<n tion too 
closely to be eltr^ed as. "trictly ^oetic, tnd here the 
dun^er becomes very ^reat that the i'oet*p personality *..ay 
become mr^rkod by that of his creature".*1 (16)

He i? tr.i»jr fixing rather arbitrary 1 iritis on the ran.,e of 

imagery he? allow hiwelf to u^e. The ^cope of Mine 

Ellip-Fernor's article would only Kdnit of her ^electing 

certain groups of imi;w;eR with a common ^ubject t.mtter for 

aa*jl,vf*i8« Thuf? they both oxMuin« Tourneur in & somewhat 

narrow expect* Thi^ I* pei :,;J^B one reeron why they arrive 

at opposite conclusions, the feet that neither of incix' 

ntudie^ in FiuiTiciently cojaprehensive. To settle a problem 

of authorship on the ba?is of an cx.'.>.rni nation of style is nut 

easy, and when critics limit t heir. ~ elves farther to certain 

ns^cts of imagery, ruch confu^i ig results ar , periieps only 

to be expected. Mor-eover*, since Profe««or ^pur^oo.i in her 

wide end detailed tnu-. !;."«  i^, ftilei to produce any it eta of 

great ni (;ulfic&;ice about °h?>ke^pe^re , it may be doubted «viii t 

Vfilue a ntudy of imagery alone h; v~ in rolving thlr^ ki.id of 

problem. The^e re-ultB suggest that the approach s.iould be 

as wide as possible, and tht.t not only imagery, but ^tyle in 

general, vocabulary, the u<-e oi* pv»overbs , t;-id peculiar
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phraseology, should be examinei.

hith regard to (b), the nature of the conclusions to be 

drawn from a study of imagery, it is easy to be misled into 

assuming that a mess of new facts t=bout tiie author concerned 

will emerge. M. Uincoff appears to DC unduly influenced by 

the first psrt of ITofessor spurgeon* ° work when he <*8ys; 

"Above all it must never be forgotten thftt the main aim of 

the investigation (i.e. into an author's imagery) must always 

be the discovery of facts about the author's personality and 

hi? type of mind, and that such fact? must always be of 

infinitely greater weight than mere details of re^erablance."(17; 

The rno^t careful end detailed analysis of imagery made by 

Professor Spurgeon failed to reveal anything of significance 

about Shakespeare's personality more than //as already known, 

end the same if tr-ue of K. Mincoff's work on Tourneur. his 

deductions about Tourneur'0 personality are quite different 

from those of Miss ulli^-Ferraor; he conclude^ (18) that 

Tourneur was a town-dweller with practically no interest in 

the country, whereas the letter is convinced that Tourneur 

war a countryman by breeding, brought up on a farm probably 

in i^est Anglia. A i--oblem of authorship must be approached 

with an open mind, and to fix as one*? aim ^uch a highly 

dubious matter as thi^ "discovery of facts about the author's 

pe"ponelity'* is a limiting of one's point of view.

Another form of biassed approach is shown by K. ii. J. 

Oliphant who allow-" his enthusiasm for Middle ton's claim to 

the authorship of The Revenger * s Jregedy to run away with
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him, and becomes quite dogmatic on the question. He claims 

that to justify Tourneur's authorship, "To make the care a 

good one some development from the one play (i.e. ?.?,.) to 

the other (i.e. A..v._) ";u^t be *hown; but ^uch development 

never has been «hown f end, i venture to say, never can be 

shown." (19) How m^arrrnteJ such an attitude is ha* been 

amply demonstrated in a well balanced article by fi. Jenkins, 

who writer; "The tevender's Tragedy remain^ Tourneur's 

masterpiece in drama, but between the composition of the two 

plays his mind progressed enormously. In The Atheist*** 

Tragedy an instinctive disgust with humanity has been repls^ed 

by a searching enquiry into the foundations of hurae i life.." 

(20). So rgain critic^ arrive at widely differing 

conolunions.

I have now not>;d three faults in the method^ of the 

writer 0 quoted «?o far, faults w^ich are I believe respousible 

to a large extent for the confusion in the results of their 

work. The^e failings are t ;en f firstly, approaching the 

problem from a narrow aspect, iposing limitations on one's 

view; secondly, adopting unjustifiable aims, or1 fixing 

special aims of any ^ort, which make foi4 a predisposition to 

emphasise some and i.raore other evidence, fnd thirdly, 

adopting a firmly dogmatic attitude. It is notable that 

none has as yet ruede the comprehensive ^urvey of every facet 

of Tourneur*s pley whioh would seem to be called for if any 

final decision on the question of authorship is to emerge.
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Even if an all-embracing study were made, the r> e is no 

guarantee that the problem would be solved. ft;/le is an 

intangible quality in an author 1 * work, and comprises °o many 

and varied features that in the last report it defie^ analysis. 

Moreover, as Professor .Ucoll has pointed out (21), an author's 

style may vary enormously from one work to another, Several 

critics in addition to M. Mincoff and K. H. C. Oliphant have 

laid stress on the differences in style and language between 

The Atheist's Tra^edjy and The Revenger's Tragedy, noting the 

frequency of light endings, fondness for abstract words, (22) 

and the use of "hable" and "habillitie" (23) as characteristics 

of the former, and the easy rhythm and use of Middletonian 

worvis (22) as special features of the latter. Oae has even 

gone so far as to count the number of times the words "of" and 

"to" are-u^ed as line endings in the work of Middleton and 

Tourneur. (2U) Little notice has been taken of the equally 

remarkable difference^ between The Revenger's Tragedy and the 

work of Middleton, as for instance in the use of rhymed 

couplets and "sentences", of which there are 39 in the first 

act of The Revenger's Tragedy, and only 15 in the fi^st act of 

Women Beware Women, the play most often compared with it. 

In fact Oliphant has spoken of "the prevalence of rhyme" (25) 

as a common characteristic of Middleton ! s work and The 

Revenger's Tragedy, a claim hardly borne out by the ff,ctR.

Shakespeare's plays laay serve to show how much an author's 

style and vocabulary can change in the space of a few years. 

In his e^say "The Othello Music", G. Wilson Knight has shown
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how distinct is the style of Othello from that of the other 

tragedies; in Othello he finds clear, visual images , detach. d 

from eech other; in King Lear end Macbeth, blared, fused, 

evocative images. 'The Othello style,'' he na.-/s f "is diffuse, 

leisurely like a meandering river; the i<Iecbeth style 

compressed, concentrated and explosive, ' (26) end euuis up his 

findings later on as a

"... ^imple forward -flowing clarity of di^nii ied statement 
and of riraile in place of ti;e ^uperlogical welding of 
thought with molten thought in the more compressed, agile, 
end concent  £ ted poetry of Macbeth and Leer ..... i:i these 
respects Othello 1 8 speech in nearer the ptyle of the 
aftermath of Klizabethen literat -re, the fettled lava of 
that fiery eruption which <r;ave UP the solid image of 
Larvell and the 'marmoreal phrase* of i^owne." (27)

The difference? f it may be noted, which c.'itiup IIFVU observed 

between The Atheiat^ Tragedy end ;he ....Keyenger / P 'tragedy are 

exactly a-ialo^oup to those here pointed out between Othello 

and $ hake P pe are 's other trcgc?dies, a di £ ;nified flow, clarity, 

end use of simile, contrasting with a compre^^ed metaphorical 

style. Vocabulary again i* \o necegsa *y test of author-ship. 

Another critic hp.s recently exar.daod the vocabularies of 

r^hskespeare f s plays, and summarises hi^ findings as follows; 

*'(i) Hhake^peare was co itiiiue.lly chan^in^ portion^ of nis 

vocabulary. ( ii) Certain words, representing from th^ee to 

over ten per* cent of the vocabuli rty of a play, were u^ed only 

in that play. (iii) He >rfd jelly increased, not the si"e of 

the vocabulary of n play, but the number of orice-U"ed words 

in the vocabulary." (28) Po Troilus e id Cre^sida has 302, 

Hamlet 396, and King Lerr 346 words peculiar to itself,
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amounting es fer as the fir^t two are concerned, to over ten

per cent of the words jsed in the play. The citing then of 

the frequency of ''hable" and "habillitie" in Tourneur-'s work 

apart from The Revenger f s Tragedy t or of the use of the word 

"mystical" (which also occurs five tiroes in Miduleton's work) 

in that play, cannot be t^ken too seriously *s evidence of 

Middleton's authorship. ^ny ergument based on vocabulary 

must have the backing of a raasr of other evidence before it 

can be accepted.

The difficulty of solving a problem of authorship on a 

stylistic basis is apparent. This study will be devoted to 

an arieljsis of the <-tyle, vocabulary and imagery of The 

Revenger * s Tragedy, with some remark? on The Atheist's Tragedy, 

b? *ed on e complete concordance to tre two plays. It will 

not be directed specifically towards a decision on the 

authorship question, but I hope to a^femble in the final part 

any evidence which the ^tudy may produce; however, it is worth 

noting at the outlet thet the contradictory conclusions 

arrived at by those critic-^ who have undertaken the task 

indicate that the problem i:;ay be insoluble.

I have- tried to show that previou^ di^cu^piou oi Tourneur'p 

style and imagery has "been focused on certain different 

aspect0 according to the aim of the critic, and that no 

comprehensive ^tudy ha* been made for it^ own intrinsic 

interest. I hf;ve suggested also that tnin may be why the 

critics concealed have reached ^uch varying conclusions.



Therefore I propose In ray exawiuetion of style Jfco Include 

Imagery in « very wide senr-e, the use of proverb^, or se 

or rhyme, variations in rhythm o.^ metr-e, anything in fret thet 

seems significant find chr?t'r.?oteriRtic. The question of imagery 

needs to be examined in florae detail.

The enaXyrer* of the imagery of ^he Revenger *s .Tragedy and 

The Atheig^ 's Ti^&j&edy olpeedy nst/de by M, fcincoff end 

Miws ; llls-Perinor, h«ve dealt receptively with pictorial, 

ornamentel images: "it is ?iot the rhyttoi but the ornaments! 

purpose behind the picture that must be the determining 

f«ctO"V' (29) *^nd with selected g^ojp^ of itnsgen, taken in the 

strict  -ense of metaphor and simile. ttiflp Kllir-Fermo." 

Raid recently:

''when w© i^^eaJt of imagery in thip way we generally find 
that we ere a® ing the te?*i& in thet "trioter end roiaewh&t 
limited *en*e which recent wr»iterf» have tended to «dopt 
when conpiderlng shake^pmre, that ia f either BR co 
extensive with metaphor, or fit moi»t with the figures 
closely allied to mete^hor* This is , I believe, 
©dvi?eble, even though in the rpeclal cape of d aiae, the - 
ere fometii'iieR 'eeraon^ for» extending It to include the 
frontiers of ^ymbolip?m t description* or even it may be, 
the netting itflelf,** (30).

I have quoted this to illupt^ate that one of the leading 

critic« in the api^OBch to ».lr? tiia through iraagery :-»eeli°en the 

limited pense in which that word has till now been used. She 

raise** some very important points in the second he If of this 

passage, fo?' if, es she maintains, end I believe is true, the 

moat frequent function of imagery in drame "is thet which 

reveals or keeps in mind the underlying mood. This not only 

knits the pl**^ together but em .ihaslzen by iteration - and by



iteration whore rppeal ir always to the emotions - the idea 

or mood which had guided the poet's choice of theme and 

shaping of form;'' (31) then it is clear that symbolic, 

description end netting raurt be considered tojethei' with 

imagery, since they rhare thin *erue function. How far, for 

instance, doe° the netting of the opening sceae of The 

;;;e venger's Tragedy, where Vindice cynically watches the 

luxurious proces'-ion of nobler an he hold?5 the skull of his 

mur'dered mistress in hin hand, react upon or combine with the 

vivid imagery of his soliloquy in the creation of that total 

i-presoion of hate, ^plendour, lust and violence aroused ^o 

well in the mind of every reader? The ^kull used in the 

Kcene reappears in Act 3 °cene 3 *s the instrument of depth 

of the Duke, a lecher and murderer, and again the poetry of 

thi<? scene is magnificent. ut is not part of the over 

whelming effect of this later pcene due to the ironic and 

bitter symbolism of the skull, which hr.s been, as it were, 

lying dormant ^ince the opening of the play? Aiother writer 

has remarked how in Vindice'^ ^econd speech to the ^kull, 

"the complex theses and pyi:ibols of the whole play ere 

concentrated into a single magnificent pa^st^e.* (32) This 

passage:

T)O'R the ^ilke-worrae expend her yellow labou > ^
.-'or thee? *'o * thee do's rhe uadoe he."SL?lfe? 
/'.?.   e Lord-^hips sold to meintaine Lady-rhip-
For the poore beaefit of a bewitchi ig luinute-;

v^X^ iii.3.7jff

end so on, revolves around the grisly object in Vindice f s
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hand, the skull, which has become a ^.ibol of corruption, 

decay, revenge, futility, needles^ expense, the waste of 

luxury - its connotations are endless. The effect of the 

verse is continually enhanced by this concrete symbol, which 

draws into itself and focusses all the trains of imagery 

running through the play. It is on integrating factor, 

linking together and heightening the significance of the 

language end imagery. It has the effect of turning a 

reference elsewhere in the play to death or bone or decay, 

couched in the plainest of language, into a kind of image, 

since it rt once brings all the visual end aural nc.lactation 0 

of these two scenes, into play.

There is another aspect of imagery which hes *: bearing 

on this, and has not often been explored. n'ords in them 

selves have no essential meaning; their meaning as Dr. I. A. 

Richards observed, (33^ i* affected by words of ^iniilrr 

sound, by other words who°e meanings overlap, and by the 

nature of the context. Where the context is a tragedy such 

ep The Revenger's Tragedy or The /thei s t * s Tra ge dy , containing 

sustained patterns of imagery, (this has been demonstrated 

in the work of Miss Ellis-Ferrnor, M, Mincoff and L. Q. 

Salinga^), the heightened and special connotations given to 

a word by some intense and metaphorical passage, will be 

carried over in some degree into passages where the same 

word is used in a plainer or purely descriptive sense. To

illustrate this I will examine tne ur-e of the word "poi^o-i" 

and its cognate words in The Revenger f_s_ _Tra^ed^. It occurs
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twice in the opening ^oliloquy of »indiee, where the language 

IP metaphorical and the emotional level high:

Thou ^allow ^iuture of my poy^ond love. i.1.17

Thee when thou wert appareld in thy flerh i.1.35 
The old Duke poyon'd.

There are mother fifteen ellu^ion^ to ^oi^on in the remainder 

of the play, most of them *traightfoi-wprd f and not nlway 

occurring r-r here in the middle of a vital ^peech. 

have a deliberate reference back to Vindice**? opening 

e.g. the Duke*?- -

?'any a beauty have I turned to poy^on ii. 2. 356-7 
In the deniell

or the discussion between Lu-^urioso and Vindice in the 

scene -

Luss: Fiovrible wor-d

Vind : And like ^trong poyson eate«
into the Duke your fathers fore-head, ii. 2. 186-8

or again the Duchesf'p remark - ho.v superbly ironical - to 

Hpurio when encouraging hi^ lu^t for he,' -

'tis the old Duke thy doubtfull Fethei>, 
The thought of him rubs heaven in thy way, 
But I protect by yonde ~ wexen fire 
.-'or get hiin, or> ile poy^on him. iii.^. 223-6

But even where the dramatist i/iakep no deliberate connection, 

the weight of the p&rs&^t? here quoted lies behind every 

reference to poison, and give^ the word itp own special and 

horrible connotation in the play. The word itself become? 

aliuo^t metaphorical, in that it^ emotional force, t-fter it 

ha? been charged with ?i 0 nificance in the fir^t rce.ie a id in 

thene pappage^, i« equrl to th&t of sn i.t, tge. PO
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discovery of his dead father -

*s: 0 fight, looke nether, see, hi? lip?*, ere gnawn with
poy^on.

Vind: How - hi-" lips? by th'ursae they bee. v. 1. 

carrier a tremendou^ impact, recalling ;.r it does all the 

reference^ to poison that have gone before. The author' he 'e 

had no need of an image; the word it-elf b"i :uj,n before us the 

Duke's poisoning of Gloriana, end contains all the iconic 

association^ of poetic justice. The iteration of ^uch word? 

as this which reverberate throughout the play i lr t ^ a lar^e 

part in the creetio i of the amazing atmosphere. It i^ a 

difficult tfsk to ^eparrte out the imagery of a play, and 

necessarily an aruit *ary one, depending on one 1 ? personal 

ta^te^, but the ^tudy of such word^ "-hould, I feel, be included 

in any examination of imagery.

For my ^tudy of image? a^ <-uch, I shall not limit myself 

to the visual or ornamental image, but include every kind of 

hint at metrphor. lieges do not appeal necessarily to any 

one of the senses, but may have considerable effect through 

ofte-i quite vague implication^. Dr. I. A. Richard^ goe^ so 

far as to ^ugge^t that images demand not visualization, but 

t.ere intellectual owarene^ of their- implic&tions. (3k) 

This is doubble^ stretching t.he point too far, but indicates 

how far M. Minooff i^ limiting himself in dealing only with 

ornamental images. Thefe e^e many irua^es in The f eve riser's 

V'^edy which hove practically no appeal to the senses, which 

only ju^t, no to ^peek, qualify as image^ through the 

transferred or* metaphorical u°e oi one word. One ve -y large
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group is linked by the coir^ai u^e oi verb* of motion in an 

unu^uel manner. Yet they could hardly be g    >upe1 under* the 

subject heading of ''motion" or "bodily actio-i", -^inoe thei   

appeal ip almost entirely intellectual, / phrtr^e like 

"let thip talke glide" has .10 visur.l, OP kin? esthetic 

implication, but erou^ep a v; gue ^et of idees connected with 

motion. He rie rre some example? i 'om Act i : -

0 ke^pt upovi your Tongue, let it aot -lip 1.2. 79 

.... my vengei nee ,^hall reach hi;li i.2.196 

.... but let this talke lide i.3.80 

; nd thou ^hould^t »»ell in money ... L.3.Q6

Leveld at e Virgin..... i.3«103-U 

A '-ight that rt iker^ man out of me i.i|.8

have gr-eefe too, that yet walke^ without
Vong. i.4.28

heer let your Jths meet ...* 

It ip the general implies tio-i, the idea or feeli ig of inotion, 

which i? conveyed to us by thip ^uccup^lon of verbr*; they 

have a cumulative effect through the play, providing v 

dyneraic quality in the language itself, and giving ? ^ense of 

activity an<J .fettle P'M^SP to the who! . c uch i;:fi f ;ep ere an 

ii portent element in the play'n -^tyle, and clearly d.mand 

toother with the more outstanding imagery.

then to include in my ^tudy of ptyle and 

imagery a note of petting and pj/rnboli^ru, ar ?XM;iinatio i of

whet may be c? lied key word", wordp which, uped raetEpLor»icf lly
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o- directly, echo through tr.e play em) contribute to the 

emotional effect, and the kind of ima 0e which borders on 

direct *»tptement, depending for- its effect on the metaphorical 

use often of one word only. r or there er*e many word? and 

phrepe<- which either b,, th, ir hijn emotional chrrge, or by 

iteration, O !> ^pccir-1 ejaphanip, have ^n effect like thf-t of 

raetephor*, and pid by thei » Ru^^e^tivene?^ and force of 

implication in creatin t. the mood of the play t.nd the atruosphe:-e 

of evil in ..hich it^ te,- ^ible theme is enacted.
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CHAPTER I

The Revengeris Tragedy
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1. Retting;

The way in which the concrete symbol of the skull 

focusnes complex strands of imagery has already been examined. 

Many other aspects of setting ere likewise of great iupo 'tence, 

The play opens with a procession "with Torehe-light" of the

Duke and his court across the stage, accompanied by a "traine",
« 

The two suggestions of magnificence and darkness here conveyed

visually are implied throughout the play in its language. 

Luxury is again visualised in the iinal scene which has a 

dumb-show portraying the establishment in office of the young 

Duke, followed by a banquet. Darkness (the word "night"
*

occurs 1U times) has its customary association with evil. The 

murder of the Duke takes place,

....in this unsunned lodge 
Wherein tis night et noone....

iii.5.20-1.

The scene (ii.2) of Lussurioso's mistaken assault on hia 

sleeping father takes piece at night, and is notable for the 

emphasis on the unusual light:

....is the day out ath-socket 
That it is Noone at Mid-'iight?

ii.2.237-8.

This contrast of darkness and light thus stresses also the 

artificiality of the court life, where dark corners are sought 

by day, and lights by night:

last revelling night 
When Torch-light made an artificiall noone.

i.U.32-3
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If anything be dainbd
It will be twelve a clock at night; that twelve 
Will never scape;
It is the Judas of the howers; wherein 
Honest salvation is betrayde to sin

i. 3. 75-9

Now Cuckolds are a quoyning, apace, apace, apace, apace 
And carefull sisters spinne that thread ith night 
That does inaintaine them and their bawde* ith deie

If every trick were told that's dealt by night 
There are few here that would not blush out right

ii. 2. 163-6

The theme is caught up again in Vindice's second address to the 

skull:

Who now bids twenty pound a night, prepares 
Musick, perfumes and sweete-meatep?, . .

iii.5.91-2

In the court of law (i.2.) and prison (iii.4. ) scenes, and 

in the formal swearing to revenge over drawn ^word^ in
*

i.il. , earthly justice, or mo; re properly the justice of the 

court, if given prominence. At the same time Vindice's 

constant call on heaven to evenge the sins of earth:

Why dop not heaven turne black, or with a frowne 
Undoo the world - why do's not earth start up, 
And Ptrike the sinnes that tread uppon't?

ii. 1.273-7

Has not heaven an eare? Is all the lightning wasted?
iv.2.173

there no thunder left, or 1st kept up 
In *tock for heavier vengeance?

iv. 2. 223-4

Let our hid flames bi'ee^e out, a« fire, as lightning 
To bla«t this villanous Dukedorae vext with sinne

v.2.3

provide* a contrasting emphasis on divine justice. Finally
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heavenly justice in given a visible form in the stage direction 

MA biasing-star appeareth" (v.3.3), and an audible form in the 

direction "It thunders" (v.3*56). The symbols which Vindice 

has called for thus finally appear.

Further it may be noted that the visual connotations of 

the skull are enhanced by the introduction on to the stage of 

the dead body of Antonio's wife (i.J|.) and the use also of the 

dead body of the Duke in v.1. as a property.

The emotional impact of these stage effects is not 

limited to the particular scene in which they are u^ed, but is 

maintained throughout the play by streams of associated images 

and words.
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2« Imagery;

It would be idle to repeat the work of M. Mincoff and 

Miss Kllis-lu.-rno*' in ana l,v ring the play's imfi^ery under 

subject headings. Their observations will therefore merely 

be noted, and t fresh examination made in a different i^v.irier 

of the lading themes of the imagery. Mm Ellls-Furnor (1) 

lifted the imi<,.es under the heading0 of the body, especially 

bodily movement and disease, building, business, do;ue?tic life, 

gardening and formin,,, military life, nature, rivers and winds. 

T,i. Mincoff (2) has r ;;.uch fuller aru-'lynls; his i.ain groups 

are similar to those of Kiss jSllis-?ermor; but he notep also 

the etriphafiis on jewellery, the use of the word r; 'bleed'1 and 

f| pwellrt , water imagery in the use of the words "flow" and 

"«swimM , figu?*es derived from sports, fighting, hunting, curds, 

and references to the arts, especially music end the rt*^e.

The subject headings under which these cr-iticr* divide 

the imagery are arbitrary, »s in fact r..ny scheme of classifi 

cation is bound to be, and arranged especially for the sake of 

comparison with the imagery of The Atheist*s Tragedy, not 

prlimrily in order to discuss the style and methods of the 

author. Therefore 1 have lifted the four largert groups of 

images classified according to their general tenor rather 

than their strict subject matter. The two lavge^t groups 

in my claspifIcetlon are images concerned with action or 

motion, often bodily action (106 images), ? ,id perronificatioa 

(66 iraagen). The two ^iuBll^r groUi>r ore of in.f.^e*. connected
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with luxury or expense, (kk i^age?), and those connected with 

food or the action of eating, (31 image*). The reason for 

claspifying them thus in that these groups comprise the 

greater pert of the images, and create in I/-;rye measure the 

atmosphere of the play, filling out the skeleton of the ptory 

with their imaginative stress on horror, lust, wealth and 

action. They will be considered not in M. Mincoff'n 

"decorative** ^ense, but as an essential and functional pert 

of the play*

The first two of these ^oups ere the most important in 

the play; the distinction between them is slight, except in 

BO far as personification is more imaginative and of strouger 

force. For personification as the author uses it is rarely 

a mere invocation, or coramon-plfce attribution of moral or 

physical qualities to an abstraction, as in

0 liberty thou sweete and heavenly Dame*
iii.2*6

The Lawes a woman, and would she were you*
i. 1.126

Nearly always it is more elaborate, endowing an abstract 

quality with the power of physical or* moral action, so making 

the image far more forceful, as in

.., let not Ijelentlesse Law 
Look with an iron for-head on our brother,

i.2.36

I would thanke that sinne
That could most injury him, and bee in league with it.

i.2.177.

The author f « vividness and originality in personification is
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perhaps best seen in his transformation of the common proverb 

"Take occasion by the forelock, for she is bald behind" (3), 

into,

Has that bald Madam, Opportunity 
Yet thought upon 'A?

i.1.50

and,

...occasion, if I meete her 
He hold her by the fore- top fast ynough.

i. 1.108.

The wide range of things personified is also remarkable, not 

being limited to the upual abstractions, Law, Chastity, Time, 

Age, and so on, but including a sword, tears, midnight, a 

jewel, offence, an angle, countries and ptars, as in the 

following:

Sword I durst make a promise of him to thee 
Thou fthalt dis-heire him, it shall be thine honour.

i. 3. 19S-6

Did we make our teares woemen for thee?
iii.6.112

Some darkned blushlesse Angle that is guilty 
Of his fore-fathers lusts*......

..other countries
That flow in too much mi Ike, and have faint livers 
.lot daring to stab home their discontents.

v.2.2-4

More numerous still are images of action or movement, 

often approaching personification so nearly that drawing a 

distinction becomes difficult or arbitrary, as in

0 keept upon your Tongue, let it not
Death too soone steales out of a lawyers lip.

i.2.75
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Often too, as remarked earlier, the image consists merely in 

the metaphorical use of some verb of motion or action, as strike 

enter, cut, walk, ravish, shake, start, ride, wind, run, swell, 

and so ons-

When his tongue struck upon my poore estate.
ii.1.121

Some father would have enterd into hate.
li.2.296

Cut not your dales for't, am I not your Mother?
lv.i*.13

..that his affrighted eyeballs 
May start into those hollows.

iii.5.13^-6.

The Images individually are not always notable, though some 

times quite startling:

Your Tongues have struck hotte yrons on my face
11.1.258.

It is the accumulation of words of violence, haste, or 

movement, applied to objects normally inactive or immobile, 

which is so impressive, surrounding with an atmosphere of 

tenseness and haste every scene in the play. The hasty

intrigue of Act 11, emphasised in Vindice's,
  

Nine coaches waiting - hurry, hurry, hurry.
ii.1.228

Now cuckolds are a quoyning, apace, apace, apace, apace.
11.2.139

the violence of the Duke's death, and the swiftness of the 

revenges at the end, are carried over into every pcene, and 

permeate the language of every character. As with all the 

important imagery of the play, the keynote is set in the first
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scene, in Vindice's "goe, gray-hayrde adultery", "Vengence 

thou murder & Quit-rent....", and "Advance thee, 0 thou terror 

to fat folkes"; and receives its grandest expression in his 

second address to the skull in iii.3,

Do*a the silke-worme expend her yellow labours 
For thee? for thee dos she undoe herself?

where there is the double personification of the dead thing 

in his hand and the silk-worm. The sanction of force and 

movement running thus through so much of the play's imagery 

provides its most obvious and important characteristic.

Miss Bllis-Fermor and M. Hincoff noted the accurate and 

well-developed business and legal imagery, and the frequent 

use of jewellery, but through their subdivision of images into 

small categories, they overlooked what is really common to 

much imagery of The Revenger * n Tragedy, the sense of wealth,
*

luxury, and expensive living* These images fall into two 

connected groups, one having direct reference to wealth, the 

other concerned with food and drink. Nearly all the kk images 

I have listed under the heading "Money, expense, luxury", have 

a direct reference to spending or payment in some form or other, 

Again Vindice sets the keynote for the whole play in his 

opening soliloquy, where he talks of,

...... the spend-thrift veynes of a drye Duke.
1.1.11

...*the artiflciall shine 
Of any woman's bought complexion....

i.1.25-6
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Vengence thou murders Quit-rent....
Oh keepe thy day, houre, minute I beseech
For those thou hapt determind: hum: who ere knew
Murder unpayd?

i.1.42-6

The Dutchess tries to win Spurio to her lust with money,

Many a wealthy letter have I sent him 
Sweld up with Jewels.

i.2.127-8

and the reward offered by Lussurioso for villainy is

And thou ^houldst swell in money, and be able 
To make lame beggers crouch to thee.

i.3.86-7

It is with the ideas of pleasure, expressed in food imagery, 

and of wealth, that Vindice tempts and overcomes his mother,

0 thinke upon the pleasure of the Pallace 
Secured ease and state; the stirring meates 
Ready to move out of the dishes, that e'en now quicken

when their eaten
ii.1.222

Who'de sit at home in a neglected roome 
Dealing her short-liv'de beauty to the pictures 
That are BR use-lesne as old men, when those 
Poorer in face and fortune then her-selfe 
Walke with a hundred Acres on their backs.

11.1.236-UO

and again the food and money imagery is given a consummate 

expression and linked inseparably, in ii.5» when Vindice, 

talking of the skull, says

Dos every proud and selfe-affecting Dame
Camphire her face for this? and grieve her Maker
In sinful baths of miIke - when many an infant starves
For her superfluous out-side, all for this?
Who now bids twenty pound a night, prepares
Musiok, perfumes and sweete-raeates?

iii.5.87-92

These then are the main threads of imagery, which run through
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the play from beginning to end; these images are used by 

every character, although, as with all the play's imagery, 

their finest expression la given to Vindice.

These four major groups of images are lifted in Appendix A 

and need no further comment. I have included under images of 

eating the many metaphorical uses of the verb "taste", as in

I do embrace that season for the fittest 
To tast of that young lady.

11.2.173-U

Had not that kisse a taste of sinne, twere sweete
iii.5.219

and also the uses of the verb "eat" in the passive, in the 

sense of being eaten away by poison, as

My teeth are eaten out
Hadst any left?
I thinke but few
Then those that did eat are eaten.

iii.5.169-72

I have included many minor metaphors, which would not be 

classified as images if considered for their decorative value; 

images depending for their effect on a single word; or 

passages such as the last quoted, which have a distinct 

sensory appeal, and fit into the pattern of food images in 

the play. Nevertheless, the majority of the images classified 

are strict metaphors in Miss Spurgeon's sense of "any and 

every imaginative picture or other experience." (k) The 

number of images under these four headings totals well over 

200, and comprises the greater part of all the images in the 

play.

This is very significant, ^ince it means that the
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imaginative expression of mood in the play, the underlying 

emotive stress which is conveyed largely through iterative 

imagery, is concentrated, to a much greater extent than in 

Shakespeare'* play*, on four themes; narrow theme* relating 

to bodily movement and enjoyment. Thus in place of the 

atmosphere of spaciousness, the *enne of universal implication, 

which appear* in Shakespeare'« tragedies, there is only a 

sense of speed and violence among little people moving in their 

own little world* The effect of the imagery of The Revenger's 

Tragedy. its function, is to provide a background of luxury 

and bodily enjoyment, to create an atmosphere suitable to the 

sordid and self-sufficing villainous court. Its effect is 

one of concentration rather than of expansion. The play is 

intensely moral, it is true, end the relation of the character* 

to divine justice end to God is stressed, but there is no 

struggle within the soul; the relation is that between judge 

end accused. Except for the mention twice of Italy, there is 

no reference from the Duke's court to the outside world. The 

unusual emphasis on certain restricted themes again appears in 

a marked stress on groups of iterative words, as will be fhown 

later.

This quality of concentration gives added excitement to 

a play dependent for much of its effect on swiftly moving end 

naturally exciting Intrigue, and makes it, within its own 

narrow limits, immensely powerful. At the same time the
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"confinement of the imaginative atmosphere", to u^e a ph-'&se 

Bradley applied to Othello, is marked. He ^aid of 

Shakespeare's play, in relation to the other three tragedies 

he was discussing:

"we feel it to occupy a place in our minds a little 
lower than the other three......Othello has not equally
with the other three the power of dilating the imagination 
by vague suggestions of huge universal powers working in 
the world of individual fete «?-id passion." (5)

Vindice has not the stature, rank, the associations with great
 

battles and remote countries, or the grandeur of isolation 

which Othello possesses due to his colour and his marriage 

with a noble white woman. The "confinement" in The Revenger's 

Tragedy is greater still.

There are several smaller groups of imagery in the play. 

The unpleasant connotations of so much of the food end body 

imagery, seen in the u«e of the verb "to swell"

my braine 
Shall swell with ^trange invention.

i.3.133

Thy veines are sweld with lu*t....
11.2.10U

and in the linking of excess in eating with excess ii lust,

And fed the ravenous vulture of his lust.
1.4.50

are further enhanced by 13 disease images; ^ome of the most 

striking of them are used by Vindice in the expression of his 

righteous indignation, n« In his reviling of the Duke:

now lie begin
To ^tick thy soule with Ulc^r*. I will make 
Thy spirit grievous "ore, it shall not re^t,
But like ^ome pestilent i.ian to?se in thy brest.

iii.^.185-8
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The greater part of this disease imagery is connected «.ith the 

temptation of Vindice's mother and Cs^tiza; the yielding of 

his mother appears to her aid Vindice as a disease, her 

conversion as a recovery:

0 you heavens! take thi* infectious spot out of my
poule.

I am recoverd of that foule disease
That haunts too many mothers, kinde forgive me,
Make me not *ick in health...

iv.U.133-7

Now thevdisease has left you, how leprously 
That office would have cling'd unto your forehead.

iv.U.71-2

Several of these image? are however commonplace puns on the 

word "mother", or of slight significance, like "infect 

perswasioris" (iv.^.lUl) or "to make infirme / Your sisters 

honor" (iv.2.158-9).

A further group is connected with water, though for the 

most part confined to the use of the verb? swim, drown, flow, 

wade, fathom, and so On, as in:

As impious eteept as he....
1.1.5

When griefe swum in their eyes iii.U.:>5 

though there is one quite extended pea image:

Our porrowes are no fluent
Our eyes ore-flow our toungs; word*? ppoake in tuare*-
Are like the murmures of the waters, the sound
Is lowdly heard, but cennot be di^tinguisht.

111.6.U9-52

There is a small number of images connected with s t>ort,
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none of them at ell interesting, aid a few building images, 

which are more notable for their complexity, as

For thy sake weele advance him, Bad builde faire 
His meanest fortune^: for it is in us 
To reare up Towers from cottages.

iv.1.61-3

Except for the use of the wordr fruit and fruitless in 

their common metaphorical sense, there is no nature imagery 

until the fourth act, and in particular ii iv.4, the scene of 

repentance and reconciliation between his mother and Viadice, 

where the curious gentleness of the following images provide? 

a very appropriate contrast to the normal violence of language 

and action:-

Vind; Brother it ^aines, twill spoile your dagger,
house it.

Hip; Tis done.

Vind; Y faith tis a sweete shower, it dos ihuch good. 
The fpuitfull grounds and meadowes of her soule 
Has beene long dry: powre downe thou blessed dew 
Rise Mother, troth this shower has made you

higher.
iv.U.52-7 

Farewell onc$-dryed , now holy-watred meade.

Two other groups of imagery, images of the household, 

connected especially with clothing, and images of daily life, 

often possessing a topical ring, are fairly f 'equent, and have 

some affinity with the major groups of figures of wealth and 

luxury. The first of these groups is confined to the first 

half of the play, though caught up again in Vindice's tirede 

in iiio, and its chief function <?eemp to be the creation of
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a sense of intimacy in the palace scenes of the first two acts, 

and especially in ii.2, the scene where Lusnurioso attacks his 

father expecting to find Spurio in bed with his mother. The 

intrigue and secrecy of the scene is maintained through the 

language in puch passages as:

You shall have one woman knit more in a hower then any 
man can Ravell agen in seaven and twenty yeare.

ii.2.77-9

...to have all the fees behind the Arras; and all the 
farthingales that fall plumpe about twelve a clock at 
night uppon the Rushes. ii.2.90-2

..... he and the Duchesse
By night meete in their linnen, they have beene scene 
By staire-foote pandars.

ii.2.123-5

This woman in immodest thin apparell 
Lets in her friend by water, here a Dame 
Cunning, nayles lether-hindges to a dore, 
To avoide proclamation.

ii.2.154-7

Of the total of 22 such images, 9 occur in this one scene, 

including all the more significant ones. The images of daily 

life are often picturesque, and refer of course to London life. 

There is no attempt to provide an Italianate background, apart 

from the intrigue and villainy of the story and the characters' 

names. The following passages are specifically topical in 

their reference to seventeenth century England; that is to 

say some historical knowledge is required for their under 

standing now:

He made a goodly show under a Pent-house 
And when he rid his hatt would check the signes, and

clatter 
Barbers Basons.

i. 2.159-61



Night 1 thou that looks t like funerall Heraulds fees 
Torne downe betimes ith morning

thet were keides 
bi'en at nun^et are now perhaps ith Toale-booke.

11.2.152-3

I hate em worse then any Cittizens sonne 
Can hate saltwater

111. 4. 61-2

. . . tas some eight returnes like Michaelmas Tearme
v.1.8

....died like a Polititian in hugger-mugger, i;,8de no 
man acquainted with it.

v.1.17

There are also the phrases lf strange lust / 0 Dutch lust"

(i.3.65) and "kisse closer / Hot like a Flobbering Dutchman" 

(iii.5.175); the second of these may heve a special reference 

to the P loppy breeches characteristic of Dutch dre^s, or more 

likely, to the vice of drunkenness commonly attributed to the 

Dutch, (see Appendix D) . Both references are derisive, 

explained by the .J.B...D. as "largely due to the rivalry and 

enmity between the English end the Dutch in the seventeenth 

century" (6).

A small group of Images is derived from music and drama. 

Music seems to be linked in the author's mind with feasting 

and the luxury of court-life, as is seen in such passages as,

. . . .re veils 
When Musick was hard lowdest...

Who now bids twenty pound a night, prepares 
Musick, perfumes and sweete-meates?

lilo.91-2
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Besides the frequent references to music (ten altogether), 

there are several images:

Turnee my abused heart-strings into fret
i.1.16

....Just upon the stroake 
Jars in my brother - twill be villanous Musicke

iv.1.32-3

Why lie beare me in some straine of melancholic, 
And string myselfe with heavy-sounding Wyre 
Like such an Instrument, that speakes merry things sadly

iv. 2. 28-30

which suggest a more than usual interest in music.

The references to tragedy or to acting, when the 

characters are made to speak of oheiuselver, dramatically, as 

though conscious of acting a part in a play, are derived from 

Marston and Chettle. The author of The Revenger's Tragedy, 

however, uses the device more subtly than either of these two 

writers, whose characters merely step out of their parts and 

remark on the play as though they belonged to the audience, as 

in Antonio's Revenge and Hoffman(7);

....thou and I
Will talke as Chorus to this tragedie. 
In treat the rnusick straine their instruments

Antonio 1 s Revenge 1.5

He was the prologue to a Tragedy
That if my derti lie* deny me not
Shall passe those of Thyentes, Tereus,
Jocasta, or Duke Janons jealous wife;
So shut our stage up, there is one act done
Ended in Otho's death; 'twas somewhat single;
lie fill the other fuller.....

Hoffman /ct 1.

In The Revenger^ Tragedy «uch reififcrks are integrated i.-jto the 

context and given a double meaning: the character u*es them
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legitimately as imagery, but at the same time the audience 

will understand them as applying to the ^

Vengence thou Murders ,v uit-rent, and whereby 
Thou shoust thy ~elfe Tennant to ? tragedy

1.1.U2-3

. . . violent rape 
Has playd a glorious act....

1.4.6

If every trick were told that's dealt by night 
There are few here that would not blush out right

ii.2.165-6

Now to my tragick businesse, looke you brother, 
I have not fashiond this onely for snow 
And u^elesse property; no, it shall be&re a part 
jS'en in it owne Revenge,

ill. 5.103-6

When the bad bleedes , then is the Tragedie good.
ill. 5. 216

Dost know thy kue thou big-voyc'pt cryer?
v.3.58

The word  ' characters" at 1.1.8 is notable, since it possibly 

has the modern sense of dramatic characters, or as the •:{._&. 0. 

defines it "a personality invested with distinctive attributes'1 

(of Appendix D) ; if so, it is a very early use of the word in 

this sense, which is otherwise first recorded in 1749. The 

use fits in too with the other dramatic references in the play:

..goe, gray-hayr'de adultery,
And thou his sonne, as irapious ?teept as hee: 
And thou his bastard true-begott in evill: 
And thou his Dutchesse that will doe with Divill, 
Four exlent characters -

1.1. 4-8

There is too a quantity of laiscellaneous imagery, for 

example :

Her beauty was ordayned to be my scaffold
1.2.71
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It is as easie way unto a Dutchesse 
As to a Hat ted -Dame

i. 2. 140-1

. . a Bar. tard 
The curse a* the wombe, the theefe of Nature

i. 2. 181-2

lie arrae thy brow with womans Herauldrie
i. 2.197

Duke on thy browe lie drawe my Bastardie
i.2.222

. .woman. ..... ..... The name
Is BO in league with age that now adaies 
It do's Eclipse three quarters of a Mother

....this our lecherous hope, the Dukes sonne
ii.2.111

Twixt ray Step-mother and the Bapterd, oh, 
Incestuous sweetes betweene 'em

A sexual emphasis is incidental to much of the imagery 

classified above* as is to be expected in a play dealing with 

lust and incest , and the weight of stress on sex, and especiall; 

its vicious aspects, will become apparent in the analysis of 

iterative words. The legal imagery , which stands apart from 

the rest of the play's imagery because of its technical nature, 

is examined separately in the section on nThe Quality of the 

Imagery". The moral emphasis given by the continual 

implication of justice on this earth and In heaven, is 

conveyed through iterative words rather than images.

It remains to note what groups of imagery are absent from 

the play, for which purpose C. F. Spurgeon's chart analysing 

the range of subjects of Shakespeare's imagery (8) provides a



useful standard of comparison. Animal imagery, common in 

Shakespeare, is elmoet entirely lacking in The Revenger's 

Tragedy* The only individual images are:

How dost sweete Musk-cat?
i.3.36

.... the Dukes sonne (that moth to honor)....
i.i*.37

....the ravenous vulture of his lust
i.4.50

Do's the Silke-worme expend her yellow labours?
iii.5.75

....hee bring* flesh-flies after him, that will buzze 
against suppertime, and hum for his comming out.

v.1.11-12

For the rest there are only commonplace and general images; 

the Dukes sons are called "cubs" (i.2.215); serpent, monster, 

beast, are used es opprobrious epithets, usually with a moral 

implication, and "asse" is used (v.1.169) to mean fool. 

Another notable feature is the absence of classical imagery, 

the only two allusions being to the "Phoenix" (1.3.111) and 

the "Syrens tongue 1' (11.1.61). Nature imagery, which heads 

the list of images in most of Shakespeare's plays, plays a 

very small part in The Revenger's Tragedy. Thus three large 

groups of Shakespearian imagery are missing from this play, 

and there are no other kinds of imagery to compensate for the 

resultant lack of breadth. Imagery is as frequent as in 

Shakespeare's plays, but its range i* narrower, and its major

categories used more intensively. The effect ia of vigour 

and concentration.
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The scheme of classification of images which I have 

adopted here has thus demonstrated what M. Mincoff ignored, 

the fundamental stress in the imagery of the play, which is 

of bodily movement, speed and exertion.
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3^ Iterative Words;

The dominant images of personification and action are 

strengthened by a very large number of references to all parts 

of the body, especially to the tongue - 31, hand - 20, eye -26, 

face - 19, heed -13, forehead - 10, and cheek - 10. The use 

of these words is largely imaginative; the author employs 

them not merely in direct reference to the part concerned, but 

as vivid and vital pynonyms for more prosaic modes of 

expression, realising many shades of meaning. Thus "tongue" 

often means npeech, voice, or language, a fairly common usage; 

but in The Revenger*s JTragedy the bodily sense is retained and 

the common expression enlivened by Rtress on physical action, 

as in:

..if our Tongs 
Were sparing toward the fact...

i.2.64-5

0 keept upon your Tongue, let it not slip
i.2.75

Ladies...tongues as short and nimble as their heeles
1.2.201*

When his tongue struck upon my poore estate
11.1.121

Did with her tong so hard beset her honor
ii.2.61

Your Tongues have struck hotte yrons on my face
il.1.259

.....where we greet in fire 
Nimble and desperate tongues.....

iv.2,50

...no tong has force to alter aid from honest
iv.U.163
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So wface M is used to indicate externalities, outward shows 

covering rotten interiors:

Courtiers. .... 
Putting on better faces then their owns

i.4.35

..... that offence which never yet 
Had face to beg a pardon

ii.2.303

Dos every proud and selfe-affecting Dame 
Caraphire her face for this?

iii. 5.87-8

...may not hereafter times open in as faire faces as this
v. 1.1 21

Tie murders best face when a visard's on
v.1.197

The forehead is used as the body 1 ? moet prominent feature 

in a variety of subtle ways, from the suggestion of guilty 

conscience in

....with what fore-head can I looke in her

to the very complex

Throwne inck upon the for-head of our
1.2.7

So "cheek*1 and "eye* are used, sometimes almost personified, 

endowed with the ability to act as though live things:

Which most afflicting sight will kill his eyes? 
Before we kill the rest of him

ill. 5.75

Who can perceive this? ^tve that eterntll e
i.3.74

No, 1 would raise my state upon her breet 
And call her eyes my Tennants....

ii. 1.108
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•..this cheeke 

Shall still henceforward take the wall of this
11.101

Complementary to this «tress on the members of the body, 

considered often as active agencies, is the repeated use of 

verbs of motion and violence, both imaginatively and straight 

forwardly - fall appears 19 times, strike 11, ride 11, enter 8. 

cut 9t swell 6, ravish 4» beget 8. The haste and action of 

the play are emphasised not only by images of action, but by 

the repeated use of a gfoup of vivid and strii'.ing verbs. 

Similarly the other two groups of listed Imagery, those 

connected with noney and food, are reinforced by groups of 

Iterative words, listed in Appendix B.

The four* groups of images listed in Appendix A contain 

many of the words placed under the p&rae headings in Appendix B; 

but whereas there are 172 images of personification and bodily
\

action, the references to parts of the body, and iterated 

(i.e. occurring 3 or more times) verbs of action, total 394t 

or well over twice as many. The respective proportions of 

the other two groups of images to iterative words are similar; 

U4 images relating to money and 111 words; 31 images of food 

and eating, end 6*4 words. Thus the dominant groups of images 

are reinforced by an equal or greater number of additional 

iterative words.

The use of the word "poison" has been analysed in detail 

(cf. pp. 16-18) to show how the connctationn ^iven to it in a 

metaphorical passage are carried over to some extent into
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more prosaic passages, and endow the word whenever it occurs 

with a heightened significance* It would not be possible to 

examine every word in this way, but it is evident that the 

iterative words examined above have this function of spreading 

the connotations of the Imagery end increasing its force. 

Image and word interact on each other and strengthen the 

emotional impact; and although the reader or audience IP 

perhaps not always awere of this process it is very significant 

in establishing the pace end mood of the play.

Other important groups of iterative words do not reinforce 

image patterns, but themselves establish certain aspects of 

the play. This is specially true of the "intense pre 

occupation with ethics ' (9) PO often observed, and one critic 

has stated (10):

"Recurrent scheme* of imagery ere not....the main 
device on which Tourneur depends. The principal effect 
of the sustained assault against the triumphant corruption 
of the life represented by the Duke's court comes from 
netting Its keenest desires and its most cherished values 
either explicitly, or for the rno^t part, by inference, 
against the contrasting measure of temperance and vi -tue, 
and its vanities against the oblivion of death."

This "sustained assault" is carried on largely by the iteration 

of words connected with nex in its vicious aspects, sin, and 

crime, and conversely of words relating to judgment, earthly 

and divine, and punishment of crime. The constant stress on 

death as the great leveller completes this pattern.

The words used to describe the affairs of the Duke's 

court imply a moral condemnation. "Lust" and "lustful" occur
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20 times in the play, always in a bed penne, adultery end its 

cognates 6 times, incest 5, rape 6. The atmosphere of 

immorality is strengthened by the frequent use of the word* 

bawd, harlot, cuckold, drab, strumpet, whore, slut, pander. 

There is too a corresponding stress on the chastity of 

Caatisa end Antonio's wife. Besides this emphasis on *ex 

(151 references) there is constant reference to vice end 

virtue in general, especially to the concept of sin, the word 

appearing 30 times in the play. Kven the old Duke;

My haires are white and yet my sinne® are Oreene
ii.2.359

and Spurio:

Had not that kip*e a taste of sinne twere swecte
iii.5.219

are conscious of it. The penee of deceit and wickedness 

appears too in the words "false", used 16 times, "treason", 13t 

"wicked" 7, Hwrongtf 11, "base" 14, "unnatural" 8, "shame" 17, 

"villain" and "villeinoue" 41 times.

Complimentary to this stress on crime are the many 

references to Justice on earth and in heaven. The words 

"law", 19 times, "prison" 11, "just" 12, "doom" ^, relate to 

the juptioe finally vindicated by Antonio's condemnation of 

Vindioe. The justice of the next world receives a still 

greater emphasis in the repeated references to hell, 16 times, 

the devil 15, damnation 17, and in particular to heaven, 31 

times. Heaven in spoken of usually e? an active agency able 

to interfere in human affairs, or as B euphemism fof God, end
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Vindioe regards himself a* heaven's instrument of vengeance, 

his task,

To blast thin tillanous Dufcedorae vext with Sinne
v.2.26

There are also a few biblical alias ions, to Judas ti.3. 

Lucifer (i,3*&2), the peventh conronndne/it (i.2,1tf2), find 

tanas like " salvation" ant? "grace" which have r pedal 

reli&'iou* connotations ai-e ueed- U^ferei:,-e has ; l.-cr,ci^ been 

made to the atago directions calling for thunder vnd & 

blazing ntar, t;ie evidences of divine power.

To cociplete the atmosphere of moral indignation there is 

an unusual number of references, 220 f to riying and things 

connected with death. The word "death 11 occurs 3^4 times, wdie" 

k2> "kill* 24, "murder" 29, It /'0i*on lt 17, and "daad 1* 10. All 

these references, T^ich average alrr.or»t one in every 10 lines, 

are caught up In 'the central symbol of ' the skull «nd in 

Vindice'f? two groat speeahe^ on death as trie inevitable end 

of all grandeur and wealth.

Of other iterative words only a few are interesting or 

occur very frequently. There) are -orae references to heat. 

especially "fira" which occurs 13 times, and to coldness, the 

former related to the therae* of lu^t end luxury, and the 

latter related to chastity* The author has certain favourite 

interjections and modes of address, suoh aa "faith", U6 times, 

"O.f " 66, "Oh.1 " 69, "I" (i.e. the modern "aye") 30 times. The 

words "grace** and "honpjar^ are used commonly an terms of
/f> ' '&



address, and moat other iterative words, ''court", "mother", 

and *o on, relate directly to petting or character.
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k* Nature of the Imagery :

The author of The. .Revenger 'a Tragedy has great sensitivity 

to the manilold meaning of words, and ap Miss ti. Holmes 

remarked in her pioneering study of imagery in Elizabethan 

drama (11) "....shapes much of his metaphor by means of plays 

on words, from the obvioue pur to that quick perception of a 

word's hidden associations which is a metaphysical quality." 

Indeed he seems unable to renist the temptation to make a pun, 

end the play contains many which are obvious and sometimes 

tedious:

Save Grace the bewde I seldome here Grace nam'd
i.3.18

.....trheres a doome would make G woman dum

Some of these are laboured over several lines , as though the 

author is anxious to display his cleverness, suggesting perhaps 

a lack of discrimination such as might be expected in an early 

work:

Moth; 0 fie, fie, the riches of the world cannot hire a 
mother to such a most unnatural taske.

Vind ; io, but a thousand Angells can;
Men have no power, Angells must worke you too't 
The world descends into such base-borne evills 
That forty Angells can make fourscore divills

ii. 1.96-101

There are too many passages of brilliant play upon words, as 

when Vindlce interrupts Hippolito and Lussurioso:

Lus: For which I was within a etroake of death

Hip; Alack Ime sorry; s f foote just upon the stroake 
Jars in my brother - twill be villanous Mupicke

iv. 1.29-32



ox* in the tempt rt ion scene:

Moth; Oh if I were yong, I should be ravisht 

Cast; I to loose your honour.

Vinci ; slid how can you loose your honour? 
To deale with my Lords Grace? 
Heele adde more honour to it by hie Title

ii. 1.21 5-9

where the various connotations of "ravisht", "honour", and 

"grace" are revealed, charging the passage with several layers 

of meaning.

This imaginative grasp of the connotations of word? is 

very important, for it appears throughout the imagery of the 

play, and contributes much towards the force and penetration 

of the shorter images, and the logical and clear development 

of the longer metaphors. It enables the author to achieve 

concentration by the use of wor*ds in more than one sense, as 

in:

I f me lost againe, you cannot finde me yet 
I'rae in a throng of happy apprehensions

iii.5.32

It enables him also to develop an image consiptently by 

catching up the implications of words as in:

To have her traine borne up, and her soule traile ith
durt

or sometimes in extended images:

No, I would raise my ptate upon her brest 
And call her eyes my Tennants, I would count 
My yearely maintenance upon her cheekes: 
Take Coach upon her lip, and all her partes 
Should keepe men after men, and I would ride 
In pleasure upon pleasure

ii. 1.107-12
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Impudence.'
Thou Goddesse of the pallace, Mistrls of Mistresses 
To whom the costly-perfumd people pray, 
Strike thou my fore-head into dauntlesse Marble; 
Mine eyes to steady Saphires: turne my visage, 
And if 1 must needes glow, let me blush inward 
That thin immodest season may not spy 
That scholler in my cheekes, foole-baahfullnee, 
That Maide in the old time, whose flush of Grace 
Would never suffer her to get good cloaths

i.3.7-16

Here the'Mistris of Mistresses" links with the contrasting 

personification of the "Maide in the old time", M costly-perfumd" 

with the "good cloaths" of the last line* The development is 

easy and clear, and confusion or inaccuracy is very rare in the 

play's imagery.

Another feature of this play's imagery is its "radical" 

quality, to use a term invented by H. w. Wells* He writes (12)

"Radical imagery occurs where two terms of a metaphor 
meet on a limited ground, and ere otherwise definitely 
incongruent. It makes daring excursions into the seemingly 
commonplace* The minor term promises little imaginative 
velue".

This type of image he states is common to Donne, the master of 

it, Chapman, Marston, Webster, and Tourneur, and suggests that 

it i« "eminently dramatic'*. Of Webster and Tourneur he says, 

"Few dramatists exceed these two in this thrusting, rapier-like 

art" (13), i.e, in the artistic use of radical imagery. Miss 

B. Holmes has likewise observed the "metaphysical" quelity of 

Tourneur's images, how "the quality of his metaphors, detailed 

and ironically witty, links Tourneur with the metaphysical 

poetr".
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This metaphysical quality of the imagery lies not in a 

curious search for remote and intellectual analogies, to be 

seen in Webster's work, or in playing with profound ideas in 

the manner of Donne. The analogies used are not technical 

except in the case of images drawn from the law; they do not 

seem to have been chosen in order to startle by their strange 

ness, as in the work of Donne and Webster. They appear rather 

as a natural and integral part of the play - if they do startle, 

it is by the daring association of something quite trivial with 

a d«ep emotion, and not through a conscious intellectual 

display:

Your tongues have struck hotte yrons on my face
ii. 1,258

Hell would look like a Lords Great-Kitchin without fire
int 

ii. 1.279

Now must I blister my soule, be forsworne
ii.2

Ah the fly-flop of vengeance beate 'em to peeces

the maid like an unlighted Taper 
Was cold and chaste. . . . .

ii.2.63
\

These images have a close relationship with those of the 

"metaphysical" poets, in that they have no romantic 

associations, and in their exploration of the imaginative 

possibilities of the minute and trivial. The "metaphysical" 

poets differ from the author of The Revenger*^ Tragedy in that 

their exploration was deliberate, learned and self-conscious, 

whereas his was largely unintellectual and unaelf -conscious.
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The only field in which the author shows any learning is 

in law, and in some of the legal images there is a curious and 

exact metaphorical use of terms which, to judge by the evidence 

of the New English Dictionary, were either new 01- not in 

common use, and somewhat abstruse. The most notable example 

is:

Vengence thou murders Quit-rent, and whereby 
Thou shoust thy selfe Tennant to Tragedy, 
Oh keepe thy day, houre, minute, I beseech, 
For those thou hast determind

Two American scholars who heve examined the references to the 

law of property in Elizabethan drama say of this passage: (15)

Rents of as rise were established rents of freeholders * 
and ancient copyholders of a manor, which could not be 
departed from or varied. Those of the freeholder were 
called chief rents; and both were called quit-rents , 
because the tenant was quit and free of all other services. 
Cyril Tourneur is the only dramatist to refer to quit-rent.

There are several other references to technical legal terms, 

again brought accurately into an image:

..they cannot so much as pray, but in law, that their 
sinnes may be remov'd, with a writ of Error, and their 
soulee fetcht up to heaven, with a sasarara.

iv.2.65-8

I could varry it not BO little as thrice over agen, tas 
some eight returnes like Michaelmas Terme

v. 1.8-9

To a slight extent then the author may be said to be 

"metaphysical" in a further sense, in that he draws inspiration 

from a branch of learning, and displays his knowledge. For 

H. J. C. Orierson defines the metaphysical poet as one who 

M ...in the full sense of the word finds his inspiration in
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learning.... in the world as science end philosophy report it." 

V16) The terms used in the images quoted above are technical, 

require some knowledge for comprehension end may well have 

been unintelligible to many of the audience.

Vhe main features of the imagery in The Revenger*B Tragedy 

are thus a clever and witty play on words, precision and 

clarity; greet force and penetration in the shorter metaphors, 

which often gain by the triviality yet justness of the compar 

ison made; careful elaboration of the longer metaphors; and 

a connection with "metaphysical" imagery, both in the use of 

the "radical" image, and in the conscious display of knowledge 

in legal imagery. The general impression ell this gives is of 

a conscious and careful literary artist at work, rather than 

the "ease and facility", "breathless succession" of metaphor, 

and "swift compression" noted by M. Mincoff. (17)
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Limir tat ions of the ^utnor'a Method:

It Is interesting to consider why The Revenger's Tragedy, 

with its wealth and often its magnificence of imagery, has not 

achieved the popularity or the status of, for instance, 

Shakespeare's Tragedies, Shakespeare always provides a 

breadth of background. Othello is associated with a host of 

strange and far-off places, ^lacbeth and Hamlet both with their 

own countries end the supernatural world, Antony with the whole 

space of the universe. The fate of the world is involved in 

Antony's actions, the fate of a nation in Mncbeth's, Hamlet's 

and Lear's, the fate of a great city in Othello's. Their 

personal tragedy thus affects massep of men and is universalized 

And this is brought about largely by means of imagery and 

vocabulary. The word "world 1* meaning universe echoes 40 times 

through Antony end Qleo-gatre; sleeplessness, darkness and 

blood are the key notes of the language in Mecbeth, and Lear's 

actions have the background of persistent storm and wild beast 

imagery..

This kind of background is lacking in The Reverger's 

Tragedy.. The scope of the imagery is more restricted and more 

concentrated on narrower themes than in Shakespeare's plays, 

where nature imagery nearly always predominates* There are 

none of those images of vague immensity which are so effective 

in enlarging the atmosphere of ^hakespeare's plays::

In the dead wast and middle of the night
Hamlet i.2.198
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There is practically no reference to the world outside the 

Duke 9 a court, so that the whole significance of the play is 

confined* Vlndice is not identified with humanity, an all 

Bhakespeare* a heroes are in some measure, or with natural 

forces, as is Lear, or with supernatural forces, as is Macbeth, 

and he laeku their stature. The repetition of woi*ds defining 

mood and action is more frequent than in Bhakespoare's plays, 

and this too contributes towards the confinement end narrowness 

of the play. The following table illuntrette? how extraordi 

nary the repetition of words cf death IB compared with that in 

Shakeppe&re'8 tragedies:

die

1:>

18

11

12

death

38

14

20

20

kill

11

19

6

6

murder

13

13

5
16

Total

77

6k

42

56

Hamlet: 

Othello: 

King Lear: 

Macbeth:

Hevenger's 
Tragedy: 42 34 24 29 129

There are two conclusions of significance to be drawn 

from the remarks above* Firstly it is evident that the 

greatness of a poetic draaa has no necessary relation to its 

wealth of Imagery and vocabulary, but in so far as it is 

dependent on the language, derives from the wealth of 

associations brought into play* Secondly the plece-nenes of 

OthellQ* the political discussions of foreitjn weirs, rebellions,
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the affaire of Denmark, Venice or Scotland, take on a new

significance as a functional p&rt of the imagery of Shakespeare*'* 
tragedies, humanising and universalizing the action. The

localisation of scene in a particular piece does not matter, 

but the localisation of the action in rmmtuity, its relation 

to a country or to the world is inportant, and this The 

Revenger*s Tragedy lack?.
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6, Versification^

Since the greater part of what follows under this heading 

is an examination of the arrangement of the text of The 

Revenger's Tragedy, with a series of proposed alterations in 

the line arrangement of the quarto and the various re 

arrangements which have been made by recent editors; it may 

be as well to preface what might otherwise appear drastic or 

entirely a matter of personal opinion, with a quotation from 

a leading authority on textual questions, Dr. <K. W. Greg. It 

is perhaps all the more necessary to do thin as none.of the 

critics of this play who have so far been cited has made any 

observations on the state of the text. This is ntrsnge since 

much of the argument concerning the authorship and date of the 

play has been based on its style, and if my conclusions are 

correct, some of the evidence brought forward by those who 

claim a late date, maturity of style, and Middleton's authorship 

is shown to have little or no validity.

This quotation from Dr. Greg's recent The Kditoria1 Problem 

in Shakespeare (19^2) has a pertinent bearing on all that 

follows: (18)

The author....was we may suspect, often loose in his 
habits, and it would be unwise to attach any great 
significance to what he appears to have done. The blank- 
verse line was itself an elastic unit, and Shakespeare at 
any rate, especially in hie later work, did not seek to 
cut it to a rigid length. But quite apart from this an 
author's scribal practice was often lax: he would run 
short lines on to others merely for convenience of writing 
or to economise space. Shakespeare, if he was the author 
of the famous three pages in Sir .Thomas More, wrote four 
lines as two at the foot of one page. Moreover, an author
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sometime* crowded additions Into the margin of hia 
manuscript in such a way that the metrical structure 
was obscured, in which case the printer we^ reduced 
either to setting them as prose or to cutting them up 
as best he could in accordance with his own idea? of 
verse. Also the absence of capitalization in the 
manuscript tended to obscure the distinction between 
verse and prose, and it is not uncommon to find the 
printer mistaking one for the other. It follows that 
as a rule no great importance attaches to the line 
division in early printed textp, and sn editor may be 
mainly guided by his own sense of the fitness of the 
verse.

Several critics have commented on the irregularity of the 

verse of The Revenger*P Tragedy. as though it were a sign of 

great strength and maturity in the author; both E. H. C. 

Oliphant and M. Mincoff are inclined to consider this 

irregularity as evidence for assuming the play to be a later 

work than The A the 1st f s Tr age dy . In this they are perhaps 

following the lead of J. 0. Collins (19), who said in his 

introduction to 'tThe Plays and Poems of Cyril Tourneur*:- "Wow 

I am convinced that The Atheist*s^Tragedy, instead of 

succeeding, preceded The Revenger*s Tragedy; and feel that 

this must be self-evident to every reader who has the slightest 

pretension to any critical insight."

Oliphant uses this irregularity of verse ae a criterion 

of authorship, noting as Middletonian the characteristic 

"...slurring of syllables so as to crowd 14 or 15 or even more 

into the limits of a pentameter" (20). It would appear to 

be absurd to suggest that 15 or more syllables can be crammed 

into the blank verse line, but this statement has not been
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textual variations in The rKoyenger y g Tragody to be the author's 

own.

It is worth considering therefore, how fer the 

enormously long liners and freedom of verse remarked on by 

these writers ere due to the mintakes of the compositor or 

a badly arranged manuscript in the first place» and to the 

subsequent bungling or misreading of editors. As evidence 

1 shall conqpare a number of passages BR printed in Professor 

i* ieoll's text, i.e. the text with only alight alterations of 

the original quarto of 1607, with the following recent 

editions: the edition of J. C. Co11ins in 1876 (21)) the 

"Mermaid" edition (22), the text of which is followed in the 

edition of 0. Ryland* in 1933 (23); that of O. fi. Harrison in 

the Temple Drejnatifttr $eries, 193U (#4)i end K. K. C. OliphentA 

own edition. 1929 (2$) , where the derivation of the text is 

not given*

Many pa*maget* os printed in the querto demand re~ 

arrangeruant* There if? much mixture of verse and prose, which 

the compositor often seem* to have been unable to sort out, 

and it ie eometimee difficult to decide how passages where this 

confusion occurs should be arranged* One characteristic of 

the original printing is the placing of en extra half-line of 

verse on the same line ars the full pente'ieter which should 

precede or succeed it. An example of this which all the 

editors have observed and rearranged is the following:
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puke; I know twas but some peevish Moone in him: goe
let him be relee«?d«

Super; Sfoote how now Brother?
ii.2.315-6

which clearly should be:

Puke; I know twas but some peevish Moone in him; 
Goe let him be releasd.

Super; Sfoote, how now Brother? 

A little later on in the same scene occurs, as the beginning of 

a speech, and preceded by a full line of verse:

Duke; Tis true too: here then receive thin signet,
doome shall passe.

The rearrangement called for here has not been so obvious to 

editors. Collins and Harrison made no alteration; both 

Rylands and Oliphant altered it to

Tie true too; here, then, receive this signet,
Doom shall pass;
Direct it to the Judges, he shall die.

thus giving it an irregular verse patternt Now it is a 

cof anon device of Shakespeare to allow a comment such as "Tis 

true too" to stand by itself as a line, out of the verse 

pattern, as in Othello;

Go leave me.
I will in Oassio's lodging lose this napkin,

It also occurs elsewhere in The He venger's Tragedy:

But to the purpose.
evening predecessor unto this

and in the passage under discussion it is dramatically 

appropriate, and metrically more satisfactory taken thus, as
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a pause ie demanded after "Tin true too" , while the Duke makes 

up his mind:

Rather by all raens voices worthy death.

Duke i Tis true too;
Here then receive this signet, doome shall passe.

A similar passage demanding rearrangement occurs in Act v: 

Hipp; Brother how happy is our vengeance I

Vin; Why it hits, past the apprehension of indifferent
wits.

Here the rhyme "hits" - "wits" indicates the true line 

arrangement , especially as Vindice's previous two lines are 

a couplet, and Harrison, Oliphant and Gollins do rearrange 

them in the natural verse pattern:

Hip; Brother how happy is our vengeanceJ Why it hits, 

Via: Past the apprehension of indifferent wits. 

But this apparently obvious alteration escaped the editor of 

the "Mermaid" text and Ry lands, who arrange the passage thus, 

in verse:

Hjja; Brother, how happy is our vengeance!

Vin,; Why, it hits past the apprehension of 
Indifferent wits.

There are many more examples of long lines occurring 

throughout the play; the arrangement of all of them is not 

so obvious as with the examples given above. Thus the quarto 

has:

1 Hob; Good morning to your Grace. 

Duke; Welcome my Lords.

2 Nob; Our knees shall take away the office of our
feete forever.

ii. 2. 339-41
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Harris on and Collins make no alteration; Ry lands makes what 

would seem to be the correct emendation, taking the Duke's 

"vielcome my Lords" as a mere greeting which is not in the 

verse pattern:

1 Hob; Good morning to your Grace - 

Duke; Welcome my Lords

2 Nob; - Our knees shall take 
Away the office of our feete for ever......

But Oliphant prefers to arrange this into more irregular verse, 

carried on from the Duke's last speech:

Duke: He shall be releasde suddainly.
Bnter Nobles

1 Nob; Good morning 
To your Grace.

Duke; Welcome my Lords.

2 Nob; Our knees shall

The line:

Maintaine such a false answer? beare him straight to
execution

v.1.135

is rearranged by Harrison, Oliphant and the "Mermaid'1 editor, 

though not by Collins, into the blank verse pattern;

Maintaine such a false answer? beare him straight 
To execution.

Therefore it is surprising to find:

Some father dreads not (gone to bed in wine; to flide
from the mother

And cling the daughter-in-law, 
Rome Uncles are adulterous with their Neeces,

i. 3. 67-9

not altered by either Harrison, Gollins or Ry lands , but only
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by Oliphent, into blank verse:

Home father dreads not (gonne to bed in wine)
To slide from the mother, and cling the daughter-in-law,

In the flame speech, moreover, occurs:

Save that eternal,! eye 
That see's through flesh and all, well! - If any thing

be dambd
It will be twelve a clock at night; that twelve 
Will never scape;
It is the Judea of the bowers; wherein 
Honest salvation in be tray de to

Not one of these editors haa altered this passage, and one 

presumes the second line in it is one of the 13-sylleble lines 

which Oliphent would have us read as a pentameter by slurring 

of syllables* It seems much more reasonable to arrange the 

passage into normal blank verse, into which it falls easily, 

with a short line, as at present, before the couplet:

ftave that eternall eye
That eee's through flesh and all, well: - If any thing 
Be dambd , it will be twelve a clock et night; 
That twelve will never scape;

In each of the examples quoted from the original text a 

line runs on far beyond its natural length, and is brought to 

an end by some mark of punctuation. It would appear that the 

compositor in each of these cases printed the line according 

to its meaning, not its metre, and carried it on until he came 

to a pause* The carelessness of punctuation which Professor 

riicoll noted (26), seems to extend to the line arrangement 

also. The fault may belong to the author or scribe, since 

there ore many passages half in verse and half in prose, and 

the compositor may neve been et times unable to distinguish
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one from the other, and been forced to proceed by guess-work. 

Whatever the origin of this confusion, it is evident that 

succeeding editors have not done much to remove it, and rarely 

agree as to the correct line arrangement.

iSfot only have they failed to remove confusion, but they 

have made it worse by ^till printing as verse passages printed 

so in the quarto, but which make extremely bad or sometimes 

impossible verse. An example is:

Lus: But ile recover to his ruine: twas told me lately 
I know not whether fal^lie, that you'd a brother.

A greater blunder still is the mechanical chopping up into 

verse (which, it may be observed, is M. Mincoff's complaint 

against the verse of The Atheist's Tragedy) of passages printed 

originally as prose. The quarto has:

Lus: Nay then I see thou'rt but a puny in the subtill 
Mystery of a woman:- why tis held now no dainty 
dish: The name

Is so in league with age that now adaies 
It do's Eclipse three quarters of a Juother.

i. 3. 173-6

This is printed entirely as verse in both Oliphant's text and 

the "Mermaid" edition, as follows:

Lus: Hay then, I see thou'rt but a puisne 
In the subtle mystery of a woman. 
Wfhy, tis held now no dainty dish: the name.....

(for some reason these editors have seen fit also to alter the 

quarto spelling "puny" to the older spelling "puisne"). 

Again the quarto has:
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Ifaith 'tis true too; ime an uncertaine man, 
Of more uncertaine woman; may be hi? groome a'th 
stable begot me, you know 1 know not; hee could 
ride a horse well, e shrowd suspition marry - 
hee we** wondrous tall, hee had his length for 
peeping over halfe shut holy-day windowes......

i. 2.1^.3-7

Both the "Mermaid" edition and Oliphant divide this into verse:

Sgu; Ifaith 'tis true too: I'm an uncertain man 
Of more uncertain woman. Maybe hin groom 
O'the stable begot me; you know I know not! 
He could ride a horse well, a shrewd suspicion

marry -
He was wondrous tall: he had his length i'faith 
For peeping over half shut holyday windows.

Thus very irregular, if not impossible, verse is created by 

rearranging passages of prose. It is worth remarking that 

puch editorial treatment IP meted out in a haphazard fashion, 

for some passages originally printed es prose, or half ver^e 

and half prose are allowed to stand in thene recent editions. 

Perhaps the Ftrange«t of these rearrangement!-: is that made by 

Oliphant of the last part of iii.6, where Ambitloso and 

Supervacuo discover that their plot has gone awry, and Spurio
 

has been hanged instead of Lussurioso. They break out into 

a series of ejaculations:

Sup; Plagues.

Arab: Confusions.

Sup: Darkenesse.

Amb; Divils.
iii.6.100-3

and so on, all of which jliphant prints as verse. The scene 

ends:
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Amb; Did we dissemble?

Sup; Did we make our teares woeraen for thee?

Amb: Lau^h end re Joyce for thee.

Sup; Bring warrant for thy death.

Amb! Mock off thy head.

Sup; You had a trick, you had e wile forsooth.

Amb; A murren rneete 'em, there's none of these wiles 
that ever come to good; I see now there is 
nothing sure in mortalitie but mortalitie; well, 
no more words, shalt be revengd ifaith. Come, 
throw off clouda now brother, thinke of vengeance.

iii.6.111-22

end a couplet rounds it off. The whole passage is apparently 

prose, only one line "You had a trick.." having the ring of 

verse about it. But Oliphant prints it entirely as verse; 

Amb; Did we dissemble?

Sup; Did we make our tears 
Women for thee?

Amb; Laugh and rejoice for thee?

Sup; Bring warrant for thy death?

Amb; Mock off thy head?

Sup; You had a trick, you had a wile forsooth.

Amb; A murrain meet f em there's none of these wiles 
That ever come to good; I see now there's 
Nothing sure in mortality but mortality 
Well, no more words, shalt be revengd ifaith.

This again seems to be mechanical chopping up into 3-beat 

lengths, and the line "That ever come to good: I see now 

there's", extremely bed EP it <; tends, becomes impossible as 

verse, if the original "there is n is replaced. Thus it is
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evident that much of the irregularity of the verse in The 

Revenger^ Tragedy is the responsibility of modern editors, 

who have allowed absurdities of the original text to remain, 

and added some of their own; and one of the most culpable of 

these editors is E. H. G. Oliphant, who finds "13, 14, 15 or 

more syllables" crammed into the limits of 8 pentameter, and 

uses this B" evidence of Middleton's rtjthorship of the play. 

It seems that much of this cramming is due to himself. A 

passage originally printed as verse, but which makes nonsense 

as verse, is:

Arab: Now brother, let our hate and love be woven
So subtilly together, that in speaking one word

for his life,
We may make three for his death, 
The craftiest x^leeder get?? most gold for breath.

ii.2.277-80

The "Mermaid" edition and Gollins print it in the same manner, 

but Oliphent, not content with such extreme irregularity - in 

fact the passage can only be read P.®. prose - alters it to:

Amjb: iiow brother, let our hate and love be woven 
So subtilly together, that in speaking 
One word for his life, we may make three for his

death,

thus again making fresh irregularities of his own. So in 

the same scene the passage:

Duke; You upper Guard defend us

Duch: Treason, treason

Dukt Oh take mee not in ^leepe, I have great Pins, I
must have deies

Nay months deere sonne, with penitential Heaves...
ii.2.214-7
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where the cry "treason" is probably a simultaneous shout not 

effecting the pattern of the Dukc-i'p rpeech, Oliphent alters to:

Duk; You upper guard defend or

Duch: Treason, treason.

Duk; Oh take rne not in sleepe, I have great sins 
I must have daies 
Nay months dere sonne with penitential hesves.

The "Mermaid" edition and Colline provide an even stranger 

alteration; reading ''Treason, treason" as the beginning of 

a blank verse line:

Duk; You upper guard, defend UP,.

Duch; Treason, treason.1

Duk; Oh take me not in s
I have gr*eat sins, I must have days,
Nay months dear son, with penitential heaves.

It seems that the obvious and iaost intelligible way of 

arranging the passage, one too which remover this irregularity, 

is:

Duk; You upper guard defend us-

Duch; Treason, treason.

Duk; -Oh take me not
In sleepe, I have great pins, I must have daier*, 
Hay months deere ? ovine with peniteatlal heaves.

It is evident that the^e editor? have differed widely 

in their arrangement of the text; the rear '.'?  "ige^ent which 

they have undertaken has been haphazard and inconsistent and 

Kometimer: absurd. The stylistic criticism of Mincoff , and 

especially Oliphant, if not ba*ed on an adequate critical 

interpretation of the text: the former uses Professor ^ icon's
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text, but makes no observation on the textual arrangement of 

the quartos which Nicoll follows; the latter presumably uses 

his own text, which as I have ^hown above, has a greater 

confusion in its arrangement than the original quarto?. 

Mincoff too takes the apparent irregularity of the verse as a 

sign of maptery. He ^ays (27):

...it is all but impossible that a men who had attained 
the mastery over the written word shown in The Revenger's 
Tragedy could ever again pink to the level of the writing 
in Tourneur's play.

Presumably he regards es good verse the following:

* p a pritty saying of a wicked one, but
methinkes now

It does not show FO well out of your mouth, 
Better in

Vind; Faith bad inough in both,
were I in earnest es lie seerae no lesse. 
I wonder lady your owne mothers words 
Cannot be taken, nor stand in full force. 
'Tip honestie you urge; what's honestie? 
'Tis but heavens beggar; and what woman is eo

foolish to keep honesty, 
And not be able to keep tierpelfev No, 
Times are gj'owne wiser and will keep lesse charge.,

ii. 1.197-207

Although much of this passage can be reed as verse, it seems 

to me the rhythm of the whole is distinctly a prose rhythm; 

certain of the lines in it, the first for instance, it is 

impossible to read as verpe, yet "It i? a prltty s& ing of a 

wicked one, but methinkes now" is presumably one of the 

irregular lines of which Oliphant end Mincoff speak.

Vindice's next two speeches are nlno printed n^ ver?e, 

but cannot be read entirely es verse, but only r;s prose or a
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mixture of verse and prose, and this is significant, since his 

long speech following is. printed in the quarto as a mixture of 

verse and prose. It is thus quite possible that the other 

speeches should be printed likewise, or even entirely in 

prose. To make the point clear, I will quote the first two 

speeches in full and most of the third:

Vind: Slid how can you loose your honor? 
To deale with my Lords Grace? 
Heele adde more honor to it by his title, 
Your mother will tell you how.

Yind; o think upon the pleasure of the pallace,
Secured.eese and state; the stirring meates, 
Heady to move out of the dishes, that e'en now

quicken when their eaten
Banquets abroad by torch-light, Musicke, sports, 
Bareheaded vassailes, that had nere the fortune 
To keep on their owne hats, but let horne^ were

em. 
Nine coaches waiting - hurry, hurry, hurry.

Vind; True for raoet there ere FF proud es he for his
heart ifaith,
Who'de sit at home in a neglected roorne,
......(several lines of verse follow)......
Are cut to maintaine head-tires-much untold.
All thrives but chastity, she lies a cold,
Nay shall I come neerer to you, raarke but this: 

Why are there so few honest women, but because 
f tis the poorer profession? That's accounted 
best, thats best followed, least in trade, least 
in fashion, and thet^ not honesty - beleeve it, 
end doe but note the love and dejected price of it
Loose but a pearle, we search end cannot brooke

it
But that once gone, who is so land to looke it.

ii.1.217-03

In the last quotation, as happens frequently throughout the 

play, a passage of prose occurs in a verse speech; the first 

line of this speech too is clearly prose, (the speech of the 

Mother preceding it is in prose). It is thus reasonable to
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read the first speech quoted here as prose, and the second as 

a mixture of ve^se and prose, ^ince tue Line:

Reedy to move out of the dip he.-?, iret e'en now quicken
when their eaten

provides metrical difficulty, though it can be split up into 

irregular lines; while

To keepe on their owne Hats, but let homes were em. 
Iline coaches waiting - hurry, hurry, hurry.

reads R«* prore.

It may be thought that this rearrangement of the text is 

too drastic, but however that may be, the evidence presented 

so far is sufficient to make it clear that the argument? of 

Oliphant and Mincoff with regard to the style of The Revenger's 

Tragedy are based on a misreading of the text. Many of the 

passages which they regard as consisting of original and 

irregular verse, are in fact in regular veree or perhaps even 

in prose.

The verse then is much more regular than would appear 

from the various modern editions of the play. The 

irregularity, daring and maturity claimed for it bj- many 

critics, ever since Swinburne talked of the "fiery Jet of its 

molten verse" (28), are largely their own invention, or the 

result of an inadequate text. Indeed the verse is rather 

stiff, artificial and formal. There is a preponderance of 

end-stopped lines, and sometimes whole speeches are written in 

a regular jog-trotting metre, with a heavy pau*e at the end 

of each line:
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How hardly shell that raayden be beset,
Whose onely fortunes are her constant thoughts,
That has no other chilrien-psrt but her honor,
That keepes her lowe and empty in estate,
Maydes end their honors *re like poore beginners,
Were not sinne rich there would be fewer sinners;
Why had not vertue a revennewe? well,
I know the cause, twold have impoverish^ hell

ii,1.2-9

A passage such aa this, with its rigid lines, heavy regular 

beats and pauses, aid rhymes to emphepise further the line- 

endings, could not be carried on for long without becoming 

very dull. Much of the verse is very elementary in structure, 

though not so rigid as this, and there is throughout little 

variation of rhythm from the basic 5-beat blank-verse line.

An examination of one of Vindice's soliloquies will 

illustrate this further. There are not raeny long speeches 

in the play - in fact one of the weys by which the author 

avoids monotony is the rwift alternation of dialogue. Vindice 

has most of the long speeches, and in the best of them, the 

parts of the play most frequently quoted, a hurried 

irregularity does appear, as though hi? passion is too great 

to be bounded by the verse form. These speeches are studded 

with rhymes as if to stiffen the verse, and even when most 

passionate retain a certain formality. The general level of 

the pley's versification in better reprerented by the following 

soliloquy:

Vind: It i* the sweetcnt Boxe,
That ere my nose came nye,
The finent urawne-v/orke cuffe that ere was worne, 
lie love this blowo for evc^r, end thip cheeke 
Shall still henceforward take the wall of this. 
Oh Irae above my tong: most constant fi
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In this thou heat right honorable phowne;
Many are cald by tneir honour that have none,
Thou art epprov'd 'or ever in my thoughts.
It i (^ not in the power of wordr* to taynt thee,
And yet for the pal vet ion T-f r,,y oth,
As my resolve in that poynt; 1 will lay
Hard siege unto ray Mother, tho I know,
A Syrens tongue could not bewitch her PO.

Except for the first two lines, (and the oluiving of "It is" 

makes these a normal blank verse line) this pannage ia in very 

regular verse, except for the extra syllable in the line 

ending "pistor", and the inversion in "Many are c^ld....". 

There is a marked pause st the end of nearly every line, and 

rhymes at two points to accentuate further the line division. 

The sententious general comment ia the middle adds to its 

formality.

In spite of this artificiality and regularity of rhythm, 

the play escepes monotony for a variety of reasons* One has 

been mentioned, the swift alternation of dialogue, which is 

connected with the gene -el speed of action and verse. Another 

reason is the frequent alternation of verse and prose, which 

breaks up and sets off what might become tedious stretches of 

verse. iuost important of all is the wealth and force of the 

imagery, which tends to obscure whatever is bad in the verse. 

However, the comment of T. ?. Eliot, one of the rare adverse 

comments on The Revenger * s Tragedy , is fully justified, that 

its verse is hurried, and with little variation, its rapidity 

preventing monotony. (28a)
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7« Sententiousness and Rhyme;

The element of formality in the style of The Revenger's 

Tragedy is most marked in the extensive use of sententious 

lines, oocurring usually in rhymed couplets. Some of these 

lines are generalised comments apparently intended to be 

spoken directly to the audience, and having little relevance 

in their context; some have both a general application and
>

an immediate reference. The majority seem to have been 

invented by the author, though their phrasing is often 

reminiscent of Mars ton, and their balance gives them a 

prov ;i*bial ring. There is usually a heavy pause in the 

middle of the line, a careful balance of one phrase against 

another, and they often rely on antithesis for their effect, 

as do many true proverbs, e.g. "Jack of all trades, master of 

none". It is possible that many more of these sententious 

phrases than ere recorded in some form in dictionaries of 

proverbs, were current in the language of the early seventeenth 

century, for they are often truisms or commonplace sentiments 

well expressed* The typical form of such lines is thus:

Wives are but made to go to bed and feede
i. 1.150

Judgment in this age is nere kin to favour

Tis no shame to be bad because tis common
ii. 1.130

Women with women can worke best alone
ii. 1.170

The craftiest pleader gets most gold for breath
ii.2.280
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Best side to us is the worst side to heaven
iilo.221

Breake Ice in one piece, it will crack in more
iv.4.89

Thus much by wit a deepe Revenger can
When murders knowne, to be the deer en t man

v.1.96-7

How close these lines are in manner to those of l,;er«ton 

may be seen by comparing them with t ,e following passages from 

The Malcontent (1604) (29h

Hees resolute who can no lower sinke
Act i.

Sad soulos may well change place, but not change griefe
Act ii.

They die in feare, who live in villanie
Act iii.

sometimes too there is a close analogy in idea and a similar 

use of worda:

He needes must rise, who can no lower fall
Act iv.

Rise but in this, and you shall never fall
H.T._. iv.2.214

Sententious lines occur in many plays of the early 

seventeenth century, but nowhere perhaps so frequently as in 

these two plays, The Malcontent and The Revenger's Tragedy. 

The lines are sometimes printed in italics or with inverted 

commas (often both are used in The Malcontent, which has ^3 

passages printed in this fashion), in order, it han been 

suggested (30), to mark out the moral maxims for the benefit 

of readers. The ^election of passages printed thus in
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The Revenger's Tragedy reems however to have been quite 

arbitrary. There are only nine lines in inverted commas, and 

one couplet in italics. Two Latin tags, commonplace Senecan 

maxims, one misquoted from Hippolytua, are also printed in 

italics* The insertion of these is possibly due also to 

Marston, who sprinkled much of his work with Latin tags, for
*

there is scarcely a sign of knowledge of the classics in the 

rest of the play.

In spite of the large number of sententious passages in 

The Revenger * s Tragedy t there are (vo far as I have been able 

to trece) only 16 allusions to true proverbs or proverbi&l 

sayings, as listed in the dictionaries, and most of these are 

to the more common ones:

An old man's twice a childe
i.2.116

It is a wise childe now that knowes her mother
ii.1.188

The falling of one head lifts up another
iii.1.3U

He that climes highest has the greatest fall
v.3.112

Murder will peepe out of the closest huske
iv.2.236

The author is not deliberately using proverbs a* a conscious 

stylistic device in the manner of Lyly and Pettie (31) a 

generation earlier, but incorporating them where they are 

appropriate. It is noteworthy how often the original 

proverbial saying is disguised, altered slightly, or expanded
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into a sententious line. The common phrase "Murder will out" 

becomes the last line quoted above; "To err is human" becomes

It is in our bloud to erre tho f hell gaped lowde
i.3.81

"One love (fire, nail) drives out another" is filled out into

Slaves are but Nayles to drive out one another
iv.1.79

The ftyle of these passages of general comment appears 

also in many lines which have only a particular reference to 

the context, but are written in a balanced phraseology and in 

rhyme:

And yet my thinks I might be easier ceast 
My fault being sport, let rae but die in jest

i.2.72-3

lie dam you at your pleasure: pretiou* deed 
After your lust, oh twill be fine to bleede

U.2.1J+3-U

The Revenger's Tragedy thus has a high proportion of rhyme; 

there are 59 couplets or triplets in the first ect, which means 

that roughly 20> of its 568 line* are in rhyme.

The effects of the many couplets phrased thus in formal 

manner are, firstly to tighten the rtructure of the verse, 

for it is notable that they are not used merely to mark exits 

or the end* of scenes but ere scattered throughout the verse, 

and in speeches which may be otherwise irregular or 

occasionally in prose, and secondly to lower tension after 

highly poetic passages, and mark transitions to other kinds 

of dialogue. So in Vindice's opening soliloquy of 22 lines 

there are 9 couplets, the last being a general comment of
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little relevance to the preceding apostrophe to vengeance, 

but which suitably marks a change in tension and rounds off
#

the flow of verse:

banquets, ease and laughter
Can make great men, as greetnesse goes by clay 
But wise men little are more great then they.

i.1.50-2
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8. Influences and

The general influence of Kar^ton Is evident in plot, 

character and style. The plot of The Revenger ̂s Tragedy, 

like those of Mars ton has no known source, and consists of 

a series of complicated intriguer* and ironic and often horrible 

reversals in a Marstonian manner. There are some more 

particular parallels in plot, notably the physical torture of 

the Duke in iii.5. , which is reminiscent of the torture of 

Piero in Antonio's Re ye n %e , and the use of a raesgue as a 

device for concealing the group of revengers in v.3- » which 

occurs al*o in Act v. of Antonio* a Revenue when Piero is killed 

and at the end of The Malcontent when Mendoza is surprised and 

driven out. With respect to character* ,, A;itonio arid Malevole 

are forerunners of Vindice as revenger, hero, tool-villain and 

malcontent all combined, though Vindice finally takes on the 

further role of villain. The character names Dondolo, a 

"bald foole** in The Fawn, Piero and Antonio, both in j^n tonic's 

Revenge , are probably borrowed from Mars, ton.

There ere similarities in language in the already noted 

use of sententious lines , Latin tags and the mixture of prose 

end verse. Other features common to Mars ton f s work and The 

Revenger *s Tragedy are the frequent references to tragedy and 

acting, appeals to heaven and personifications. Several 

expressions recorded for the first time in Uarston'n work 

appear in this play, for instance rt juice les«« t ''upon the 

qtroke", and the ejaculation "Sfoote" which occurs 9 times.
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Similar uses of certain words in a peculiar sense are common 

to both:

winde up invention 
Unto his highest bent

Antonio*s Rev, iv.3«

Winde up your soules to their full height agen,
R.T. v.2.7

didst thou ere heare, or reade, or see 
Such happie vengeance.....V

Antonio's Rev, i.1.

Brother, how happy is our vengeance
$.T. v.1,143

Finally may be noted the calling for music by characters at 

their exit:

Bound lowde«t rnusick, lets passe out in state
Antonio's Rev, iv.3

Lowdst Musick sound: pleasure is Banquets guest.
H.T. iii.5.233

The Re vender *s /rr a^edy has some links with Henry Chettle's 

Hoffman. Vindice's opening soliloquy on the skull is perhaps 

based on Hoffman*s opening remarks on a skeleton, and the 

"unsunned lodge" of the Duke's death is reminiscent of the 

gloomy cave in Hoffmaa. The character Hoffman as hero- 

revenger and villain is the prototype of Vindice. Another 

feature common to both plays is the use of thunder and natural 

effects on the stage*

There are many echoes of various of Shakespeare's plays 

in The Revenger * P Tragedy, and these have been examined by 

L. I*. Schucking (32) , and observed by several other critics.
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Perhaps the most obvious occurs in Vindice *s tirade in ill. 3:

Keren a cheeke keepee her colour; let the winde go
whistle*

Spout Raine, we feare thee not, be hot or cold 
Alls one with us

ill. 3.6^-6

which recalls the old king4 * outbursts in the storm scenes 

Leer. The influence of Hamlet is most marked in

the play, not only linguistically in Vindice's tirades:

Dos every proud and selfe-affecting Dame 
Gemphire her face for this?

iii.5.87~8

....get you to my lady's chamber, and tell her let 
her paint an inch thick, to this favour she must come;

Hamlet v. 1.187-89

but in the use of a skull as a stage property. The device 

of swearing over a drawn sword which occurs in Act i. of 

must have been dramatically effective, for it is

repeated twice in ffhe &e vender's Tragedy; in i.3« when 

Lussurioso makes Vindice swear to be true to him, and in 

the following scene f where a concerted oath to revenge the 

rape of Antonio's wife is token over Hippolito's sword. 

There is a further elope amdogy, observed by D. J. Mcglnn,(33} 

between the n close t'f scene in Hamlet , and the pcene wher*e 

Vindice and Hip oil to arraign their mother in the way Hamlet 

does, threaten her:

Moth: what meanes my sonnes? what will you murder me?

c^ueen: what wilt thou do? Thou wilt not murder me?
Hamlet iii.U.21

The Mother pretends ignorance, eventually admits her guilt
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and repents: the image she uses is the same as that of
*

Gertrude:

Moth; 0 you heavens! take this infectious spot out
of my soule 

iv. k.59

Queen; Thou turnst mine eyes into my very soul
And there I see such black and grained spots 
As will not leave their tinct.

Hamlet iii.4.89-91

Vindice'fl feigned madness, railing against corruption, and 

his speaking in prose when playing the part of a melancholic, 

are derived probably from Hamlet and perhaps Malevole.

Middleton's early work, in particular The Phoenix, also 

had much influence on The Re venger *s Tragedy. providing the 

character names Lussurioso and Castiza. A noticeable feature 

common to both is the approval given by one character to 

what another says:

Your grace hath spoke it right.
Phoenix i.1.

Brother y'ave spoke that right.
H.T. iii.5.79

The author of The Revenger's Tragedy seems to have had a 

partiality for this device, since it is found 8 times in this 

play, and, according to B. H. C. Oliphant (34), only 20 times 

in the whole of M^ddleton's work. There are several other 

echoes of Middleton in the play, which have been examined by 

this critic.
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The Revenger* a Tragedy then in markedly derivative, and 

one critic (35) nan traced connections in the stabbing of a 

body thought to be alive to Marlowe « Jew_of Malta, and in 

the device of the poieoncd lips to Sol 1 ma n an d Per ?.   da   

Like the already ob^ervad confinement of atmosphere, rether 

rigid verse, ami extensive uf?e of rhyme, thir? large 

indebtedness to other playwright^ ?5«gge«»t« that The Revenger's 

in en early work of itp author. It in false to

claim it a? e mature work on the ba«i« of its wealth and 

force of imefsry, as ?ome critics have dona, for the«e are 

.TO sign of maturity. Originality of thought, breadth of 

conception, itind free end varied ver?e rhythms ere a much 

purer indication, and the^e The .Revenger * 9 ̂ Tr '.agedjg lacks,
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The Athe1st'a Tragedy
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The Atheist *a Tragedy; considered in relation to The 
Re vender j a Tragedy.

In setting, use of stage device and property The Atheist's 

Tragedy is similar in many ways to The   Revenger's Tragedy, 

though much more elaborate. The most striking common 

feature of the plays is the use in both of a skull as the 

central symbol: it appears as the emblem of D'emvi lie's 

conscience at the turning point of The Atheist's Tragedy in 

iv.3. t when the fir^t signs of madness and horror of his 

crimes appear in him, and his soliloquy on the skull:

What hast thou
To do to vex my conscience? Sure thou wert 
The head of a most dogged Usurer 
Th'art so uncharitable....

A.T.

i« one of the finest speeches in the play. There i<^ a close 

parallel between this charnel-house scene and the see ie of 

the unsunned lodge where Vindice has his revenge on the Duke, 

( R« T» iii.i>.), again notable for its magnificent soliloquy 

on the skull, and again the turning point of the play, when 

Vindl.ce begins to revel in murder for its own sake* the 

consummation of his revenge, and beginning of his downfall. 

In each cese the speeches on the skull gather together complex 

strands of imagery, and the skull itself becomes the single 

symbol focus sing and absorbing these strn^ds. In The 

Atheist* a Tragedy the skull has perhaps richer implications 

than in the earlier play, because of the deliberate contrast 

between D'amville's horror of a death s-head, and the 

behaviour of Charlemont and Castabella who innocently go to
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sleep with a skull for a pillow, end the parallel contrast 

between hie fear and Charleraont'* calm acceptance of the ghost 

of Montferrors. The skull symbolises not only the waste, 

horror and futility of his crimes, and the emptine^ of the 

wealth he derives from them, but his own fear of derth and 

of what lies beyond it.

The plays are alike in other respects too; both havw 

banqueting scenes to the accompaniment of "sounding Musick" 

(R.T. v,3.)» and "Musioke" (A.T, ii.1.) f prison scenes (E^L. 

iii.U.: "Enter in prison Junior Brother"; A.T. iii.3.: 

"Enter Charleraont in prison") and trial scenes, (R.T. ii.2., 

A.T, y,2.). There is again in The Atheist's Tragedy a use 

of thunder and lightning as signs of heaven's interest in 

earthly affairs, and as in the earliei- play dead bodies are 

necessary properties. D'amville'* cynical lamentations over 

the body of the murdered Montferrers (A»Tr ii.UO are 

reminiscent of Antonio's expressions of sorrow over his dead 

wife's body (R+T^ i.UO; their situations are very different, 

but the same device of mourning over a body on the stage is 

used in each play* The Atheist*8 Tragedy however has even 

more reminders of death than the earlier play, for not only 

are skulls and dead bodies displayed on the stage, but the 

ghost of Montferrers appears three times, and the "funeralls" 

of him arid Cha"lemont are brought on in iil.1. It i« ii 

this way that the plays differ, ii that far* more ^tege 

business end action are called for in the later play, which, 

it may be noted, ha« more and fuller ^tage direction^ than
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in The Atheist * a Tragedy, if the soldier's attempt to shoot 

the ghont in ii.6. be included; the serv^ its are H together 

by th'eeres" in 11.2., Seb&*tian and Char'lemont fight in 

iii.2., Borechio and Charlomont in iv.3., and Belfore^t 

and Sebastian in iv.^>. It would ?*eem in fact that whereas 

The Revender** Tragedy is calculated to hold interest by the 

ppeed of it^ intrigue and force of language, Tourneur in the 

later play compensate? for a * lower tempo by providing much 

mo e bustling action on the stage - end ^erhaps this i^ one 

ree^o i why The Revenger's Tragedy appears the better play 

when reed; if acted, the later play might be equally 

successful. One other notable stage device in The Atheist'P 

Tragedy. the symbolic use of wine and water in the la^t scene 

of the play, will be mor*e appropriately discussed in 

connection with the imagery*

The imagery of The Atheist's Tragedy is more varied 

than that of the earlier play, though often lacking the 

letter's force and concentration. There is, as in the 

earlier play, much use of personification, and though 

sometimes father *light, such images as these:

if Death casts up 
Our totall surame of joy and happinesse

i.1.20-1

0 noble wqrre* thou first originall 
Of all man's honour

i.1.77-8

Nature the loving mother of us all 
Brought forth e woman for her own r»eliefe

i.U.77-8
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arc always important becruse of their connection with the 

most powerful Imegery of the pley in D*amville f<? g^eat 

speeches, which, like those of Vindice are composed largely 

of this type of image. At such point" of tension the 

personification becomes as forceful as that of Vindice, and 

some speeches might well have been written for him:

You vize-royes to tne King of Nature* 
Whose constellations gove^ne mortall births; 
where is that fatall Planet rul'd at his 
Nativitie?

Then propitious Nature winck'd 
At our proceedings

11. U. 186-7

Now farewell blaeke night 
Thou beauteous Mistresse of a murderer;

U. 203-4

0 patient Huev'n! Why doest not expresse 
Thy wrath in thunderbolts; to teare the frame 
Of man in pieces? How can earth endure 
The burthen of this wickednesse without 
An earthquake? Or the angry face of Heav'n 
Be not enflam'd with lightning?

iv. 3. 177-1 82

Nature thou art 8 Traytour to my soule 
Thou hast abus'd my trust:

v. 1.1 40-1

The lust of Death commits a Rape upon me
v.2.292

The use of verbs of action in a metaphorical sense and the 

near-personification which are common in The Revenger's 

Tragedy also occur, but not so frequently: 

Unbinde me from that strong
1.1. 97

To draw her inclination out o'th'way
i.2.229
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Thinking to make her apprehension bo 1*1
i.3.10

Here was a rnurther bravely eerryed, through 
The eye of observation unobserv'd

ii. 4.1^

Personification n a broad *en^e, ranging from these slight 

image* to the great cries of D'amville, forma a central 

mAtif in the play, one of the two main thr*eed« of imagery. 

As in Vindice's speeches on the skull, all the play's strands 

of emphasis on lust and crime, e%rthly wealth and heavenly 

justice, are caught up in the vivid personification of 

D'amville'p speech on a

Why doest thou stare upon me? Thou art not
The scull of him I murder *d. what hast thou
To doe to vexe my conscience? Bure thou wert
The head of a most dogged Usurer,
Th'art so uncharitable. And that Bawde
The skie, there; she could shut the windowes and
The dores of this gi^eat chamber of the world;
And draw the curtaines of the clouds betweene
Those lights and me about this bed of earth,
When that seme Strumpet Murder & my pelfe
Committed sin together. Then «he could
Le^ve us i'the darke, till the close deed
Was done: But now, that I begin to feele
The loathsome horro.jr of my sinne; and (like
A Leacher emptied of his luf?t) desi *e
To bu;*ie ray face under my eye-browes , and
Would steale from my shame unseene; ^he meetes me
I'the face with all her light corrupted eyes
To challenge payment o'mee -

In complete contreft to this type of image, which i* 

usually connected with D'amville and crime, the second main 

thread of imagery is associated mainly with Charleraont and 

Castabella. This is of images of nature, water, a;;d war, 

often of an heroic or romantic nature, and suggestive of 

honour and innocence, 8* in the^e examples of the longer images
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of this kind:

The lovely face of heav'n wap masqu'd with sorrow, 
The sighing winde* did move the b -ea^t of earth, 
The heavie cloude^ hung downe their* inojrnlng head 6*, 
And wept *?ed showers the day that hee went hence,

All these
Wordes were but a gxvat winde,and now 
This showre of tear* ̂  has layd it, I am calme 
Againe.

11.U.91-J*

My teare*. They are the jewels of my love 
Dissolved into grlefe: and fall upon 
Hi« blasted Spring, as Aprill dewe upon 
A fweet young blossom phak'-j before the time

111.1.68-71

Rich inen should transcend the poore 
AB cloud«! the earth; rai«*d by the comfort of 
The eunne, to water dry and barren ground^

ill.U.17-9

But could I make an Ocean with my tearen
That on the floud thif* broken ve^ell of
My body, laden heavie witn light lust
Might «uffer ghlpwracky and ^o d.r*owne my ^hame:
Then weeping wer»e to purpose: but ales'
The sea wentfl ^ater enough to wa^h away
The foulenep^e of ray name,

Iv. 5.73-81

War is closely linked with water in the imagery, ea-ly on in 

the play, in the description of the seige of Os tend, and 

the end when Charleraont proudly prepares to die:

like a warlike Hevie on the sea, 
Bound for the conquest of some wealthie land, 
Pass'd through the stormie troubles of this life, 
And now arrlv'd upon the armed coast, 
. ,..! aspire to uadergoe my death

v. 2. 137 -4

Many shorter Image* of water or the movement of water are 

scattered through the play, such as:
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pleasure onely flowes 
Upon the streame of r^iches

i.1.33-4

let this current of rt<y teases 
Divert thy inclination

i.2.2-3

....you1" want of use whould mother make your body like a 
well; tho lesser* 'tis drawne, the sooner it grower 
dry,

iv.3.51-3

All these images link up and a~-e focused at three points in 

the play of particular symbolic and ei*otio <al *igAificanee* 

The first is BorachioS description of the imagined drowning 

of Ch»"lemont, where the picture drawn of the sympathy of the 

sea, of natural force?, with the warrior, forms a marked 

contr-ast to the violent antagonism of nature to D'amville, 

exppasfled in thunder and lightning, a ;d in his ima^s, e.g. 

"that Bawde / The «kie there... 1* and ''Nature thou art a 

Tray tour to wy soule":

the weeping sea, (like one; 
Whose milder tamper doth lenient the death 
Of him whom in hi? rage he slew) runnaa up 
The nhoare; efflbrBC<-f him; kisre^ his cheeka, 
Goes backe againe and fo*cep up the sandee 
To burie him; and ev'rie time It perts, 
Shed^ teare^ upon him,...

ii.1.92-8

The second focal point if the discussion of Sebastian and 

Cataplasma in iv.1. wha^e the lustful Cataplasma and 

Levldulcia a '6 depicted in the i^.ages of the medlar sucking 

tha sap from and killing the neighbouring plum-tree, and tha 

"canton "trearae, like a st^umpet" carrying off the fruit of 

paar-trea to bestow it on others. As Cataplanma si«,yp to 

Febe^tian:
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for you that love those wanton running waters

The third point is in v.2. whore Charlemont, expecting death, 

call*? for a giarj « of water,

Come thoo cleare embleme of coole temperance
v.2.230

while D'aiuville, the "rivers*1 of his veins frozen with fear, 

demand* wine, &<* one of those w!;,o

out of that
Adulterate conjunction doe beget 
A bastard valour.

v. 2. 233-5

The tuo.-al i-elationshipp between the various characters are 

thus depicted in imtigep connected with nature or water. In 

particular the relationship between the heroic, god-fearing 

Char lemon t aud the atheist B'amville, and the conflict between 

their* beliefs and attitudes towards life en* death, are 

conveyed in tenns of these images, and symbolised finally 

in the glasp of water and glass of wine, pimple symbols 

which derive strength from the associated stream* of imagery.

The more important minor groups of images are similar 

to those of The Revenger f s Tragedy , images drawn from law, 

finance, building, disease , everyday life, end there is again 

en emphasis on rau^ic. There is much financial and legal 

imagery, some of it again technical in its exact use of terms, 

as in the fir*t of the following examples, where "assurance" 

is used in its leg*! sense meaning the title to property, in 

this case to D f amville 1 ? dukedom, *:* well a^ in it* commoner 

sense of safety:
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That fellowe?* life Bor achio t
Like a superfluous letter* in the Law,
Endanger?* our a^urance

iv. 2. 11-13

to prolong the torment, and 
rack of rent from f*ge to age, upon 

Your poore penurious Tenants?
v. 2. 90-2

. . .generation, f o   the pro 
Exp^nce it drawes UP too, of that which is 
The wealth of life

Sir, I will take #our friendship up at use 
And feare not that your profit shall be small; 
Your interest shall exceed your principall

ii.2.15^-6

The building imagery is well-developed, and ha« a special 

function in relation to D'aravilleS ^chemes, which he pees as 

the erection of a building at the beginning of the play:

The foundation's laid* Now by degrees 
The worke will rise end soane be perfected

plot still 
According to the raodell of mine owne desires

U.2.3U-3
Mi

while later the destruction of his pirns is seen as its ruin:

His gasping sighes are like the falling noise 
Of some great building when the grounde worke breakes

v,1.92-3

Disease has some symbolic valde in the play, for while part 

of his punishment is the disability and death through s 

of his son Rousard, D'amville, reversing normal values, 

his only honest son, Sebastian, as a foul disease of hi? 

own flesh:

Seba: ...Gen'rail honestie pos^ess'd me.

D t am; Goe, th'art the b? PC uor-uption of my bloud; 
And like a Tetter growes't unto my flesh

ill. 2.11-13
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Images of disease are also used, as la The Reveler's Tragedy* 

in connection with

wa.s thy bloud
Increes'd to such a pleurlPie of lust, 
That of aece*sitie, there must a veyne 
Be open'd.....?

ill. 1.128-31

Since you are the poyson that 
Infects the honour of all womanhood

v. 2. 10-11

As in the earlier play, there is cor-siderable eraphesis 

on mur-ic - the word again occurs 10 times, and music is called 

for in stage directions, foi* the banquet in ii.1., for the 

closet ncene in v.1., where the music continues to be played 

during pert of the dialogue, for D'ainville calls "Cease that 

harsh cauflicke** at linti 1i*, and in iv.1«, where Sebastian calls 

for a lentil on the lute, and there is some discussion using 

technical terms. Several images drawn from music also occur, 

such as:

Unely Gherlernont
Must be reputed that -^ame he a ? f. le it* ? e thing , 
That Cowards will be bold to play upon.

i. 2. 28-30

e that harsh musicke.... 
Heere sound« s rausicke whose melodious touch 
Like Angels voices 'avishe* the ?*ence

v. 1.16-7

In this lest image D'amvllle if punning on the word "angel" - 

he is handling e pile of gold coins.

There is too a quantity of image* of everyday life, or of 

the household, often coarse, and given mainly to Sebastian and 

Levidulcia. The following are examples:
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Lev: I doe not like theme fleg-maticke smooth-*kinn f d , 
soft-flesh'd fellowes. They are like candied 
«uckete, when they begin to perish; which I 
would alwayes eiuptie my closet off.

ii.5.34-7

Seba: The penurie of a prison is like a ^oft consumption
iii. 3.28-9

...For want is lir.e the iiajQue; it drawee a man 
to endanger himself to the gallowes rather than 
endure it.

iii. 2. 20-2

Lev: . ..Ladyees ara «s courteous as Yeomen* wive 6' , aid 
methinkes they should be more gentle* Hot diet 
and soft or.ee make*? 'em { like waxe elwaies kept 
warme) more eanie to take impression.

This short survey *»howR that in many respects the imagery 

of The A the 1 s t * s Tragedy resomoles that of the earlier play. 

The moat notable similarity is the use in both plays of 

images of passionate personification especially connected 

with the ahief character?, D'aniville and Vindice, With the 

exception of images of food, all the larger groups of images 

in The Revenger's Tragedy, images connected with law, money 

and expense, disease, and daily life, are well represented in 

the later play. There are again few animal images, and 

except for e few commonplace references to Tereus, the Phoenix 

and Tantalus, no imagery drawn from the classics. What were 

observed as the main feature^ of the imagery of The Revenger * s 

Tragedy , the clever play on word? , precision, clarity, careful 

elaboration of the longer image* , ere &gein apparent in the 

imagery of the later play. The same sensitivity to the 

connotations of words is shown in some often b 'illiant 

punning and word-play, giving fc:reat force to images «?uch as:
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Nature thoo art a Traytou* to my soule 
Thou hast abus'd my trust. I will compleine 
To a eupe-iour -Jourt, to right my wrong* 
lie prove thee a forger of fal^e assurances 
In yond* starve chamber thou shalt answer it.

V.1.U

This image is enriched enormously by the successful and 

exact employment of the ambiguities of u;ctiniiig of "tins 1 

which ha* itf* common rueaning, a pledge or p'omise, aid the 

legal meaning, a deed of conveyance of property, and of 

"yond* starre chamber", the heavens as the only place of 

appeal against a god, &>nd at the gaiiie tiuio tbe highest and 

most arbitrary tribunal of James I, the most appropriate court 

to try a traitor. Other images «=how the same sensitivity:

Be If or ; villaine give .,u
Or I will make my passage through thy bloud.

Sefoa: My bloud will taake it ^lipperie ray Lord. 
f Twere better you would take another way. 
You may hap fell else,

iv, 3.>5-9

Hast no music ke in theo? Th f bast trebles anu banes enougfc 
Treble injurie; and base usage. But trebles and 
bases make poore niusick without me&ne^> Thou went'st 
Keanes; Doe^t?

This exactness in the use of words appears in all the Imagery; 

even the most diffuse images are clear and precise, and mixed 

or blurred metaphors do not occur.

While there arc thus many similarities between the 

imagery of the two plays, eome differences must also be 

observed. Although having les^ emphasis on movement and 

violence, and few references to food, the imagery of The 

Atheist's Tr ageto ha« in general a greater range both in kind
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varies in Itind from the quick pun and passionate metaphor 

so characteristic of the latter play to the long descriptive 

sinile end nature imagery with romantic associations which 

are quite new element?. In subject matter there are themes 

hardly touched on or not introduced at all in The Revenger*^ 

Tragedy; many more Imeger- are drawn from nature, building 

and water, especially the sea, than in the latter play, end 

some are drawn from warfare, a * ew theme.

The gceater variety and wider scope of the imagery of 

The A the is t * 8 Trage dff is partly a result of the nature of the 

plays, for whereas this attempts the presentation of a 

group of interesting characters, with a wide philosophical 

background, The Revefl.ger*^ Trsgedy is all passion and 

movement, depending largely on rapid intrigue, and ha^ no 

depth of characterisation. Just as the characters of the 

later play are more varied and rnoce sharply differentiated 

than the group of type characters who infest the Duke's 

court in The Reven&er*a Tragedy, BO their language is more 

differentiated and fitted to the part, Instead of a 

narrow concentration on a few themes in the imagery, the»*e 

are two groups of widely contrasting themes which correspond 

to, partially create, au<3 develop the contrasts between the 

major figures of the play, particularly D'amville and 

Charlemont, The^/t he i ? t * P TTagedy does not move in one 

impassioned flow of r«ther unvaried language, but from
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philosophic discussion to language of high passion and 

forceful prose. The result is a los? in intensity ana a 

gain in b"eedth; the characters live in a more real world, 

a world of bettlen at Oatond, of war, honour and love as 

well as lust, wealth and murder. It is noteworthy in this 

connection that Borr Ohio's long description of the siege at 

Ostend ha« another dramatic function, besides linking 

together the wate»* imagery, in that it sex*vew to lecelise 

the action in humanity, by giving it a geographical and 

historical reference, and so helps to endow it with & wider 

significance*

Although raaturer and broader in these respects however, 

The Atheist's Tragedy lackn the continued fury and compression 

of the earlier play, has less imagery, and much of its 

dialogue move* slowly, and is sometimes prosaic:

I ente 'taino the offer of this match
With purpose to eonfirrae it presently*
I have already moov'd it to ray daughter;
Her soft excuses savour-*d at the first
(Methought) but of a modest innocence
Of bloud; whose unmoov'd streame we?* never dr&wne
Into the current of affection* But when I
Replyed with more familiar arguments,
Thinking to make her apprehension bold;
Her modest blush fell to a pale dislike,
And shee refund it with such confidence
A* if ^he had bee vie prompted by a love
Inclining firmely to some other man,
And in that obstinacie she remaines.

1*4.2-15

It ip notable even in such pasnages how lines like "Thinking 

to make her apprehension bold", with its hint at 

personification, and "Her modest blush fell to a pale

dislike", with its metaphorical ure of the verb, recall the
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dominant Imagery of The Revenger is .TgqjE&QrY * When passion 

end swift movement are demanded, the imagery become* 

as powerful and striking as in the earlier play, a^ in 

D'amville'* outburst:

Drop out
Mine eye-bale and let envious Fortune play 
At tennis with 'era. Have J liv'a to this? 
Malicious Nature,' hadst thou borne me blinde 
Th'adst yet been something favourable to me.

The similarities between the imagery of the plays are thus

sufficient to suggest a common authorship, while the
t

differences indicate a mental development in The Atheist s

Tragedy , and at the same tide less fiercely inspired and 

more laboured writing*

The vocabulary of this play differs conpiderably from 

that of The Revenger * s Tra&edy , Some of the more common 

words of the latter are missing, and many aew, especially 

abstract term* are used. There is less emphasis on bodily 

movement, on wealth and poverty, and the words beggar ~£ 

timap in %he Revenger f s Tragedy , discontent -7, silver -6, 

forehead -10, frown -6, royal -7, fault -3, impudent -8, 

slave -26, subtle -7, no lon^e^ occur. The following 

words on the other hand occur fairly frequently in ^hq 

Athe is t * s Tr&ged^ and not in its companion play: ability -7 

times, argument -7, assurance -6, conversation -8 f deprive -8, 

enjoy -9, forbear -7, forbid -8 t impression -7, instruction 

-10, satisfy -9, substance -9, war -17> welcome -11. The 

increase in the number of abstr; ot word* is Interesting as
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, if the plays are by the same author, e considerable 

elaboration of vocabulary, and because many of thtiFo term* 

O;ily became cu -rent ia the early yei.rc of the seventeenth 

century. la thi? respect The A th? 1 P t * s Tregedy may be 

likened to Tr o 1 lus and T ffr gag i dg , which contains e wealth 

of abstract terms not used previously by Shakespeare,

The ejaculations **pish" ("push") and "sfoote" (9 times), 

common in The aeYenaer^ Tragedy a/*e probably taken from 

Mare ton who used "pish" frequently, and wa^ the fi.:-*t to 

use "f?foote ft . The "tush" (8 times) of the later ^lay 

pet-haps indicates the more immediate influence of tfamlet t 

where this expression is used* 8xc legations of this Kiud, 

and the apostrophe woJ M are more infrequent in The

f ragedy ; ^feith.1 *' occurs respectively 50 times and 9 times; 

tf Ow and ^Oh" 137 and 68 time*; "I" « e.ve 30 ead 3 times. 

These figures afe, of course, 10 evidence of alithorphip, for 

the great m&jority of the more common words? occur in each 

play* Moreover the different theiaes of the plays demand 

different vocabularies to some extent. The figures are 

interesting as showing perhaps how the favourite word of 

one year may be out of use the next, and how the immediate 

influence of a particular author may affect such a minor 

detail as the kind of ejaculation used in the play. One 

curious feature common to both plays IB th« occurrence of 

a large number of words made up with the pi't'fix ''un-w , 12 

of which are listed in Appendix D HP words w^d in e 

peculiar sense, or a sense unrecorded by the N.K.D> .
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The main groups of iterative words relate, as in 

Revengers Tragedy, to death, crime and justice, «in, lust, 

the body, wealth and poverty, though the emphasis on each 

of these themes is slighter'. There ir ngrin a curious 

concentration on doath which is referred to in one way or 

another 193 times. The word "death" occurs U6 times, die 22, 

murder 33» kill 5, a total of 106; thi« i« again a much 

larger number of references than in Shakespeare's Tragedies, 

as the table on page 60 shows. The emphasis on crime and 

justice, heaven sad damnation is moat mr- i *ed: the word 

judgment occurs 10 tiroes, justice 16, law 1U; sin 13, 

villain and villainous 1U» w^ong 10, b»*e 8; damn k t God 12, 

heaven 26, religion 5, ^hame 17, devil 6. Lust i« more 

lightly stroked 9 and a le«* extensive vocabulary of sex 

is used, but the words lust, 12 tircon, rnpe If, adultery k 9 

pt umpet 4, bawd, lecher, bastard and cuckold, Bll occur. 

This emphasis on lust not only concerns the inanorelity of 

the minor characters, but has a special relation to D'amville, 

who is brought to a realisation of the horror of his crimes 

by hia abortive attempt on Q&stabella4s honour, and in his 

soliloquy in iv.3« saes the slty as a fct-.#<2 to himself and 

"that sa0ie *»trumpet Murder1*, and himself 8^ a worn out 

lecher, thus equating his own deedc wi^.h the low intrigues 

of Cataplasms tnd Levidulcia*

There is e large number of references to r^rts of the 

body, in particular the words blood, which occurs 50 times, 

often being used to mean the spirit o.- nature or o uan,
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body U8» eye 20 and hand 30, but these words are not used 

as imaginatively as in yhe Revenger's Tragedy, Another 

group of iterative words in connected with finance: wealth 

occurs 15 times, gold 7t interest 5» poor and poverty 17. 

The play opens with D'amville considering wealth as 

essential for happiness, and ends in v.1. with him countin 

his gold on the stage, and finding it no compensation for 

the death of his son». The iterative words carry this 

theme through the play.

Two other important groups of iterative words which are 

associated with the romantic-heroic theme of Charlemont and 

Castabella have no counterpart in The Revenger's Trbgedy. 

One is of words of war, honour and love; war occurs 17 times, 

courage 7> brave 9> arms a?id armour 11 , soldier 13; courteous 

6, affection 16, innocent 5, favour 21, servant « lover 9» 

and love (2k times in $he Revenger * s Tragedy) 76 times. 

Gharlewont's valour and love of war are emphasised in contrast 

to B'amvlllei's inability to face death. The other group is 

related to the large and important group of images connected 

with water. Water occurs 13 times, tears 18, and the words 

stream, aea, river, flow, wash, current, *howers, are fairly 

common. Of other iterative words may be noted the frequent 

references to light, 26 times, darkness 9 times, and night 

23 times, the latter, as in The Revenger|s Tragedy, being 

connected with evil, and also D'amville f s constant reliance 

on nature, 38 times, the atheist's goddes*.

The verse of The jytheist's Tragedy appears more regular
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than that of the earlier play, but i« in reality more complex, 

possessing B greater variety of rhythms, $nd providing much 

wider contrasts. Its style ranges from the slow -weep of 

Borachio's long description of the supposed drowning of 

Charlemont, to the impassioned cries of D'amville in ftis 

madness:

Why? could he not ha'^ufferd oie to raise
The mountain *i'iny ?irmes with o*ie e« damnable 
As all the rest; and then he' tumbled me 
To mine? But ap^reneaoi me # f en between 
The purpose a^d the actv

iv. 3* 290-5

and frciL the ^low, ^-roejeic philosophical «*i -oufl^ion of 

D'amville and Borfichio to the stilted diction given sometimes 

to Charleruont or Ctis tube lie:

C Love,1 tfr'oa chert af AC? eta on of the soule,
Without th'edultr? te mixture of the bloud;
That vertue which to goodnes?e addeth good:
The ml lion of heavens heart* He even.' ist iny fate
For loving th?t thou Iov f Ft to get thy hateV
Or was my Cha."leinont thy chosen Love?

A c these pas '-ages ;j ugg€-t, there is also « fitting of 

language to cheracter which i^ net to be found in The 

Re yen ae-r ' E Tr e r̂ e d;/ oxoe^t in the npeechen of the r/.inor 

chfer-G^ tei s Denticle end the Junior Brother, and in the special 

use of di^eaee and nature imagery in connection tflth the 

teuiptatict; of Cat>t.1:&e t*ivci her i',oth«r, tiu1 the letter ' P 

repentance. Charl^ijont arid Caetwbelli; taUt ia u eiuple 

robi^ntic or heroi'j vein, and their in-n^s are of wai', ^.ove 

and water, to then & pyr.bol of innocence; J; * r;:;v ;i lie 

alternytep between Inpa^-sioneol crier- and Ajhi lor ethical 

reflection; bin images pre of building, or wealth, o- drawn
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from lew, end in the ^eelisetion of hip crimes, from lust; 

Sebastian's language IP forceful, realistic prose; 

Languebeau Snuff e es a hypocritical puritan speaks in a 

ridiculously affected prose; Levidulela's one concern until 

her death is to find a lover, and her language is direct and 

to the pofcnt, her images of everyday life.

In spite of this few critics have had much to say in 

praise of the play's verse, and some have considered it very 

feeble. This IB perhaps partly due to the prosaic nature 

of some lines, especially the philosophic discussions between 

D'amville and Borachlo, partly to the common view of 

Boraohio's long description a« quite undramatic and out of 

place in a play (as has been shown, this passage has an 

ir portan t function in the play) , partly to the more numerous 

light and week endings, and lesser number of end-stopped 

lines, which Mincoff sees as a "mechanical cutting up of the 

verse into five beat lengths without regard..* to the phrasing" 

(1). He quot«" four passages, of which the following are 

twos

t shut thine eye to wink at im: -tier; or 
Hast put this sable garment ont fc$ &eurn 
At'e death?

Where is that ratal pleaet ruled at his 
Nativity?

and remarks (2) "The Ueveager^s _ .Tragedy. > in s. itc of its 

irregularity has nothing en barbarous n? thi* to show. ..". 

These passages are taken from on^ spuech, and the four lines 

linking them are regular. Both passages appeared i-i the
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quarto as prose, but as rearranged by Nicoll they evidently 

are verse, and good vefse, if loose end with a conversational 

rhythm. On the othe:? hand many line* in The Revenger's

which Mincoff presumably regards as good verse, are,

an shown earlier, certainly more barbarous than those quoted 

above*

A more reasoned judgment may be arrived at by a 

comparison of the lesser known soliloquy of Vindiee discussed 

on pages 77-& with the following soliloquy, also not often 

quoted, of Castabella:

0 thou that know«t me justly Char lemon ta
Though in the fore 1 a posses ion of another;
Bince from thine owae free spirit we receive it,
That our affections cannot be cental f <3
Though ou'» actions may; be not displeas'd if on
Tbe alter* of hi* Torabe, I sacrifice
My teare*. They are the jewels of my love
Dissolved Into grisfe; and fall upon
His blasted spring; as Ap ill dewe upon
A sweet® young blo"*one nhak'd N?£ore the time

iii. 1.62-71

It i^ olear that in The 4 thei,s ̂  * a Tragedy Tourneur 

the power of creating fine verse out of natural speech 

rhyttoos, a power not evidenced in the earlier play. The 

abundant rhymes, formality, frequent stiffners, and the 

balanced general aphorisms no longer appear, except wh«n 

used occasionally for deliberate effect. Vindice'* speech 

hurries along with regular pauses and a monotonous heavy 

stress, whereas thi? moves gracefully, with an easy rhythm, 

yet formed within the pattern of blank verse. Casts be lla's 

speech is well-balanced, and beautifully rounded off without 

the toiup of rhymed couplets or frequent end-stopped lines.
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The ve^se of The yithelpt'n .Tragedy is undoubtedly
*

prosaic »t times # but though it often leeks the pa^ion and 

conce?itrpted Imagery of the earlier play, it has greater 

ef?RC and ^weetnepp. Rhymes and bale iced proverbial lines 

ere much le?s frpquont. Proverbs and platitudinous moral 

observation* ar* not put into the middle of p&RPionate 

speeches, brt u*ed mor?t often for- deliberate effect in the 

empty conversation of

All men are mortal* The houre of death is uncertaine. 
Age makes -aickne^e the more dangerous. And griafe is 
subject to distraction. You know not how soone you may 
be deprived of the benefit of sense.... &&ke your Will*

il. 1

At its worst the verse is flat, &t its best, es in the well- 

known ^oliloquler: of D'amville or Borachio's famous 

rie^c^iption of the ??iege of extend, perhaps better than 

eny thing in The ̂ Revenger *x^ , rT:i.;age(t;g , end the pi ore, like that 

of the letter play, is always forceful and good,

*he main i ifluenoe* on The Atheist's Tregedy are those
M4Kw-'?4fB«NM*i* ifcvBW» ' JH»Mii<* »«i«i%*jr *'***'i*»**'» lU^fttf J^.***.-*--* 3*m •• 4»iH»

of Mavston ^'-1 Shakercpeare, pnd, a«3 in the earlier x^lay, the 

influence of Hamlet is particularly uusrked. The influence 

of Marston i-> especially noticeable in \L.U* , ^vhere 

D'arnville and Borechio gioat ove^ the nucce^p, of their plots, 

a scone very reminiscent of the gloating of Piero and 

StrotBO at the beginning of An ton lo * R Re venga . There are 

r?evercal important parallels with Hamlet. Tho relationship 

of Gharleroont to D'amville is the same es that of Hamlet 

to Cloudl <«*, nephew to a man who has iriurdered the hero's 

father and usurped his power. ThiB perellel in the



opening «ituation doe* not extend to the ^lot, which IP not 

 leri votive, for Tourneur break* completely with the revenge 

tradition by making Chtu? lemon t leave revenge to God, Two 

scenes however po«f?e*?s c3o*e links with scenes in Hamlet, the 

pcene, ii.6. whe^e the ghost of Uontferrern appears twice to 

"Cha^lemont, a Musquetier, and a Serieant" while they are on 

watch, which ha<= obvious connections with the opening scene 

of Shakespeare 1 '* piay, sad in iv.3. , where Charlemont'n 

graveyard weditatioa on a dead body recalls Hamlet's moralising 

on Yorick's «kull also in a graveyard (li&mlet v.1 . / . Although 

there are fewer borrowings of incident in T^e Atheist*^ 

Tragedy than in The Revenger 1 ?* Tragedy , there are many verbal
•••••^••IMVMHMMIMMMMiHH* *•*>•«*•, ,<!• <i.«Hf- -ffr-^tM^ ->*ft, >la ti*WVW iNP <v«n.«.»v ,4» w-«*— «-» :•"». 4l0-«M*BrfT«Hw ' "

'  *''

echoes of Shakespeare H Tragedies, e.g.

The sea wautB water enough to wash away 
The fou loner re of u$ nsune

iv.3.80-1

Will all great Neptune 1 *? ocean warh this blood
Cle? n fi'o/f r; '.y iiand';

ii.2.60-1

I would finde out by hiR Anatomie
 Vhwt t-ViiiJii there AB In Nc'-Lure more 
Then in the conptitution of my nelfe

v. 2. 161-3

Thf?n let them anatoniise ^og&n; ? 0 e Vilita br-eeJ? fccbout 
her heart: is there any cau^e in nature that makes 
thtiwff hisr'd hearts?

IClna Lear iii.6.75-7

The^e have been observed by several critics, (3) but there 

is no such close parallel an that already noted between the 

"closet" scene in Uamlet and Vindice's threatening of his 

mother in The Revenger* a Tragedy.

To sum up, The Atheist* a Tragedy is an attempt at a 

different kind of play from The Revenger'* ; _Trajggd g . Both
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posses? en intenpe moral fervour, and have much in common in 

imagery, -style and the u«o of ptage effect. The verpe of the 

former he* always more variety f fcnd fit Its be^t i« perhaps 

finer then in the oest psrpsge* of The Rave age c* ',- Tragedy t 

but Is by no mean* *o consistently ^oml. rrha pf. a «ion and 

narrow concentration of the latter ere replaced by «n et tempt 

at the portrayal of philosophising ohrsrv-ote-s , rn ouotlonal 

approach by a more intellectual ap^vonch.

Tragedy lacks the fiery quality of the se^lier play, and 

sometime? falls flat in it* failure to rcicc the lf.Tifc?uage of 

thought sufficiently enotionel to warrant the terpe form. 

But in breaking with the revenge tr».«'<ition Tourneui- sought 

to do something irnroenf?ely difficult, er.fl though ye v haps 

influenced by Chtpmfcn'B Clern:ont n'rmboip in hie conception 

of Charlemont, the latter IB not por-tr&yed ?r, a «^toic, but 

as a devout Christi&n who fo.r^oefl revenue because of the 

divine injunction against it. ®. £. ^toll 1 ? verdict on the 

play i* well warrantea (k) : 4t ln*mature then The

Tragedy raay from the esthetic Ptanrl^oint be; but only in the 

sense of being revolutionary and exper»i nental, . . , n . In its 

wider conception of character, greater variety of verne, and 

in its thought content the pl*y is in advance of The 

Revenger*^ Tragedy, and may well be the later work of en 

author who has come not only to feSl but to thin> more deeply 

about the probleois he is dealing with.
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1. M. Mincoff : "The Authorship of The Revenger's
Tragedy", Sofia 1939, pp.32-3

2. idem, p..s3

3. for instance E, £.. Stoll, and A. Nicoll, who also refers 
to L. L. Schucking as finding *that both The Atheist's 
Tragedie and The Revenger's Tragedie are clustered with 
reminiscences of Hamlet and Lecr^ (A. liicoll, "The 
Works of Cyril Tourneur", Introduction pp.6-7).

U. E. E. Stoll : "John Webster", Cambridge, Mas?.,
1905, p. 210.



CHAPTER III

The Authorahip Question
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The Question of Authorship.

In the Prefatory Note it was stated that throughout these 

pages the dates of printing of The Revenger's Tragedy (1607)» 

find The Atheist's Tragedy (1611), would be assumed to 

represent roughly the dates of composition. Before discussing 

the authorship question it would be as well to offer some 

justification for this chronology, since several critics, 

including K. H. C. Oliphant (1) have argued that if the plays 

are by the same author The Atheist's Tragedy must be an 

earlier work than its companion play. The reasons put 

forward for this view are, firstly the reference to the siege 

of Ostend (1601-4), which these critics assume to be a 

topical and therefore contemporary elluaion, and secondly 

what they regard as the immaturity of style. Oliphant 

says (2):

"The strong dramatic instinct of The Revenger's 
Tragedy, if we accept it as the work of Tourneur, 
should show it to be a later work than The Atheist's 
Tragedy, belonging to a time when the writer had 
grown out of the bad habit of undramatic 
descriptiveness."

With regard to the first of these reasons, K. K. Stoll (3) 

has pointed out that Borechic's speech is elaborate and 

written in a manner such as might have been used to describe 

any historical battle, and contains no clearly topical 

allusions. With regard to the second reason, the foregoing 

examination of the style of both plays has shown that even 

if the style of The Atheist's Tragedy be co-isidered weak, it 

cannot be thought to be immature, and that in some respects,
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in its greater variety of rhythm, greater freedom and 

smoothness, the verse is more mature than that of The 

Revenger's Tragedy. The fuller characterisation and wider 

thought-content of The Atheist's .Tragedy would also suggest 

that it is the later play* These critics moreover have 

ignored the apparent borrowings from Othello and Macbeth in 

the play (k) which would fix a backward time limit for the 

writing of it years later than the 1602-3 suggested by 

A. H, Thorndike. Finally and most importantly, the only 

direct evidence we possess for dating the plays is provided 

by the title-pages of the first quartos. Therefore, I 

accept those dates (1607 and 1611) as representing the 

chronology of the plays.

Much of the evidence put forward by the proponents of 

Middleton as author of The Revenger's Tragedy has been 

discussed in the Introduction, and his undoubted influence 

on the play has been observed. The claims of these critics 

are based solely on style, on internal evidence, and not 

one has discussed such external evidence as exists, and this 

clearly should be examined first. It is important therefore 

to establish a chronology of Middleton's plays before 

discussing further his possible influence or authorship.

A. Harbage (5) allots a later date than 1608 to all of 

Middleton's plays other than those printed by that date. 

Of his plays the following were printed by 1608: ftlurt 

Master Constable 1602, The Phoenix and Michaelmas Term 1607,
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A Trjok to Catch the Old One, A Mad World my Masters, and 

The Family of Love ell printed in 1608, and Your Five Gallants 

(undated). R. C. Bald (6) he* a substantially similar 

chronology. All these printed playe ar-e comedies, though 

there is evidence to show that Middleton had written a 

tragedy as early as 1606, called The Vifler and her Brood, 

which, it has been suggested (7)» might be another title 

for The Revenger's Tragedy, referring to the Duchess and her 

sons. However, according to H. N. Hillebrand (8), Middleton 

was concerned in a lawsuit brought against him by Robert 

Keysar in 1609, in which he was accused of having failed 

to repay a bond for £8-10-0 dated May 1606. Middleton 

claimed that he had handed over to the plaintiff his tragedy 

The Viper and her Brood, which had been accepted as full 

payment. If the play had been identical with The Revenger's 

Tragedy he would presumably have used its printed title. 

Another reason for rejecting this Identification of 

Middleton's lost play is that like all the other plays of hie 

known to exist by 1608, it was written for a private theetre, 

since Keysar who brought the suit against him was the manager 

of the Children of the Revells. The title-pages of five 

of the plays listed above state that they were acted by the 

"Children of Paules'1 ; the title-page of Your Five Gallants 

says that it we* acted "at the Blacke-Friers", and the second 

issue (1608) of A Trick to Catch the Old One was printed as 

acted "both at Paules and the Blacke-F^yers*. The remaining 

quarto The Family of Love (1608) gives the information that
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the play wae acted by the "Children of His Majesties Reveils"* 

E. K. Chambers (9) suggests that Your Five Gallants and A 

Trick to Catch the O^d One were taken over at the Blackfriars 

when the Children of Paul 1 ?? ceased playing. The next play 

of Middleton and Dekker to be printed was The Roaring Girl, 

1611, the title-page of which informs us that it was performed 

by the Prince*s Players at the Fortune Theatre. The only 

other play which can with any certainty be allotted to so 

early e date as 1611-3 is A Chaste; Maid in Cheapside, printed

in 1630 as acted by Lady Elizabeth's servants at the nwan
i

Theatre, where this company was probably playing in 1611. 

Thus it appears that during the period 1602-8 Middleton 

was writing specifically fo*? children's companies at private 

theatres, in particular the bhildren of Paules, and there is 

no evidence to connect him with the King 1 ? men for many years 

after. Yet the title-page of the first quarto of The 

Revenger*s Tragedy read? "As it hath beene sundry times 

Acted,/ by the King's Majesties/ Servants", so that the play 

evidently belonged to the Globe *'he&tre, a public playhouse. 

This chronology fhows also that apart from the doubtful 

evidence of Middleton f s word in a lawsuit of 1609 referring 

to a transaction of 3 years before, hie early plays were 

comedies of city life. Women Beware Women, his first 

tragedy, . C. Bald considers to be a late play of circa 1622, 

end Herbage places it between 1612 and 1627. Many of the 

echoes from and similarities to Middleton s work claimed by
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Oliphant, Mincoff and others in The Revenger's Tragedy are 

drawn from plays written much later, and in particular from 

Women Beware Women, written perhaps as'much as 15 years later. 

(It may even be possible to speak rather of Tourneur's 

influence on Middleton than of the reverse). Moreover, as 

has been shown, the influence of other authors, especially 

Marrton and Shakespeare, on The Revenger's Tragedy, is so 

marked that they have as much claim as Middleton to be 

considered the author, particularly as their plays with which 

it has parallel incidents or passages, were certainly written 

before or about the same time as it.

Lastly it may be noted that the seventeenth century 

ascriptions of the play to Tourncur by Archer (16^6) and 

Klrkman (1661 and 1671) have some significance. Unless they 

had good reason for attributing the play to such an obscure 

author, they would surely have allotted it to some well-krown 

playwright. '^hus on the basis of the external evidence 

Middleton is a very unlikely candidate for the author-ship of 

the play.

The reliability of Internal evidence is always dubious, 

and much of that adduced by the proponents of Middleton as 

author is misleading, as has been shown in the Introduction. 

It is perhaps worth indicating further how unreliable this 

evidence can be, and I shall examine three instances of 

claimed resemblances between Mid rile ton's work and The 

Revenger's Tragedy, the firnt a parallelism in phrasing, the 

second a similarity in character names and the last relating
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to the verse structure.

Oliphant (10) claims that the phrase "Give them (it, 

Revenge, etc.) their due...", which occurs four times in 

The Revenger's Tragedy, is a characteristic expression of 

Middleton, "not found, so far as I am aware, outside of his 

work*1 . The N.B,D, quotes an example of a similar expression 

as early as 1589, and two from Shakespeare's Henry IV, Part 1. 

In any case it is probable that all such passages as

give Revenge her due, 
Sha's kept touch hetherto

R.T. i.1.U6

are derived from common sa.yings, since the proverb "to give 

the devil his due" was well enough known, as the following 

lines spoken by Prince Hal show:

Sir John stands to his word, the devil shall have his 
bargain; for he was never yet a breaker of proverbs: 
he will give the devil his due

1. Henry iy i.2.113-5

Another piece of evidence brought forward by Oliphant in 

support of his thesis that Middieton must be the author is the 

fact that certain names of characters used in The Revenger's 

Tragedy also occur in Middleton's plays. Thus the name 

Dondolo occurs in More Dissemblers Besides Women, the names 

Lussurioso and Castiza in The Phoenix (printed 1607). The 

first of these plays was apparently written much later than 

The Revenger's Tragedy - Harbage dates it c.1615 - and, as 

pointed out earlier, the name Dondolo had already been used 

in Marston'P The Pawne. (printed 1606). Oliphant alpo
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failed to observe that all these names have a common origin 

in the Italian language. Xll the Italianate names in 

The Revenger's Tragedy, with the exception of Piero, Antonio 

and Hippolito, and those in The Atheist's Tragedy with the 

exception of Borachio, are words, or based on words, listed 

in #lorio's Italian-English dictionary of 1 i;98 (11). The 

exceptions ere names used by other playwrights; Piero and 

Antonio occur in Mareton'a Antonio end Mellida, Borechio in 

Shakespeare's Much Ado about Nothing. The name* borrowed 

from Italian are used appropriately, and the author evidently

was well aware of their meaning. Thus Dondolo in FlorioV<
slangy and lively interpretation means "a gull, a foole, a 

thing to make sport**, which is his function in The Revenger's 

Tragedy ap in The Fawne* Lussurioso means "leacherous, 

luxurious, lustfull.... w , Supervacuo **..superfluous, overmuch, 

vaine, not necepsarie, unprofitable, to no use", Spurio 

w a whores son whose father is not know...", Vindice "a 

revenger of wrongs.. H , Castiza is clearly derived from 

"casta" meaning chaste, Gratiana from "gratiano" (a name 

used by Shakespeare in Othello and The Merchant of Venice) 

which has the meaning **a gull, a foole or clownish fellow in 

a play or comedie". ?he derivations of Ambitiono, 

Levidulcia (levita«M lightness H and dolce='f sweet, .flexible**), 

Ceetabella, and CataplaRma (a cftaplasra, "a plaister...or 

greene naive laide upon a sore*') are evident. It is 

notable too how appropriate Vindice*s assumed name Piato, 

"flat, squat, cowred downe, hidden..** IP to a disguised hero
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acting ar. a low villain for hire, and the narae of Cataplasma's 

servant, Fresco, "fresh, new, un^alt, coole, cold, green.,.", 

to one who is faint-hearted, blushing, and cold when she 

woos hiUi, and of whom she says :

...I thinke thou wert begotten bt .weene the tforth-pole 
and the congeal f d peerage.

A.T. li,:;.i>0-1

Thus the origin of most of the char- aetej  names in both p 

ip an Italian dictionary, and Oliphant's evidence IP seen 

to be no evidence at all. For* it is equally probable tl at 

the unusual Italianate natnen used by other dramatists derive 

from tho same source. Clearly Mars ton was aware of the 

meanings of words like Malevole and Dondolo.

Ollphant finds in The Revenger's Tragedy "almost ell 

the characteristics of Middletonian verse.. ft . Another critic, 

R. H. Barker, who supports Oliphant's view, end claims also 

thet Middleton is the author of %he gee ond Me iden * ^Tragedy , 

(licenced for the etage 31st Oct. 1611) pays (12) thet the 

versification of this latter play i* quite unlike Tourneur's 

and ha=j drawn up the following table of the frequency of 

light endings, to demonptmte how simile^ the play is in this 

respect to Middle ton's work:

play Lines examined No. of light
endings

Second Maiden* Tragedy 500 210 42 

Atheist's Tragedy 500 37 7.4

A Chaste Maid in 400 185 46.3 
Cheaps ide
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Many years ago K. E. 8 toll (13) drew up a table to show how 

the frequency of light endings and run-on linen gradually 

increased throughout Tourneur'e work, and arrived at the 

following figures for the plays:

Plajr Lines examined No. of light %
endings 

Revenger's Tragedy

Atheist's Tragedy i*02 30 l.k

The two critics appear to have used the same method of counting 

since they each arrive at the same percentage of light 

endings in The Atheist's Tragedy, It is clear from these 

tables that if the firftt be considered evidence to show that 

Tourneur did not write The Second Maidens Tragedy, the two 

together must be considered even more conclusive evidence 

that Middleton did not write The Revenger's Tragedy.

There is thus no external evidence to suggest that 

Middleton wrote the play, and the internal evidence so far 

put forward, resolves, after the necessary corrections have 

/been made, into certain parallels in phrasing, which are 

often most unconvincing, some similarity in imagery between 

The Revenger's Tragedy and women Beware Women, discussed by 

Mincoff , and the differences between The Atheist's Tragedy 

and The Revenger's Tragedy. Resemblance? in phrasing signify 

little, since, as hap been noted, there are close parallels 

also with other authors, such as Marston and Shakespeare. 

M. Mincoff 1 s comparison (14) of the subject-matter of the 

images to that of Middleton's images in Women Beware Women.
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again shows little, except thpt there is some similarity 

as might be expected, for images of lew and disease are 

common enough in Jacobean drama. It is notable how often 

he has to admit a similarity also to The Atheist f s Tragedy, 

and how often he owns to a difference from ft omen Beware 

Women (15):

"A certain difference is to be noted in that the 
curing of diseases also plays a part in the imagery..."

HA rather suspicious divergence is the large place 
given to eating and drinking..."

"...the long drawn out images of banqueting have no 
parallel there** (i.e. in The Revenger's Tragedy.)

"We may also note a* a slight divergence the use of 
the word seal... M

"...the stage is not dr%wn upon, a distinct 
divergence from The Revenger's Tragedy..."

As regards the differences between the plays, differences 

are surely to be expected between plays on different themes, 

one of them written four or five years after the other. 

Several critics, including Oliphant and Mincoff, aay that 

The Revenger's Tragedy is more mature than The Atheist's 

Tragedy. but the analysis of the plays made above demonstrates 

how false this view is. In support of this thesis Mincoff 

also states that the latter play is modelled on Hamlet 

"to the point of plagiarism", whereas "The author of the 

Revenger's Tragedy...never borrows...in this shameless 

fashion" (16), and in this he has the support of E.E. Stoll 

(17). The section above on "Influences and Borrowings" in 

The Revenger**s Tragedy phows how markedly derivative the
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play is both in plot and style, even to the point of 

borrowing a whole scene from Haiglet, and whatever links 

The Atheist's Tragedy may have with Shakespeare's play, the 

conception of the plot is entirely original.

There remains to be considered what links exist between 

the plays. The more obvious likenesses, in title, in 

certain aspects of the themes, in the use of Italianate 

character names, in the heavily stressed moral attitudes 

shown in the plays, and the similarities between the 

characters of the Junior Brother arid Sebastian, Castiza and

Cestabella, have been observed by other critics. H. Dugdele
(18) 

Sykes has drawn attention to some parallels in language, in

particular the repetition of the striking phrase "'tis 

oracle**, and the appeals to heaven of Vindice end Cantabella. 

The examination of the plays made here has demonstreted many 

mor»e similarities. The plays have much in common in the 

use of stege effect and property, especially in the use of 

a skull as a central symbol, and it i? notable thet two of 

the finest speeches in the plays are the soliloquies of 

Vindice (H.T. iii.5.) and D'emville (A.T. iv.3«) each 

addressed to a skull. The imagery is similar in many 

respects, and both plays show & love of punning and elaborate 

word-play. There i* in each a marked emphasis on sin and 

death, and the subject matter both of images and iterative 

words is often the same. Both plays are indebted to the 

same authors, Marston and Shakespeare, for the major 

influence on them. Besides these resemblances, which have
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been discussed in the chapter on The Atheist's Tragedy, there 

are some more minute parallels in the use of words in an 

uncommon sense, or in a sense not otherwise recorded until 

much later than 1611.

Fuller details about the words and expressions mentioned 

here will be found in Appendix D. The word "attempt** 

appears in both plays in what seems to be a specifically 

8hakeapeare an use, meaning an essault on life or honour. 

"Conjure" in the sense of conjuring up or out a devil, 

otherwise first recorded in 1625 occurs in both plays. The 

phrase "to drop into the grave" in which "drop" has both 

a literal and metaphorical sense is used three times in the 

plays. The words "easy" used of persons to mean compliant, 

and "employ" in the passive sense of "to be occupied", which 

are otherwise first recorded much later, are also common 

to both plays. A more notable use is that of "experienced" 

in the phrase "to be experienced in something", said of a 

person, which is otherwise first recorded in 1832. "Free" 

used of speech to mean "without reserve'' occurs in both plays, 

though the KJS.fi,.. quotes a passage from The .Atheist's Tragedy 

as the first recorded example* "Hopes", the plural of the

noun meaning the expectation of something desired appears
 

for the first time in these plays. The reflexive use of 

"spend" meaning to exhaust or wear out (itself) is first 

recorded by the N.S.D. in 1663, and "to wear off", meaning 

to waste away or impair is first recorded in 167U, but both 

occur in the plays.
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One expression, the contraction "I've" for "I have", is 

fir?t recorded according to the N.a.D. in 17*42. Its use in 

these plays, which have a large number of contractions of 

this sort, e.g. "line" and "lie" for "I em'1 end "I will", may 

be very unusual, though it is impossible to say with 

certainty until better texts of other Jacobean authors are 

established. However, it is worth noting that J. Dover Wilson 

in hie edition of Measure for Measure (19), has the following 

note on the line "I'heve hope to live. . . . "(iii.1 .k* ) :

"Bo F. (i.e. the Fir^t Folio). ff.E,P, quotes no 
example of modern contracted I've berore 18th century11 .

no that he has evidently not found a use of "I've" in the 

First Folio of 1623.

There rre also e few words or expressions, the most 

interesting of those common to The Revenger's Tragedy and 

The A t heist * g Tragedy , which are used in a sense apparently 

unique to Tourneur. Thus "apprehension 11 , the anticipation 

of future events, is firpt recorded in 1603, and the N

states thet it is used "chiefly of things adverse", and give? 

no example of any other use. In the line

I f me in e throng of happy appro hens ion p.
R.T. iii.S.33

the word is used in a peculiar sense referring to things 

pleasant, and this is paralleled in Tourneur's poem "A grief e 

on the death of Prince Henrie":

teares.. .. 
That flow from apprehension of releefe

11.130-2

"apprehension" appears also in The Atheist's Tragedy in the
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sense of dread, which is not otherwise recorded before 1648.

The expression nwith safety" meaning "without occasioning 

danger* is first recorded in 1806, but i* used in both pleys 

to ineen without Jaomving danger, a sen^e not recorded 

the H.B.D*.* Tne phria?e "thauka to..." as in

Hljg: Thankft to lowd Husick. 

Twas our friend indeed.
H,T. ill. % 237-8 

is first recorded in 1633, The name expression with the 

"to" omitted, a use not recorded by the N.E.D. . occurs in both 

plays. One other perhaps unique use is that of the word 

" inherit":

A vergin honor is a Chris tall Tower,
Which being weake i^ guarded with good spirits,
Untill she barely yeelds no ill inherits

None of the ordinary sennes, such n* to derive, to receive 

from a predecessor, etc., can fit this passage. The only 

applicable meaning given in the d.^,1^ is an obsolete 

figu-otive use "To take pospes^ion, take up an abode, dwell" , 

which fits the metaphor exactly. The only example quoted 

of this use is from Tourneur's Transformed Metamorphosis;

0 where can life celestiall inherit
If It remaines not in a her.v'nly spirit?

11. 6-7

and there is a parallel not only in the strange meaning, but 

in the rhyme, spirit s inherit.

Thus the evidence produced by this study strengthens
*

considerably the case for Tourneur's authorehipof The 

Revenger 1 s Tragedy. In the fir'st place much of the evidence
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put forward in support of Middle ton has been shown to have 

little or no validity. In the second place some hitherto 

unobserved facts concerning the deting and chronology of 

Middleton's plays, and the companies for which they were 

written, have been assembled, and shown to discredit further 

his claim to the authorship of The He vender's Trggedy. 

Thirdly a detailed examination of this play and of The Atheistic 

Tragedy in relation to it has confirmed many already observed 

similarities between the plays, and brought to light many 

new ones. It has shown also that The ̂ Revenger ' s Tr >j,_  ady 

is much more derivative than many critics, in particular 

the supporters of Middleton, have allowed, more so in fact 

than The Atheist's Tragedy, end that its verse, in spite of 

the force of the imagery, in much too elementary and formal 

in structure to warrant the extravagant claimp of maturity 

and strength mipde for it. Edition* 1 rupport is thus given 

to the traditional dating of the plays according to their 

£ntes of printing. The many similarities between the plays, 

and at the same time the originality of conception, broader 

characterisation, looser and more varied, if sometiraep 

feebler, verse, and greater thought content of The MheigtVa 

, provide good reaoonp for believing this to be a

later end more mature work by the author of the earlier play.

Although the evidence i r< riot oonciasive, and there are 

many differences between the pleys , it 1*. my i/ 

opinion after making e close ntudy or them fciid 

a concprdflnce, that Tou^neur wrote both. For it is not
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only particular evidence which counts in such a matter, but 

the more intangible qualities which evade etrict analysis or 

clone definition* I mean by this that in mood, general 

temper and moral fervour the plays st^ra to me to be

remarkably alike. It is in these yualit^e^ too that the
« 

plays differ most from Midaleton's work, and it is doubtless

a sense of this which has caused Oliphant, the most 

consistent proponent of Middle ton as author of The £eve tiger's 

Tragedy  to point out what he considers the strongest 

argument against that author, namely that ''...the eutnor of 

The Revenger's Tragedy is markedly a moralist, as MicJleton 

never is n . (20)
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NOTE:

Some images in the following lists appear twice under 

different headings, e.g.

R.T. i.U.62:
Nay then step thou forth thou Bribelesse Officer

which is listed principally as a personification (Vindice is 

addressing his sword), and secondarily under "Money, expense, 

luxury", since "Bribelesse" "links with the recurrent contrast 

of expense and usury on this earth with the "unbribed ever 

lasting law" (1.2,1814.) of heaven, This secondary classifica 

tion is marked thus + with a cross. Vindice f s addresses to 

the skull are classified under "Personification and Apostrophe" 

but marked in brackets thus (......).

The number of images clarified is es follows:

Personification: 66 + 3 marked "+"

Bodily Action: 106-1-2 "

Money : kk

Pood and eating: 31 

Total: Wf

Only the main groups and types of imagery are classified 

in this appendix, and sometimes only the relevant part of an 

image is quoted. Thus the line

.
Throwne inck upon the for-head of our state

is listed under "Personification'1 , though the full image

i.2.5-9:
His violent Act has e'en drawne bloud of honor 
And stained our honors
Throwne inck upon the for-head of our state 
Which envious spirits will dip their pens into 
After our death; and blot us in our Toombes...
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would fall under some other category in a claspification by 

subject-matter. The hint at personification which this image 

contains is however a more important consideration in the style 

and iterative stress of the play than the subject-matter.
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Person! float ion and Apostrophe :

R.T. 1.1. U:
..... goe , gray-hayrde adultery

R.T. 1.1.8:
0 that marrow- lease age 

Would stuffe the hollow Bones with dambd desires...

R.T. 1.1. U1:
Age as in gold, in lust is covetous

R.T. 1.1.
Vengence thou murders Quit-rent and whereby
Thou shoust thy aelfe Tennant to Tragedy,
Oh keepe thy day, houre, minute, I beseech,
For those thou hast determine!: hum; who e?e knew
Murder unpayd? faith give Revenge her due
Sha's kept touch nether to - be merry, merry,
Advance thee, 0 thou terror to fat folkes
To have their costly three-pilde flesh worne of
As bare as this. ....

(R.T. i. 1.1-34: Vindice's address to the skull)

R.T. 1.1.50:
Has that bald Madam, Opportunity 
Yet thought upon's.....?

R.T. i. 1.108;
....occasion, if I meete her 

lie hold her by the fore-top fast ynough. . .

R.T. i. 1.126:
The Lewes a woman, and would she were you.

R.T. i.2.7:
Throwne inck upon the for-head of our state

R.T. i.2.36:
let not Re lent lease Law, 

Look with an iron for-head on our brother

R.T. 1.2.1*5:
Impart! all Doome 

Shall take first hold of his uncleane attempt

R.T. i.2.57:
the Law is a wise serpent 

And quickly can beguile thee of thy life.
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R.T. i.2.6U:
..if our Tongs

Were sparing toward the fact, Judgment it selfe 
Would be condemned and suffer in rnens thoughts

H.T. i.2.76:
Death too soone steales out of a Lawyers lip.

R.T. 1.2.81:
The Lawe
Is growne more subtill then a woman should be

H.T. i.2.105:
if judgement have cold bloud 

Flattery and bribes will kill it.

R.T. i.2.130:
That Jewel's mine that quivers in hia eare 
Mocking his Maisters chilneese and vaine feare

R.T. i.2.139:
For ceremonie ha's made many fooles.

R.T. i.2.177:
I would thanke that sinne 

That could most injury him, and bee in league with it.

R.T. i.2.186:
Would not this mad e'en patience.....?

+R.T. i.2.202:
Some stirring dish 

Was my first father

R.T. i.3.75
Let blushes dwell i'th Country. Impudence.'
Thou Goddesse of the Pallace, Mistris of Mistresses
To whom the costly-perfurad people pray,
Strike thou my fore-head into dauntlesse Marble
Mine eyes to steady Saphires: turne my visage,
And if I must needes glow, let me bluph inward
That this immodest season may not spy
That scholler in my cheekes, foole-bashfullnes,
That Maide in the old time, whose flu^h of Grace
Would never suffer her to get good cloaths

R.T. i*3.27:
if Time

Had so much hayre, I should take him for Time, 
He is so neere kinne to this present minute.
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R.T. i.3.75:
If any thing be darabd

It will be twelve a clock at night; that twelve 
Will never 8 cape;
It iB the Judas of the howera; wherein 
Honest salvation is betrayde to sin*

R.T. i. 3.195:
Sword I durst make a promise of him to thee,
Thou Bhalt dis-heire him, it Bhall be thine honor.

R.T. i.4.6:
violent Rape 

HQK playd a glorioua act.,...

K.T. i.4.15:
Her honor first drunke poyson, end her life 
Being fellowe*} in one hou^e did pledge her honour.

R.T. i,4«
Nay then ntep thou forth thou BribelcRpe officer..

if at the next sitting
Judgment apeake all in gold, tmd spare the bloud 
Of euch a serpent....

R.T. ii.1.94:
chide ©way that fooliah-CJouutry girle 

coragpany with your daughter, chastity.

R.T. ii* 1.126:
Whet ?*ayd advancement to you: thus it -ayd.'

R.T. ii. 1.142:
0 euffring heaven with thy invisible fingei* 
£ne at this Instant turne the pretious aide 
Of both mine eye-balls inward. ....

+H.T. ii. 1.204:
what 9 a hones tie? 

but heavens beggar....

+R.T. ii. 1.207:
Times are growne wiser and will keepe lep*e charge

R.T. li.1.248:
All thrives but Chastity, she lyes a cold.
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H.T. ii. 1.275:
Why do's not heaven turne black, or with a frowne 
Undoo the world - why do's not earth start up 
And strike the slnnes that tread uppon't?

R.T. ii.2.102:
Sword thou wast never a back-biter yet

R.T. ii.2.11+9:
Might I thou that looks t like funerall Heraulds fees 
Tome downe betimes ith morning, thou hangs t fitly 
To Crace those sins that have no grace at all.

H.T. U.2.25U:
To let my sword-Catch cold BO long and misse him.

R.T. ii.2.266:
Death shall not long lag after him

R.T. li.2.291:
A Dukes soft hand stroakes the rough head of law 
And makes it lye smooth

H.T. ii.2.302:
that offence which never yet 

Had face to beg a pardon.

R.T, ii.2.359:
Age hot is like a i onster to be seene

R.T. iii.2.6:
0 liberty thou eweete and heavenly Dame;

R.T. iii.U.81:
Stay good Authorities Bastards....

R.T. iii.5.15:
Some darkned blushlesae Angle, that is guilty 
Of hi» fore-fathers lusts....

R.T.
And there's more private common phadowing vices
Then those who are knowne both by their nfirn** and price

(R.T. iii*5.U7-119ff: address to the skull)

R.T. iii.5.65:
Spout Raine, we feare thee not, be hot or cold 
Alls one with us....
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+H.T. iii.5.75:
Do's the Silke-worrae expend her yellow labours 
For thee? for thee dos she undoe herselfe?

R.T. iii. 5*123:
..brother fall you back a little 

With the bony Lady.

H.T.
Give me that sin thats rob'd in Holines

H.T. iii. 5. 232:
...pleasure is Banquets guest

H.T. iii. 5.236:
Thanks to lowd Musick 
Twas our friend indeed,

R.T. iii. 6*112;
Did we make our teare^ woemen for thee?

H.T. iv.2.163:
your mother

Whose honor being a coward as it seemes , 
Yeelded by little force,

H.T. iv.2.173:
Has not heaven an eare? Is all the lightning wasted

H.T. iv.2.219:
0 thou almighty patience, tis my wonder...

R.T. iv.2.236:
Murder will peepe out of the closest huske.

H.T. iv.U.51:
Wet will make yron blush and change to red

R.T. iv,4.92:
.. joye's B subtill elfe.

H.T. iv*4.95:
Our hearts weare Feathers that before wore Lead.

R.T. v.1.15:
..the fittest houre, to have made my reveng familiar
with him.

R.T. v.1.36:
Death rotte those few.



R.T. v.1.117:
I have scene these cloths, often attending on him

R.T. v.1.123:
I, one of his cast Firmer will send the Pates 
Most hear-ty COM. *endations by hi<* own sorme.

R.T. v,2.2:
strike old griefes into other coun 

tries
That flow in too much ndlke, and have faint livers? 
Not daring to stab norae their discontents

R.T. v.3.30:
they say, whom art and learning weds, 

When ^tars were locks, they threaten great-raens heads

R.T. v.3.58:
Dost know thy kue, thou big-voyc'^t cryer? 
Dukes groanes are thunders watch-words,

R.T. v.3*113:
My tong is out of office

R.T. v.3.157:
This murder might, have slept in tonglesRe brasse, 
But for our selves, and the world dyed an asse.



Bodily Action; Verbs of motion;

R.T. 1.1.1M:
disgrace oft si;<otherd in his spirit 

When it would mount

R.T. i.2.75:
0 keept upon your Tongue, let it not nlip 
Death too soone nteales out of a lawyers lip.

R.T. i.2.125:
And here comes hee wnom my heart points unto

R.T. i.2.
Put; Thence flew sweet comfort, earnest and farewell

Spu; Oh one incestuous kiss picks open hell

ffut; Faith now old Duke: my vengeance shall reach high

R.T. i.3.19:
Nay brother you reach out ath Verge now

R.T. i.3.27:
This our age swims within him

R.T. i.3.39:
Gather him into bouldnesse, sfoote the slave's 
Already as familiar as an Ague 
And shakes me at his pleasure

R.T. i.3.80:
....but let this talke glide

+R.T. i.3.86:
And thou shouldst swell in money...*

R.T. i.3-96:
This Indian divill
Will quickly enter any man.

R.T. i.3.103:
my desires 

Are leveld at a Virgin

R.T. i. 3.106:
And jewells that were able to ravish her 
Without the helpe of man.

R.T. i. 3.127:
Enter upon the portion of her soule 
Her honor
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R.T. i.3.133:
my braine

Shall swell with ^trange invention

R.T. i. 3.158:
Himselfe being made the ^ubtill instrument , 
To winde up a good fellow

A sight that strike? man out of me

R.T. i.U.28:
We have greefe too, that yet walker without Tong.

R.T. i.4.31:
Lend me but your Attentions, and He cut 
Long greefe into short words

R.T. i
Courtiers in the maske 

Putting on better faces then their owne

R.T. i.4
Heer let your oths meet to be kept and payd
Which else will <*tick like rust, and sharae the blade

R.T. i.4.78:
For this time wipe your Lady from your eyes

R.T. ii.1.39:
I swore I'de put anger in my hand
And passe the Virgin limits of ray relfe....

R.T. ii.1.59:
I will lay 

Hard piege unto my mother

R.T. ii.1.71:
The Crowne gapes for him every tide

R.T. ii. 1.10V.
Would I be poore, dejected, pcornd of greetnesse, 
Swept from the Pallace, and pee other daughters 
Spring with the dewe ath Court...?

R.T. ii. 1.121:
When his tongue struck upon my poore estate.

R.T. ii. 1.127:
The daughters fal lifts up the mothers head
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H.T. ii. 1.150:
Your words will pting.

R.T. ii. 1.171:
And by what rule should we square out our lives....?

R.T. ii. 1.175:
Maydes 

Whilst others clip the Sunne they clasp the shades.1

+R.T. ii. 1.21*0:
Walke with a hundred Acres on their backs

R.T. ii. 1.258:
Your Tongues have struck hotte yrons on my face

R.T. ii. 1.281:
That they should be the hookes to catch at men.

R.T. 11.2.2U:
Ravish me in thine answer; art thou ^ere, 
Hast thou beguilde her of salvation, 
And rubd hell ore with hunny....?

R.T. ii.2.51:
The maide being dull, having no minde to travell 
Into unknowne lands , what did me I straight 
But ^et spurs to the mother; golden ppurs 
Will put her to a fol^e < fillop ia a trice.

R.T. ii.2.61:
Did with her toig PO hard bepet her honor

R.T. ii.2.66:
the good autient Madam. .. threwe me 

Thepe promising words

R.T.
Thy veinee are sweld with lurt, thi^ shall unfill e f m

R.T. ii.2.210:
He shake their eye-lids ope, and with my sword 
Shut e f m agen for ever,

R.T. ii.2.216:
I have great ^ins, I must have days, 

Jay months deere sonne, with penitential neaves 
To lift f em out.. .. .

R.T. ii. 2.222:
He gripe thee

Ke'n with the Nerves of wrath
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&.T. ii.2.271:
weele sweat in pleading
V

R.T. ii.2.281:
Set on, lie not be farre behinde you brother

R.T. ii. 2.296:
Some father would have enterd into hate 
So deadly pointed....

R.T. ii. 2.335$
some mistaken furie in our sonne 

Which these aspiring boyes would climbe upon

R.T. U.2.3U1:
Our knees shall take away the office of our feete for

ever.

R.T. U.2.3U8:
. »..rise my Lords , your knees signe hie release

R.T. iii.1,21:
weele have some trick and wile 

To winde our yonger brother out of prison

R.T.
... go you before 

And set an edge upon the Executioner

gujgs Let me alone to grind him

M.T. iii.3.16:
O v sir, destruction hies

R.T.
When griefe swum in their eyes 

R.T.
The houre beckens us 

H.T.
0 tis able to make a man spring up, & knock his 
for-head / Against yon silver seeling.

R.T.
I f me lost againet you cannot finde me yet 
I 'me in a throng of happy Apprehensions

R.T. iiio.57:
age end bare bone 

Are ere allied in action



R.T. iii.5.126:
So, so, - now 9. yearr vengeance crowde into a minute I

R.T. iii.3.133:
that his affrighted eyeballs 

May rtart into those hollows

R.T. iii.5.150:
Pleasure should ineete in a perfumed mipt

R.T. iii. 5,186:
I will make

Thy spirit grievous ^ore, it Phall not rest, 
But like some pestilent man tosre in thy brest -

R.T. iii.3.191:
Thy Bastard, thy bastard rides a hunting in thy browe.

R.T. iii. 3.209:
Naile downe his tongue, and ::iine phall keepe possessior 
About his heart

R.T.
Let our two other ; Aands teare up his lids..
And make his eyes like Cornets shine through bloud.

R.T.
The thought of him rubs heaven in thy way

R.T. iii.5.239:
The Duke-dome wants a head, tho yet unknowns 
As fa^t as they peepe up, lets cut f em downe.

R.T. iii.6.17:
You'd have the honor on f t forsooth, that your wit 
Lead him to the P caff old.

R.T. iii.6.57:
But in the pteed of prayer he drew forth oaths

R.T. iii.6.122:
Weele pull downe all, but thou phelt downe at last.

R.T. iv.1
And laye this yron-age upon thee

R.T. iv.1.37:
for discontent and want 

Is the bept clay to mould a villaine off;
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R.T. iv.1.73:
did abune my 

And made it ^well to treason : I have put 
Much of my heart into him

R.T. iv.1.78:
I he phall speede him; lie employ the brother 
Slaves a^e but Nayles, to drive out one another

R.T. lv.1.81:
hope of preferment 

Will grlnde him to an Edge -

K.T. iv.2.13:
To pile up all my wishes on his bre«t.

R.T. iv.2.25:
If you be but once tript, wee fall for ever.

R.T. iv.2.22:
You fetch about well. . . .

R.T. iv.2.70:
Yet all the world meetes ro ad in the same bent

R.T. iv.2.99:
thou hast put rny meaning in the pockets 

And canst .-10 1 draw that out....

R.T. iv.2.92:
Kar par'd him to the quicke.

R.T. iv.2.126:
I will unbrace puch a clopse private villayne 
Unto your vengefull pwo~d?...

R.T. iv.2.131:
I kept it hare till now that both your angers 
Might raeete him ot once.

R.T. iv.2.220:
That «uch a fellow...
Should not be cloven as he stood
Or with a pccret winde burst open*

R.T. iv.2.244:
as if nleepe had caught him. .

R.T. iv.3.U:
Madfim, unlock your^elfe...
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R.T. iv.4.13:
Cut not your dales for't, aru I not your mother?

R.T. iv.U.U:
A mother to give ayrae to her own daughter

R.T. iv.U.71:
how leprously 

That Office would have cling 'd unto your forehead.

R.T. iv.U.81:
To have her traine borne u t;, fad he** soule traile i'th

durt.

R.T. iv.U.106:
Whose honor I've so Impious lie beset?

R.T. iv.U.113:
To prostitute my brest to the Dukes ponne

R.T. iv. 14.
Strike not rae cold.

R.T. 1V.U.1U2:
....... and had much adoo

In three houres reading, to untwist so much 
Of the black serpent as you wound about me?

R.T. iv.U.152:
Advancement, true: as high ex shame can pitch

R.T. Y.1.10:
....his faith's too feeble to goe alone;

R.T. v.1.11*:
Ah the fly-flop of vengetice beate 'err. to peeees

R.T. v.1.21:
may not hereafter ti. .es open in a« feire faces as

this?

R.T. v.1.50:
Why then hee will nere live to be ^ober? 
No matter, let him reele to hell

R.T. v. 1.125:
lie tug in the new streaiue, till strength be done

R.T. v. 1.1 50:
The titles that were due to him meete you
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R.T. v.1.152:
I've many greefes to dispatch out ath way

R.T. v.1.167:
all porrowes 

Muet run their circles into joyes

R.T. v.1.175:
our new happinesse 

Spread in his royall sonne

R.T. v.1.137:
Well, have the fayrest rnarke....
And if I miss his heart, or neere about
Then have at any.

R.T. v.2.7:
Winde up your soules to their full height agen.

R.T. v.2.76:
Here's a labour sav'd
I thought to have sped him.

R.T. v.3.93:
....the Duke - a vengeance throttle hiri

R.T. v.3.112:
He that climes highest has the greatest fall

R.T. v.3.155:
When murders nhut deeds clonse, this curse does seale'ern
If none disclope 'em they them selvop* reveale 'em*

we could have Noble F? clipt 
And go for le-^e then beggers
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Money, expense, luxury;

R.T. 1.1. 11:
the spend-thrift veynen of a drye Duke

R.T. 1.1.25:
the artiflciall 

Of any woman's bought complexion

R.T. i.1. 29:
Oh she was eble to ha made a Usurers sonne 
Melt all his patrimony in a kiase 
And what his father fiftie yeares told 
To have conRumde....

R.T. 1.1
Age as in gold in lust ia covetous

+R.T. i.1
Vengence. ....
Oh Keepe thy day, houre, minute, I beseech v 
For those thou hap determind: hum: who ere Knew 
Murder unpayd? faith give Revenge her due 
She's kept touch hetherto - be merry, merry, 
Advance thee, 0 thou terror to fat folkes 
To have their costly three-pi Ide flesh worne of 
As bare as this - for banquets, en^e and laughter 
Can make great men, as greatne^se goefc by clay.

R.T. i.1.56:
how go things at Court? 

In silke and silver brother: never braver.

R.T. 1.1.89:
....some base coynd Pander

H.T. i.2.127:
Many a wealthy letter ht-ve I sent him 
Sweld up with Jewels.....

R.T. 1.2.169:
For had hee cut thce a right Ditr ad 
Thou hadet been next set in the Duitedoornes ;Ung, 
When his worne selfe like Ages easie plave 
Had dropt out of the Collet into th f Grave.

R.T. i. 2. 184:
Of that unbribed everlasting law

+R.T. i.3.7:
Impudence.1

Thou Ooddesse of the Pallace , llintris of Mistresses 
To whom the costly-perfumd people pray
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R.T. i.3.57:
I have neen Patrimonies washt a peices....
Fruit-feilds turnd into bastards
And in a world of Acres
Not so much dust due to th f heire t'w&s left too
As would well gr&vell a petition

R.T. i.3.86:
And thon s iOJildst ewell in money, una be ^ble 
To make lame beggers crouch to thee

R.T. i.3.124:
In this Luxurious day in which we breeth

R.T. i.3.129:
. . . .her chastity

And bring it into expence, for honesty 
Is like a stock of money layd to sleepe, 
Which nere eo little broke, do's never keepe

+R.T. i.I*.
.... thou Bribelesse Officer

if at the next sitting 
Judgment speake all in gold.....

R.T. 11.1.2:
How hardly shall that mayden be beset
Whose onely fortunes, are her constant thoughts,
That has no other childes-part but her honor,
That keepes her lowe and empty in estate.
Mayden and their honors are like poore beginners,
Were not sinne rich there would be fewer sinners;
Why had not vertue a revennewe? well,
I know the cause, twold have impoverish*d hell

R.T. ii.1.22:
...ordinary words/.../...fchats a? ordinary as two

shillings

R.T. ii.1.90:
Madam, I know y f are poore

And lack the day, there are too many poore Ladle?
already.

Why should you vex the number?.... 
Live wealthy, rightly understand the world,....

R.T. ii.1.100:
The world descends into such base-bore eviils 
That forty Angells can make fourscore divills...
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R.T. ii. 1.107:
I would raise my state upon her brent 

And call her eyes my Tennants, I would count 
My yearely maintenance upon her eheekes, 
Take coach upon her lip, and all her par tea 
Should keepe men after men, and I would ride 
In pleasure upon pleasure.

R.T. ii. 1.177:
You cannot come by your selves without fee

R.T. ii. 1.193:
* Fortunes flow to you; 

What will you be a girle?
If all feard drowning that spye waves a shoare 
Gold would grow rich, and all the Jytarehantn poore

R.T. ii.1.201*:
what's hone^tie? 

Tis but heaven* s beggar; and vrhst woman is so foolish
to keepe honesty

And be not able to keepe her-selfe? no 
Times are growne wiser and will keepe lese charge 
A Maide that has ^mall portion now entends 
To breake up house, and live upon her friends

H.T. ii. 1.212:
to make your fore -he ad

Dazle the world with Jewels, and petitionary people 
at your presence.

R.T. ii. 1.238:
those

Poorer in face end fortune then her-«elfe 
Walke with a hundred Acres on their backs.. 
Paire medowes cut into Greene fore-parts...

Lands that were meat by the Hod, that labors spard 
Taylors ride downc aad measure em by the yeard; 
Paire trees, those comely fore-tops of the Field 
Are cut to inaintaine head-tires. .....

R.T. ii. 1.278:
Wert not for gold and women: there would be no

damnation.

R.T. ii.2.31:
A right good woman in these dayes is changde 
Into white money with lesse labour farre.....
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R.T. ii.2.87:
.....I could picke out another office yet, nay and 
keepe a horse and drat, uppont...! would desire but 
this... to have all the fees behind the Arras. . .

R.T. ii.2.109:
I feare me 

Her tongue has turnd my P later into use.

R.T. ii.2.159:
How Guckolds are a quoyning, apace, apace, apace, apace.

R.T. ii.2.280:
The craftiest pleader gets most gold for breath

R.T. ill. 1.7:
Fayths are bought and sold 

Oths in these dales are but the skin of gold,

R.T. ill. U. 14:
Thou ahalt not be long a prisoner 

Not five and thirty yeare like a banqrout...

R.T. ill. 5.
Secret? nere doubt us Madame; twill be worth 
Three velvet gownes to your Lady r hip -

R.T. ill. 5. 75:
Do's the Silke-worrae expend her yellow lebourn 
For thee? for thee dos she undoe hers elf e? 
Are Lordships sold to maintaine Lady-^hlps, . . .

R.T. ill. 5. 87:
Dos every proud and selfe-affecting Dame
Gamphire her face for this? and grieve her Maker
In sinfull baths of mi Ike - when many an infant starves,
For her superfluous out-side, all for this?
Who now bids twenty pound a night, prepares
Musick perfumes, and sweete-meatee?. . . . . .

H.T. iv.2.73:
Study? why to thinke how a great rich man lies adying, 
and a poore Coabler toales the bell for him; how he 
cannot depart the world, and see the greet chest rtand 
before him, when he lies speechlesse, how hee will 
point you readily to all the boxes, and when hee is 
past all memory, as the go?*seps gesse, then thinkes hee 
of forffeturen and obligations. ... .hee' s busie 
threetning his poore Tennants ; . . .
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R.T. iv.2.107:
I thinks thou art ill monied.
Money, ho, ho
Ta« beene my want so long, tie now ray neoffe
I've one forgot what colour silvers off.

R.T. iv.U.77:
And then our sister full of hire and basenesse

R.T. iv.4.60:
A drab of state, a clo&th a silver slut.

R.T. iv.U.
And put my selfe to common Usury.

R.T. iv.4.153:
For Treasure; who ere knew a harlot rich?
Or could build by the purchase of her rinne
An hoBpitall to keepe their Bastards in? The Dukes

Sonne ,
Oh when woernen are yong Courtiers, they are sure to be

old beggars.

R.T. v. 1.156:
So one may Bee by this
How forraine markets goe....

R.T. V.3.1U:
hee and the ptepsonnes 

Shall pay their lives for the first subsidies

H.T. v.3.65:
we could have Nobles clipt 

And goe for lesse then beggers.
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Food and the action of .eating;

R.T. i.1.65:
What ist may prove? 
Give me to test

R.T. i.1.83:
To seeke some strange digested fellow forth

R.T. i.1.107:
The smallst edvantage fattens wronged men

R.T. i.1.123:
Onely excune excepted - thet they'le swallow.

R.T. i.2.31:
Then twill not tast so bitter and unpleasant 
Upon the Judges pallat

R.T. i.2.123:
lie kill him in his fore-head, hate there feede.

3.T. 1.2.201:
I was begot

After ?ora6 gluttonou? dinner, some *-t irking dish 
Was my first father; when deepe healths went round 
And Ladies cheekes we:~e painted red with Wine,

oh - damnation met
The sinne of feasts, drunken adultery. 
I feele it swell raa; my revenge i 
I was begot in impudent Wine and

R.T. 1.3.71:
Any kin now next to the Rim ath 
Is mans meate in these dayes.....

R.T. i.3.173:
..a woman: - why tie held now no dainty dish....

R.T. 1.3.191:
Now let me burst, I've eaten Noble poyson.

R.T. i.4.26:
...sorrowes/ Lets truely tast f em

R.T. i.U.37:
The Ducheses yongest sonne (thet moth to honor) 
Pild up a Roome; and with long lust to eat 
Into my wearing;......
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R.T. i.4.50:
And fed the ravenous vulture of his lust

R.T. ii. 1.222:
0 thinke upon the pleasure of the Pallace
Secured ease and state; the stirring meates
Ready to move out of the dishes, that e'en now quicken

when their eaten 
Banquets abroad by Torch-light, Mupicks, Sports,...

R.T. ii.2.173:
I do embrace this season for the fittest 
To taat of that yong Lady.

R.T. ii.2.187:
And like strong poyson eates
Into the Duke your fathers fore-head

R.T.
you lie

And I will dam you with one raeale a day 
. ...Sbloud you shall never sup*

R.T. ii. 2.333:
..their ambition. ./  .must be purgd.

R.T. iii.5.61:
Me thinkes this month should make a swearer tremble 
A druneka.rci claspe his teeth, and not undoe e fm 
To suffer wet damnation to run through e'm

R.T. iii.5.89:
...... when many an infant starves

For her superfluous outside, all for this'?
Who now bide twenty pound a night, prepares
Musick, perfumes and sweete-meatep? all are husht,
Thou raaist lie chast now! it were fine me thinkes
To have thee neene at He veils, forgetfull feasts,
And uncleane Brothells; sure twould fright the Pinner
And make him a good coward, put a Reveller
Out off his Antick amble.
And cloye an Epicure with empty dishes.

R.T. iii. 5.169:
My teeth are eaten out.
Hadst any left?
I thinke but few.
Then those that did eate are eaten

R.T. iii. 5. 206:
Is not thy tongue eaten out yet?
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R.T. ill. 5.219:
Had not that kiaee a taste of *inne. 'twere swoete

R.T.
I, us a i limy It bee possible such men should breath, 

To vex the Tearmep BO much?

Vlii; Ti« foode to some my Lord.

R.T. iv.2.87:
Lets ta«t of your conceit

R.T. iv.2.113:
. . . for table-roorne 

I feed on those that cannot be rid of mo

R.T. iv.2.205;
The wornt of all the deadly alnne® IB in him 
That beggerly damnation, d-^mkennesse.

R.T.
Make ray teares ealt ynough to taet of grace

H.T. iv.U.137:
To know the ruiaeries most harlots ta$te

R.T. V.1
. . . . .his lipa are gnewn with poyson

ti.T. r.2.30:
By one and one their strengths Bhall be drurike downe
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Major Groups of Iterative Words in The Revenger's Tragedy: 

The following lists (except for the list of verbs of 

action) include the cognates of the words specified. Thus 

the references to ''eye* include one use of "eye-lid", one of 

"eyesore"', and two of "eyeball". I have not thought it 

necessary to put down each word, since this would overburden 

the lists.

The first four lists, references to the body,and its 

parts, to money and poverty, to food and eating, and verbs of 

action, are complementary to the major groups of images listed 

in Appendix A. The other lists are of iterative groups of 

words which occur in large numbers, and have a wealth of 

connotation due to their intimate connection with the climaxes 

of the play, or to the stress laid on them by the author.
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References to the bod^ and its partR;

arm

blood

body

bone

bosom

brain

breast

breath

brow

cheek

ear

eye

face

flesh

foot

forehead

Iterated verbs

beget

beset

catch

cut

enter

fall

gape

2

2k

5

7

2

4

7

k

3

10

6

2k

19

6

3

10

cf action

8

3

3

9

8

19

3

frown

hair

hand

head

heart

heel

knee

leg

lip

liver

marrow

skull

spleen

tooth

tongue

vein

- (those occurring 3

point

ravish

ride

rise

run

c?tart

13 teal

6

7

20

13

30

1

5

1

12

1

2

3

5

3

31

2.

278

or more times) :

6

k

11

6

3

5

U

92 carried 
  forward
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Verbs of action

strike

*well

swim

throw

- continued

11

6

3

U

References to money, wealth

beggar

bribe

buy

coin

coptly

expense

fee

gold

hire

jewels

luxury

money

pawn

pay

poor

3

3

2

3

2

2

3

3

5

a
3

6

1

4

18

* 
 

undo

tear

wind

and poverty:

pound

purchase

quit-rent

revenue

rich

pell

shilling

silver

spend

subsidy

tenant

treasure

usury

wealth

b/f. 92

k

3

5
Tai

1
2

1
2

9
2

1

3

2

1

3

3

5

3

111
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References to food , drink t eating:

banquet

digested

dish

drink

drunken(nep-s)

eat

feast

feed

References to law

curae

doom

judge

judgment

k
2

k

3

7
7

4
5

and ,ju(3

12

9
7
7

References to heaven and

angel

commandment

damn (-at ion)

devil

God

blessed-ing

k
1

17

15

7
7

food

meal

meat

revels

n upper

taste

wine

^ment justice

jurt(-ly)

law

prison

sentence

h<*l 1 ( in«t1 Pf» 1ilV/AiJk V 1J "^ "^ WJ.WC J

heaven

hell

Lucifer

religion

salvation

soul

1

1

3

10

2

8

3
64

on earth) :

12

19

11

3
82

Ln the next world) :

31

18

1

2

3
20
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References to vice and virtue:

bad

base

corrupt

crime

disgrace

evil

false

fault

foul

good

knave

References to

adultery

bestard

bawd

beget

chastity

concubine

cuckold

drab

harlot

horn

incest

7

1U

4

1

7

4

16

9

12

26

15

sex and lust:

8

24

9

8

13

3

6

2

5

4

5

rename

sin

treason

unnatural

vice

villain-oun

virtue

wicked

worse- t

wrong

incontinence

lecher^ ~oue)

lust(-ful)

pander

rape

ravish

sex

slut

strumpet

virgin(-ity)

whore

17

30

13

8

5

41

6

7

9

11

262

1

3

20

8

6

4
c;

1

2

9

5

151
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References to death or dying;

bleed

corpse

dead

deadly

death

die

funeral

grave

hang

10

2

10

3

34

42

5

3

2

nill

murder

poison

scaffold

skull

play

revenge

vengeance

2k

29

17

5

3

3

17

12

223
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NOTE:

This appendix contain? e list of the 16 proverbs which I 

have been able to identify in The Revenger's Tragedy, and a 

further lint of 8 proverbial expressions which I have not 

traced, and h&ve therefore called "Apparent" Proverbs.

The books referred to in the appendix, and trie 

abbreviations used are;-

Tilley: M.P, Tiliey: Elizabethan Proverb Lore in Lyly's
fiuphu.es and in iettleN petite Pallace, 
with parallels from Shakespeare. 
Hew York, 1926.

Oxford: Smith and He^eltine: The Oxford Dictionary of
Proverbs 2nd edition, revised by 
Sir Paul Harvey, Oxford, 1948.

Apperson: Q. L. Appear-on; Sn^lish Proverbs and Proverbial
Phrases, A historical dictionary, 
London, 1929.
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Proverbs In The Revenger's .Tragedy;

"Take Occasion (opportunity) by the forelock, for she is 
bald behind"

(Tilley p. 238, quotes from Pet tie's Petite Palace, with 
parallel?; from liter lowe end Shaitespeare; Oxford~p.658 
gives the aame reference es the earliest example - 1578, 
quotes Marlowe, Greene, Spenser, Bacon, and Shakespeare 
as referring to it: Apperson p.M>2)

R.^ 1*1.60:
Has that bald Mart am, Opportunity 
Yet thought upon's. .....?

R.T. i. 1.108:
occasion if I meete her 

lie hold her by the fore-top fast ynough.

"As ugly as sin"

(Oxford p. 682, gives earliest example as 180^: Apperson 
p. 636 gives earliest exajmple - vn'. Scott, Kenilworth - 1821)        

R.TJL 1.2.33:
fay rest women

Good onely for their beauties, which washt of,
no sin is ouglier.

"Old men are twice children''

(Oxford p.l|72, gives the first English u^age as 1539: 
Apperson p.U&4 gives the same reference. It occurs 
several times in Shakespeare)

R.T. 1.2.116:
Indeed 'tis true an old , vns twice 8 childe

(°f- Hamlet ii.2.L|X)3» where the same phrasing occurs:
"They say en old man Is twice a child.")

"Set a beggar on horseback nnd r>e will never alight*'

(Tilley p. 73, quotes Pettie, Petite Pallace, , with 
parallels in Greene, Beaumont and Pletch- rj Oxford p. 30, 
quotes variants in Shakespeare and ilashe, ^ives earliest 
example as 1584: Appep<?on ^.35 quotes Pettie, 1576)

R..T. 1.2.162-U:
Put; Nay set you a horse back once, 

Youle nere light off. 
Indeed I am a beggar.
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HTo err in human1*

(Tilley p. 136, quotes Pettie, f»nd give* 4 ielerencer! in 
Shakespeare: Oxford p. 175 give? fi~«t reference

R.T., i.3.81:
It in our bloud to erre tho* hell gaped lowde.

"The rising of one man in the falling of another"

(Tilley p.3U8: quote* B reference to it in Pettie Petite 
Pallaoe; Apperson p. 533 Quotes Chapman etc. (Eastward Hoe) 1603)       

ii. 1.127:
The de ugh torn fall lift?? up the mothers head

iii.1.34: 
The. falling of one head lifts ur> another

MIt in a wine child knows its own father"

(Oxford p. 71 7. quote?, first English use ar, by Oreene 1^89, 
refers to ShakeRpeere and R, BT. ; Ajjjperson p. 697 gives the 
same first reference. Both quote Homer)

R.T. ii. 1,168!
The worlds «o chen^d , one Bhepe into another 
It ir? a wl«e chllde now that knowes her mother.

Knaves end fools divide the world"

(Oxford p,3^2, gives as earliest reference 1639: 
Appernon p.345i gives 1670)

I know this, which I never learnt in schooles, 
The world's divided into knaves and fooles.

"Nothing so certain as death"

(Tilley p.94 has "Nothing more certain then death, and 
nothing more uncertain than the hour of death 1 ', a variant 
of which appears in Lyly's Kuphues; Oxford p.M>4 gives 
first reference c.1300)

K.T. iii.6.118:
I see now, there i« nothing «ure in mortalitie 
but mortalitie ;....
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"One nail driven out another*

(Tllley o. 216, quotes variant from Bujphues . Chapman, Greene 
aud 5 references in nheke^pea^e: Oxford~p.441 , gives 
first reference c.1200: Apperson p. 472, gives same 
reference", and quote? R.T. )

IJ..T. iv.1.79:
Slaves are but Naples, to drive out one another

"To touch to the quick''

(Oxford p.667, give« firpt >\ :fer»ence 1551, quotes 4 
references in Shakespeare: Apperf?on p. 462, quotes 
Heywood proverbs 1

R.T. iv.2.92:
Hse par'd him to the quicke.

rtMurder will out"

(Oxford p. 439, gives fi--st eference c.1300; quotes 4 
references in Shakespeare: Apperson p. 433, gives the 

reference)

R.T. iv.2.236:
Murder will peepe out of the closest huske

"In hugger-mugger'*

(Oxford p*309, gives i'lrst reference a. 1529 - quotes 
Hamlet)

R.T. v.1.17:
...... hee died like a Polititian in hugger-mugger.,

"Deeds, not words"

(Oxford p. 135, gives first reference c.1386 - quotes 3 
references in Shakespeare: Apperson p. 141, quotes 
Heywood Proverbe 154§)

R.T. v.2.35:
Gorae my Lords 

Prepare for deeds , let other times have words
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"The higher standing, the lower fell'1

(Tilley p. 189, quotes variants from Lyly and Pettier 
Oxford p. 295, gives first reference c.1430: Apperson 
gives reference in 1633)

R.T, v.3.112:
He that clime* highest has the greatest fall.

Apparent Proverbs;

The following apparently proverbial expressions I have 

been unable to identify:

R.T. i. 1.150:
Wives are but made to go to bed and feede.

That woman i? all male whom none can enter

R T T.t ii. 1.251 :
....that's accounted best thats best followed, 
least in u*ade, least in fashion

H..T.. ii. 1.270:
Women with women cua worke best alone

Sals. ii.2.28C:
The craftiest pleader gets most gold for breath*

B...T*. iii.5.221:
Best ^ide to us, Is the #orst side to heaven

R.^T._ iv.2.70:
Yet all the world meetes round in the ?ame bent

g.T. iv.U.89:
Breake Ice in oac piece, it will crack

in more

Mother: Most certainly applyed.



APPENDIX D

A list of words flr^t recorded in the plays, or used 
in their particular sense earlier then the date . 
given in The Oxford English Dictionary.



NOTE:

This appendix contsins a list of those word?? in both plays 

(a) which are not recorded in the N.5JL,, (b) used with meanings 

unrecorderi in the g VK^P. , (c^ fire-t used in any rense, end 

(d) whose use in the particular sense is only recorded in the 

N.E.D. later than the date* of printing of the plays. It is 

very difficult sometimes to define the c en?e la which a word is 

being used, and some of the senses given here may appear 

dubious. Therefore the definition of the ty.ri;.p« is quoted, 

together with the relevant line or lines f 'om the text, for 

each word. Compound pnd hyphenated word« are included, and 

words already quoted from the plays in the N,3S.D,r . Where the 

N.B.D. ll^ts figurative or tr'a^iV-red use* of a word, and such 

a use occurs in these plays efc^lier- than the date recorded in
i

the dictionary, these too ere noted.

Those words which occur in the same sense in both jjlays 

are marked thus + with a cro^. There are al^o one or two 

words which do not fall into the four gr-oups (,a), (b), (c), and 

(d), words for which the i^i.J^ gives no sftl«f&ctory meaning, 

and which may indicate a corrupted text, and one word "at tempt"

which i« used in a very i itfividual Ph&ke^pea-.-^an ^ense, un

recorded in other puthorp. These word* are marked thus u_» . .

in inked brackets.

There &re 22 words or expressions not recorded at all in 

the j«_a...ij*.» moptly hyphenated words such as "base-coined", 

"fruit-field", "heavy-sounding" t ^tep-duchess" , but including
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the phrases "grind to an edge'1 , "to make horn'1 and "to lose 

one's light*". Two rather amusing onomatopoeic words, "qush", 

which represents the sound of a hot body put into cold water, 

and "Haah.1 ", which may either indicate a special long 

exclamation, or be a printer's error for "Hah.'", are also listed

There are 29 words u^ed in a sense not recorded by the 

N.E.D. , these are mostly fairly commonplace. 59 words are 

first recorded as used in any sense in these plays. These 

include the apparently proverbial phrase "to smell a fox", and 

the greeting "good morning", and also a group of 7 words made 

with the prefix un-, e.g. unalterable, unbribed, unlighted, 

unmothered, unobserved. Indeed there are twelve such word? 

listed in the appendix altogether, and the use of the prefix 

"un-" seems to have been a favourite device of the author of 

both plays. Perhaps the most notable of the expressions first 

recorded here is the abbreviation "I've" for "I have" which may 

be unique in the period.

The remaining word^ lifted here are those recorded in the 

^ense used, later than 1608 or 1611, the dates of printing of 

the plays. The following tables show the respective 

proportions of the groups enumerated.

No. of words listed 310 

No. from The Revenger's Tragedy 173 

No. from The Atheist's Tragedy 124 

No. from both plays 13
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No. of words not recorded in A'.^!;.

No, of words used in a sense not 
pec order I.

No. of words first used in any 
sense in the plays.

T(,TAL

R.T.

17

10

33

68

A.T.

:->  ^

9

25

39

BOTH
FLAYS

2

1

3

TOTAL

22

29

39

110

No. of words only recorded 1 608-50

No. of words only recorded 1630-1700

No. of words only recorded 1 700-1 £00

No. of words only recorded 1800-1900

TOTAL

E^ulx

64

17

19

5

105

AxLu

5U

16

11

k

85

BOTH 
PLAYS

5

3

1

1

10

TOTAL

123

36

31

10

200

The appendix is prefaced by a li«t of the more significant 

words examined, i,e. those belonging to groups (a), (b) and (c) 

enumerated above, and also those words used in a pense 

peculiar to the plays. The letters in brackets before these 

words*indie;: to to which play they belong.

In the notes on the words, references to "Nicoll" are to 

the edition of The Works of Cyrill Tourneur by Allardyce 

Nicoll, London 1929, and references to "Cotgrave" are to 

A dictionarie of the French and English Tongues by Handle 

Cotgrave, Lgndon 1611. Several words which occur in The 

Atheist f s Tragedy are first recorded in this latter work 

according to the N.E.D., and I have thought this worthy of
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note, since the play and the dictionary cppeared in the 

same year, and both authors had connections with the Cecil 

family, and may have been known to each other-.

la thin appendix the date of The ̂ Re vengtj " * ^Tragedy is 

taken ac 1608, the yea^ to which it ip always referred in the

line-reference^ of quotations from the plays

in the ^.Ky.^ ere to old editions, and in every case the line- 

reference of Wieoll*,? edition ir added in br'
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WORDS OR BXFIEFSIONS NOT KCO DhD BY THK U.JS.D. :-

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

(H.T.)

(A.T.)

(H.T.)

(A.T.)

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

WCMD? OR

•w -J.T.
(A.T.)

(R.T.)

(/.T, )

(R.T.)

(/.T.)

(A.T..)

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

tape-coined 

bane-titled

COB tly-per fumed

Dutch lURt

double loathed

grind to an edge
fruit-field

green-coloured

Haah.*

heaven-pointed

heavy -sounding

KWW-IO.* U5UBD

CM A.T.;-

affectedly

back-biter

blurt

coin

contracted

dangerous

foul

holy -watered

hot-becked

ill-monied

C<.T.)

to make horn 

ill-knotted

(R.T.) lone one's light*

(A.T. ,

(R.T.)

(R.T.)
(H.T.;

(A.T.)

(R.T.)

(A.T.)

0-T.)

IN A 5*iij

C.i.T.)

(A.T. j

V».T.)
(R.T.)

(H.T. )

U.T.)

(H.T.)

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

little-knowing
pal»y~lu*t /

pretty-per-f umed

queh

^deintie
f^f ^f j^ W..^^^A% i*v v\ ̂ h o ̂ h
^^ V'S ^J^^ ̂ J%M ^* B »^? «r Pi

Udft body
wedlock-faith

M-8 <,.*LY KK

inherit

hold measure

French mole

mouth to raou

nod at

pe rdu

slight

unbrace

unmet here d

CO :DK]

with

th
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WOiDS OR EXPRESSIONS USED IN A SENSE >iOT RECORDED

BY THE 

(R.T.) 

(R.T.) 

(R.T.) 

(R.T.) 

(A.T.) 

(A.T.) 

(R.T.)

(A.T.)

(A.T.) 

(R.T.) 

(A.T.) 

(R.T.) 

(A.T.)

N.E.D. !- 

absent 

give aim 

apprehension 

beckon 

beget 

capacity 

clip 

compel 

dissuade 

enter

entertainment 

falsify 

fore-room 

free-man 

hair

(R.T.) impious 

(A.T.) interpose 

(R.T.) Jar in 

(R.T.) kneel out 

lie in 

possessing 

(A.T.) 'precious 

(+) with safety 

(R.T,) salvation

shadowing 

(A.T.) tempt

theinkes 

witty

WOiDf? OR KXPRBflSIOHS USED EARLIER THAi^ THE FIRST

EXAMPLE GIVEN BY THE H.E. .&«.;-

(R.T.) accursedly (A.T.)

(A.?.) bedfellowship (R.T.)

(R.T.) to bid fair for (R.T.)

(R.T.) bribeless (A.T.)

(R.T.) bushing (R.T.)

(A.T.) in full career (R.T.)

without ceremony

demnedly

darkened

dejectedly

di^heir

dispatch out of the
  way
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(A.T.)

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

(A.T.)

(A.T.)

(R.T.)

(A.T.)

(R.T.)

(A.T.)

(A.T.)

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

(A.T.)

(A.T.)

(+)

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

(A.T.)

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

(A.T.)

(R.T.)

dip,polve into tears

writ of error

evil-officed

without example

false fire

to flat

to cmell o fox

good morning.'

generous ness

Herculean pillars

holy-watered

hot-backed

ill-monied

injured

invited

I've

law-word

leprous ly

lie abroad

loose-living

male -bawd

hold measure with

Uichaelmas terra

(R.~.)

U.K.)
(A.T.)

(A.T. }

(R.T.)

(A.T.)

v^.T.)

U.T.)
U.T.)

(A.T.)

U.T. ;

(R.T.)

U.T.)

(R.T.)

(A.T.)

U.T.)

(R.T.)

(R.T.)

(A.T.)

(A.T.)

(R.T.)

(A.T.)

(R.T.)

French mole

planet-struck 

purse-taken 

queried 

Ravin-tree
 

beyond the scope of

self-sfflioting

slave-pander

p?ir.ooth-skinned

soft-fleshed

spendthrift <

table-room

torturing

unalterable

unbribed

unlighted

unmothered

unobserved

unsaved

unsunned

v/ed ding-feast

withdrawing
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A P^MT: to send away ; thin use is not recorded in the

Peace lets observe whet company he brings 
And how he dos absent e'm ...

ACCOMMODATE: To minister convenience to; to aid, speed,
facilitate. (N.K,!)^ aceomodate v. 10 obsolete - fir^t
recorded use l5'3Ii/ ~~

A..T. iv.3.82:
.... a friendly eccident 

Perhaps it may accommodate ray scape

ACCURSEDLY: In an accursed manner; damnably. UJ.EJP*.
accursedly adv. frrch. records R. T. iii e o.10U PS first 
use).

K.T. iii.6.104:
Fell it out ^-o accursedly?

ACTUAL: existing in act or fact; really acted or acting; 
carried out; real... Porrae,»ly often absol. in pi. = 
actual qualities, actualities. ( i.K..D. actual ju 3 
records only in absol. pi. pr«ior to ""

A.T.. ill. 1.119:
You that neve^ had the sen^e

Of actual temptetion

: f̂ 'o feel or express surprise .. to wonder, to marvel. 
^ ft B.nD n, admire .v. 1d with infinitive. Qbs . or- dial. 

first recorded use

A.T. v.1.31:
The gracious favour they admire to see

ADVITK: To give counsel to, to counsel action. ( i. .-.. D.
advise 2« 9 trans. d. with the objective of the thing - 
first recorded une 1658-9)

A.T. ii.1.64:
W 'advised it fpr our safest course, to draw 
Our sluices up ...

AFFKCT: '^o 'profess", take upon one. (^;..a..D,_ affect jj 
with Inf. - first recorded use 1720*5 ~

...;r, v.2.15:
And do affect to make a pleasant taile cn't
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AFFECTEDLY: With favourable affection; affectionately, 
lovingly. (M.fi.D. affectedly 2 Obs. - quote? A/P^ 
iv. U.123 (iv.U.U) an only recorded use)

.
Me thinks she's very affectedly enclin'd 
To young Sebastian *s company o'late

AGED: Having lived or existed long; of advanced age; old. 
(N.E.D. aged ££l.a.1b. fig. - quotes A.T. iii.1.77 
(iii.1 .35) as first recorded use) «

A.T. ill. 1.35:
For aged in vertue, with a youthful eye . ,

AGITATION: Ilental disturbance or perturbation (showing itself 
usually by physical excitement). C.i».S,_P. agitation sb.U 
no recorded example between (1573) and 1722)

.......my affection even with theif cold blouds

............... by agitation is
Inflarn'd

AIM: A thing intended or desired to be effected; an object,
purpose. (a..l-;«.p«. aim j^b. 7 fig. - firpt recorded use 1625

R.T. i.1.82:
But the whole ayme and scope of his intent

-To give aim: To guide one in his aim, by informing him of 
the result of a preceding shot (if.E.D. Dim sb. 3b Obs.~ 
not recorded in a figurative sense. )

R.T.
A mother to give ayrae to her owne daughter

ALU <G WITH: Together with, in association with (Here along
attaches to with rather than to the vbt) ~ (  «.. 4 ..1),. along 
C. aJ.y. 3b - fir^t recorded use 1711)

R.T. iii.3.3:
Your firme warrant

Brings the conimand of present death along with it.

AMBLE: Of persons: A movement in dancing or walking 
suggesting an amble. (ijT.K t D^ arable ^b. 2 - quote? 
R.T. iii.5.84 (iii.5.97) as first recorded

R.T. iii.5.97:
....put a Reveller 

Out off his Antick amble
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AHSWER: To act in sympathy with, or in response to, action on
the part of another (N.B.D. answer* v. 23 intr. - first
recorded use 1684) ""

It is as easie way unto a Dutchesse
As to a Hetted-darne (if her love answer)

APPREHEND: To catch the meaning or idea of; to understand. 
(iLJSxSx apprehend v. 8b - firpt recorded use 1631)

A.T. i. 1.130:
Th'ast apprehended both 

My meaning and my love

APPREHENSION : The representation to oneself of what is still 
future; anticipation; chiefly of things adverse.
(N.B.D. apprehension sb.11 - first recorded use 1603; 
it is only recorded in an adverse sense)

R.T. iii.5.33:
I 'me in a throng of happy apprehensions

-Pear as to what may happen; dread (N.E.D. apprehension 12 
first recorded use 1oli.8)

4.T.T ii.6.67:
I would not leave

The warre, for reputation's pake, upon 
An idle apprehension; a vaine dreame.

A.T. iii.2.25:
What art thou? Stay, assist my troubled sence. 

apprehension will distract me

A.T. iv.U.10:
.... the more grounde I f inde 

To circumvent my apprehension

A.T. v.2.218:
Cold feare with apprehension of thy end 
Hath frozen up the rivers of ray veines.

ARCHITECTURE: concrete; Architectural work; structure,
building. (NJB^ architecture sb 3 - quotes 4.Tfi v.1 
(v,1.93) as fir^t recorded

A.T,. v.1.95:
the stately frame 

And architecture of my lofty hou^e



ASHORE: Of positions on land, on shore (N.1S.I). ashore adv 2 
- first recorded use 1631)

R.T» 11.1.195:
If all feard drowning that spye waves ashoare

ASTONISHED: Filled with consternation; dismayed (N Tj3£ T D. 
astonished ppl.a k aroh. - first recorded uae 1653;

A.YT 11,1.90:
..*.a face, whope favour when It liv'd 

My astonished mlnde Inform'd me 1 had seene.

4ATTKMPT: A personal assault made upon a person's life,
women's honour etc. (.NLiji^Q*, attempt sb, 3b - the only 
recorded examples are from Shakespeare , 1593,1603,1611 )

. . . • Impart iall Doome 
01 hall take first holde of his uncleane attempt

A.Tfl iv.2,32:
...» his death 

Mil be Imputed to th* attempt of theeves
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BACK-BITHRzBITHRz A biter, a striker on the back. (U.S. p. backbiter 
sb b (word-play) only recorded use E.T. i 1,2. 58 
tti. 2.102))

11. 2.102: 
nword thou wapt nevei* a back-biter yet.

Of comparatively little value, worthies*: B^se me tain: 
those not classed as noble or precious (if^lX base a 
- first recorded use 1~S67 in Tinion of AthegS iii.3«6;'* 
"They have all been touch'd and found bone -met tie")

R.T. iv.4
X   . *  

Tryed you, end found you base niettell

BA^E-COI TED: unrecorded in the

Borne base coynd pander 

unrecorded in the ri^ 

R.T. 11.1*271*:
those baffle-titled creatures that looke

downe-ward
BECKON: To make a mute signal or significant gesture., hence 

to Ruramon or bid approach by Ruch a gesture (H.S.D. 
beckon 2 t.r*ar|R - oaly recorded of i>ersQ^s , not in o 
fiurative

K.T. iii.4.74:
The houre beckens UB 
The heads-man waiter* ...

HlP: The condition of being bedfellows (H.E.D., 
quote*' ^.T^ i.1 (ii.1.16^) «R first recorded ure)

A.T. ii. 1.164;
how she enter' tains the expectation of 
her husband? bedfellowshlp.

HKG&T: To procreate .. usually *aid of the father, but 
sometimes of both parents (H^g.P^ beget jr 2 - no 
recorded example of its being "aid of the rapt her alone)

A.T. U.3.U7:
their Generation we* a^leepe 

When she begot tho^e Dormice
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: To stipulate or ask lor (a favour or the like) 
.B.Di bespeak ^. 5b - first recorded use 1677)

A.T. i.2
..... .1 bespeake
Employmen t in * t .

BID (F/-IK): To bid fair; to offer with reasonable
probability ....Grig, with for bnu object. iN.K.D, bid 
v. k intr. - first recorded use 16^6)

R,T. i.2.168:
Ilee bid faire fort

BLANK: An empty form without nubstsnce; aufy thing
insignificant ; nothing at all (NJS^D.. blank pjb 6b - 
first recorded u^e 1700)

yet word? are but great-<neiiR blancke* 
Gold tho it be dum do'e utter the best thankes

BLOODSHOT: of the eye: puff used with blood (H.B.D. bloodshot 
A a 1 - first recorded use (1^52) 1618J

R.T. v.3.91 :
tragedy eble to make 

An old-manp eyes bloud-shot.

To utter abruptly   to burst out with ( N^E^D^ quotes 
the on3,y example of e figurative use A.T^ iv,4^124 

(iv.U.20))

A.T. iv.4.20:
now I am blurted upon f eiii before 1 was aware.

BLUSH : To become or be red, or i^oeeete (N..S...D. blu^h ^ 5 - 
fir^t recorded use in 8 transferred s»tnfe 1679)

R.__T ?nr iv.4.32:
Wet will make yron blush and change to red.

Free from bribes (HJLJL BribeleRR ob^. a - 
quotes li/T.. i.U-37 ( 1.4- 62) "LBF first recorded u?e)

.
iiay then, ^tep thou forth thou Bribe.lesge officer

BUSHING: Growing or ^preetiing like a bush (IT. £.£),. bushing
 £ - quotes R^T.. v.3 (v.3«26) an first recorded u«?e)

K^T.^ v.3. 26:
That bushing-flaring Ptar -
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BUTCHER: To torment, inflict torture upon: Pecjlia"ly used 
with out (NJS.D. butcher jr. 3 -quotes A.T. v.2.1^1 
(v.2.1?5T} as the first recorded use)

A.T, v.2.251 :
I'le butcher out the passage of his soule
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CALL (TO ACCOUNT): to cell to account: to pununon (one) to 
render en account, or to answe" for conduct; hence to 
reprove, rebuke (M.E.P. call jr. 20a to cell to account 
first recorded use sate 1618)

A.T. iv.3
he ere ere halfe a dozen fellowe? comming to call 
UP to accorapt, with ev'rie man a several bill in 
hip hand.

CANDIED: preserved or encrusted with sugar (i;«K.D. candied 
ppl. a 1 - first recorded u<=*e 1616)

A . T ._ ii.3.36:
... soft-flesh v d fellowes. They are like 
candied Buckets when they begin to perish.

CAPABLE: Able or fit to receive and be affected by; open to, 
susceptible (fl.K.D. capable a. , 3 a ot anything material 
Obs. - quotes A.T, v.1 (v.1.8^) as first use)

A.T. v.1.89:
If any root of life remains within f em 
Capable of physic . . .

CAPACITY: N.K.D. records no satisfactory meaning, the aearest 
perhaps being: Mental or intellectual receiving power; 
ability to grasp or take in impression0 , ideas , knowledge, 
(N.K.D. capacity sb.U - recorded 148^), but here capacity 
refers to ^ense o7~touch not intellect.

A,T. iii.1.94:
I feele a substance, weivne, ?nd roft, and 

ct to the capBCitle of rense,

CAREER: nbptract: Full speed, impetus ; chiefly in phrases 
like in full career, etc. (H,..B VD._ career sb.3 - first 
recorded use of phrase " v/i th" f uli cr rrere" 1626)

..... Tor you met me at full Cariere

CARRY: To cause to go or come, (a) The impelling moral cause
or motive is said to carry one to a piece (H.K.D.. carry
v.11a - first recorded use 18?6)

A.T. v.2.56:
The pu7*po"e that caried me thither, was .....
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CEASB : R.T. i.2.72:
And yet my thinks I might be easier ceast
My feult being sport, let me but die in jest,

N.S.D^ gives no satisfactory meaning for usast here: 
therefore I accept Collin's emendation to f seas M, noted 
by Professor Nlco&l, p. 31 6.

CEREMONY: Without ceremony: off-hand, unceremoniously. 
(N.B.D. ceremony sb. 3b - first recorded use of this 
phrane 1709)

A..T.. i.2.162:
If your Lordship will be pleased to salute me 
without ceremonie........

\

CHARACTER: a person regarded in the abstract as the possessor 
of specified qualities; a personage, e personality. 
(N«E.D» character jvb. 16. - i^irst recorded une 17U9)~ 
N.B. this might also be ff«S.D« character sb. 17, a 
personality invested with distinctive attributes and 
quelitieff by a novelist or dramatist - aleo first recorded 
1749.

R.T« i.1.8:
Duke: royall letcher.....
And thou his sonne........
And thou his bastard*.....
And thou his Dutchespe....
Foure exlent Characters -

CHILLNBS8: Absence of warmth of temperament, feeling, or
manner; want of zeal or interest. (N..B.J)A chillness 3 fig 
- first recorded use 1638)

R.T. 1.2.131:
the timorous man

Is yet but coldly kinda:
That Jewel's mine that quivers in his eare
Mocking his Maisters chilnesRe and vaine feare.

pLAD: R.T. ir.2.15:
Now the Duke is dead the realme is clad in clay

N.E.D» gives the meanings of clad as 1. Covered with 
clothes; covered as with clothes, 2. Pig, invested, 
arrayed; Endowed, furnished with:
None of these makes sense of the passage. Professor 
Nicoll suspects a corruption of the text, of.p,318.
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CLASP: To fasten with a clasp; to secure or close with a 
clasp (N.S.D. clasp v.1b fi^. - fir^t recorded u-e 
"To make him clasp his teeth and not undo'em" -1823)

ili.5.62:
.... make a ^wearer tremble, 

A drunckard cla*pe hi* teeth, and not undo e'm

clin^ _v. 7 trans.CLING: To cling to, clasp, embrace (tj.K.Q. 
(elliptical) records K.T. i.3li.3-o8) &

R.T. i.3.68:
Some fathers dread not .. to «lide from the mother 
and cling the daughter-in-law.

CLIP: To check anyone's aspiration* or ambition, cripple his 
strength, resources or action (N;.S«D«. clip v?"1c - 
recorded only in phrere "to clip the wings of")

R.T. v.3.165:
And if We? list we could have Nobles clipt 
And go for le^se then beggers ...

CLOUDKD: Darkened withf any passion or trouble; gloomy.
(N.B.D. clouded ppl. a U fig. - the nearest approximation 
N.E.D. gives to the sense of the following passage - 
first recorded u^e 1682)

bestow a fathers eye 
Upon the clouded fortunes of your sonne

COIN: To feign, dissemble (N.S.J). coin v.1 ebscl. Obs. rare - 
only recorded example R.T^ i.1. (i.lTl14);

R.T. 1.1.11U:
We must quoyne ....
Viomen are apt you know to take false money

COLLET: The circle o   flange in a ring in which the stone is 
Bet (N.B.D. oollet sb'3b -quotes R.T. i.2 (i.2.172) as' 
first figurative use~y~

R.T, i.2.172:
When his worne ^elfe ....
Had dropt out of the Collet into the grave

COMPEL: N.B.D. gives the senses "To urge irresistibly, to
constrain ... (a) the person to do a thing, (b) a person 
to (into) a course of action, (c)~with simple object. 
None of these fit^ here. Jo construction with the 
dative of the person i^ recorded.
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COMPEL - continued. 
R.T. 1.1.134:

lly life's unnaturally to roe, e'en corapeld 
A« if I livd now when I <*hould be dead

(The construction (b) appears in A,T, ;

A.T. v.2.13:
my povertie compel* 

My life to a condition lower than 
My birth .... )

CONFECTION: A prepared dish OP delicacy .. a .. sweetmeat, 
comfit (II..E.D. confection 8b.i*d : e figuratively - 
only one recorded use in 16IJ5. in the following passage 
"confection*1 may possibly have the sense "A literary or 
musical composition" (6 Obs. - first recorded 160:>)

R.T. i.4.20:
A prayer booke the pillow to her cheeke. 
This was her rich confection

CONFIDENT: .. feeling certain, fully assured (N.E.D. confident 
a 2b - construed with that and clause - first recorded 
use 1611)

R.T.r iv.3.8:
May we »ot detle our favours where we please 
I 'me confident, you may.

E: To call upon, con^ti'sin (a devil or spirit) to 
appear or do one's bidding, by the invocation of nome 
sacred name .. (HJS.D,. conjure j£ 3b, construed with up, 
down, out, away -first *ecordeU use (down) a 1625
TtpT 1555)

u.TV iv.2.258:
Lets conjure that base divill out of our mother

A.T. iv. 3.183:
Conjure up
The Divell and his Dam.

CONSORT: in consort: in accord; in concert (with which it 
finally blends) (N.E.D. contort £b. 2b - first recorded 
use 1634 - but cf. also contort sb 3d. in consort; = in 
concept (i.^-. a musical term) iirst recorded use 1621; 
the two senses appear* to blend in the following:)

A.T» ii.o.12;
Heaven and earth are now in contort, when the 
Thunder and the C&non play to one another
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CONTRACT: To drew or bring (things) together, collect,
concentrate, combine in one (N.S.D. contract jv.7b fig. 
obsolete. - quote? A.T. i.U.30 (i.i|-52) as lirst use )

A.T. i.U.52:
with a purpose so 

Contracted to that absence.

CONTRACTED: Drawn together, collected; combined, united.
(N.K.D. contracted Pijl. a. 4 obp. - onl.v recorded u^e is 
by Tourneur - Pjqerall Poem 9 t and A.T. i.2. (i.2.y8), 
1609 and 1611)"1        

i.2. 98: 
That we should breath but one contracted life

Pun. Poem, 9:
Which with contracted cloudes did interpose

CONVK i^A.iT: Exercised in ... dealing or having to do with .etc, 
(N.B.D. conversant 4. fig . of things c. vvith: - first 
recorded u^e 1803)

A.T. ii.6.57:
My actions daily conversant with warre.

COSTLY -PERFUMED: unrecorded by the N.E.D. : 

R.T. i.3.9:
of 

To whom the costly-perfumd people pray,

COURTESY: Courteous behaviour; courtly elegance and
politeness of manners. (N.B.D. Courtesy gb. 1.b To rhow 
or do one (a) oourtesy; also fig. - fir^t recorded u^e

A.T. iii.2.35:
Sir; is this

Your salutation for the courtesie 
I did you when we parted last?

A.T. iii.2.93:
T'is no courtepie I doe thee but thankefulnes^e.

Cr<OWD: To prepR, thrust, force', craio (things) in or into a 
confined «pace. (N.K.D. crowd \r. 6a - first recorded 
use 1599» but only recorded in a tra isitive sense)

So, so, - now 9* years vengeance crowde into a
n.inute]
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DAMtfSDLY: from "damned", used profanely as a strong expression 
of reprehension or dislike, or as a lucre intensive; as 
adverb damnably ; Heuce Damnedly (fl JS,D,r Damned 4b 
damnedly - records >-. t_T. iii.6 (ili.5.io5) as fir^t

R.T. iii.6. 105:
s \%: Pell it out no accursedly?

Amb: So damnedly.

DANGEROUS: rieridy to run into or meet danger; venturesome. 
(iLJLJL. dangerous a* 3 ObP. rare. - only recorded u«e 
A.T. iv.2. (iv.2.45))   

A.Tr iv. 2.144:
His spirit is ^o boldly dangerous.

DAiKK!^ED: ^ade dark, deprived -of light (NJS.D. darkened 
ppl.a. - first recorded use 1733)

U.T. ill. 5.16:
In some fit place veylde from the eyes ath Court, 
Some darkned blushleflse Angle ...

DEJECTEDLY: in a dejected manner (N,S.D. dejectedly adv. - 
first recorded une 1611 in OotgraVe)

A.T. 1.1. 78:
How dejectedly

The baser Spirit of our present time 
Heth ca^t itself below the aacie it worth 
Of our forefathers.1

DELIVER in passive, to give birth to a child. (N.B.D. 
deliver V.1 3 - fir c't recorded figurative u^e 163U)

A.T. ii. 4
T'has crown *d the most judicious murder, that 
The brairie of man wa° e*er deliver f d of.

DEPTH: Phrase Beyond or out of one's depth; lit, in water 
too deep for one to reach the bottom without sinking; 
fig e beyond one's understanding (H.1S.D. Depth sb. 111,13 
Phrase - fi^'st recorded u^e 1613: the phrase "pa^t one's 
depth" i« not recorded, but appears to bear the seuae 
sense; pest = Buyond the reach, range or compass of - 
N.E.D. pest prep. 3.)

R fjT. i.3.100:
I am pa<*t i y deptb in lust 

And I must «wim or irowne ....
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DESERTLES8: Involving no recompense or reward; thankless. 
(N.E.D* desertless jg.3, records R^T. iii.6. ( Ui.6.42) 
as first use)

R.T. iii.6.42:
I an, allotted

To that desertle^e office, to p^e^ent you 
With the yet bleeding head ....

DIGESTED: Disposed conditioned (ij.E.D. digested j>j>l.a.2 - 
fi *st recorded use R.T, ~"

 j.T. i.1
To seeke '-ome rtr*ange di^e^ted fellow forth.

DIMKNBIOi: Magnitude, extent, degree (of an abstract thing). 
(N.E.D. dimension pb 2 figuratively ~ i'irst recorded 
use 1660)

Examples that extend her cruelties 
Beyond their owne dimentions

DIRECT: To inform, Instruct, or guide (a person) as to the 
way, to "how (any one) the way- iN.E.D. Direct j£. 4b - 
flr«t recorded use (Coriolanup iv.4.7) 160?)  

H.T. ii.1.2!;:
go dir-ect him hether

,<.T. iv.2.182:
I can direct him so far.

R.T. iv.4.22:
Did not the Dukes *onne direct
A icllow, of the world*5 condition, hitner ..?

DI8H: The food ready for eating served on or contained in a 
dish; a distinct article or variety of food (first 
recorded use in a figurative «en^e 164? - if .E.D. dirh sb2)

R.T. i.2.201 :
1 was begot

After some gluttonous dinner, ^ome stirring dish 
Was my first father

R.T. i. 3.174:
Hay then I -^ee thou f rt but a puny ii the pubtill 
Mistery of a woman:- why ti^ held now no dainty 
dish.
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DI8HKIK: to disinherit (H,TK.D.t_ Di<*heir _y. £bs. rare. 1 - 
quotes R.T. i.3» ( i.3« 196) "a* first Use, except for a 
questionable use in 1492)

R.T. i.3.196:
Sword I du 'st mane a promise of him to thee 
Thou ~h*,lt dis-hei/'^ him.

DISPATCH: To get -:»ld of, etc. (lU^D.. dispatch jr.
complen.cn t) to dispatch .,o^t of life, out of~the way, the 
world . etc. - the ph^a^e "to dispatch out of the way'1 
first recorded 16<J7)

R.T. v. 1.1 32:
Ive many ^eefer to di^pp-tch out ath way.

In various fig, applications .. to become Boftened 
in feeling; to r.elt (into tears, etc.) (N.JS.D. dissolve 
v.1i; - »ecords phrase tt to dissolve into tears* as first 

1672)

A.T. iii.1.23:
And they (*;« if they would in sighe^ expire, 
and into te&res dissolve) his deeth deplore.

DIB^UADS: its use with infinitive is not recorded in ^ VK.D.

A.T. ii. 1.1*2:
my spirit, it doe« dissaade 

My tongue to question him.

DISTINGUIFHABUS: Capable of being perceived by the senses or 
the *ui id. (M.E.D» distinguishable .a. 3. record^ A.T. v.2 
(v.2.99) as first use)

A,T. v.2.99:
tht: very least 

Distinguishable syllable 1 speake.

(.^.B. "distinguish'' vb. usud in this ^ense in both R._T.«. 
and A.T. )

DOUBLE -LOA THED : unrecorded by the M.B.I).

R.T. i.2.11$:
dispatch 

Her double loathed Lord et meat* a-.iii ^leepe.

DOUBLED: N.B.D. gives sense^ 1. Made double, increased
twofold; 2. Folded, be <t (N.E.D. doubled jjpl.e. ) - the 
second sen^ e , first r corded 1653, i^ay be tnat Tntended 
here.
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DOUBLED - continued.

R.T. ii.2.208:
Vindj Softly my Lord a.uj you . a;/ take e'ni twisted

l»w* : I care not ho.v,

Vind; Oh fcwiil be glorious,
To kill e'm doubled, when their heapt ...

= downward: in reference to direction, attitude, 
or aspect (N.K.D. Downwards adv. = downward 1.b. - first 
recorded use 1o22;

A.T.
A poppring Peare-tree . . . ^eeming continually to 
looke downewardn into the water. . . .

(N.B. "downward" in *ame sense used in R.,T» )

DRESS (UP): to attire.. in a manner appropriate. . to a part 
which one aspires to play (N.S,D« dre^s i. 7^. 
To dress up - first recorded u?e 167U) ""

k.T. iv.2.239:
If we drent up the body of the Duke 
In that disguise of yours.

iHIVE: to force, impel, or expel, by a blow or thrust
drive v. 9 - fir*t recorded in figurative nense 16071

R.T. iv.i.79:
Plaver? are but iayle^ to drive out one another.

+D:OP: Of a person or thing: TO fall or pass involutarily .. 
into some condition, fiff. To die (N.K.D» drop v. ^b fig. 
- first recorded use TSBk' BS used in the following 
pa^^ages the word seem^ to combine this sense of "to die" 
with the literal one ''to descend")

:.T. i.2.172:
When hi? worne ^elfe liKe Ages er^ie slave 
Had dropt out of the Collet into th 1 Grave

A.T, i. 1.127:
He has a wealthy Father; ready ev 1 i 
To drop into his t>

\Vas ready still to drop into hit* grave.
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DUTCH LUST: phrase not recorded in flJS.D. ; tnough many
phrases are recorded "Gharectc^iqtic of or attributed to 
the Dutch; often with an opprobrious or derisive 
application" (N.S.D. Dutch adj. U. ) - e.g. "Dutch widow", 
signifying a prostitute, occur? in Middle ton, A .Trick to 
Catch the Old One. 1608.

R.T. i.^
Then thou knows t 

Ith world strange lust. 
0 Dutch luftJ fulsome

DWELLING: A place of re^ideuce; a. . .habitation, house.
dwelling vbl.ftb.3 concrete - fir^t recorded figurative 
use 1635)

A.T. iv.3.6:
^ dead of night, among the dwellings of the

dead.
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5
EAR: To set (persons) by the ears: to put them at variance. 

(N.B.D. ear 1 .£. - first recorded use 1663)

A.T.
*Twa« eaRie to set drunkards by the eares

(N.B, to Bet by the ee -'s recorded in the Oxford Dictionary 
of Proverbs as early as 1346)

EARLY: generally ; In the initial part of any division of
time, any continuous action, etc. (N.JS.D. early adv. 5 - 
first recorded use 1655)

R.T. iiiO.185:
Pun, tin but early yet, now lie begin 
To stick thy soule with Ulcers.

vYith little resistance or reluctance (H.E,D. easily 
adv 5 - first recorded use

R.T. iii.5.18:
To which I easily (to meintaine my shape) 
Consented

A.T. iii. 1.150:
I could endure the to 'men t of ray feare 
More easily then I can hirc ^orrowe^ heare

+EAPY: Of persons and their dispositions: koved without
difficulty to action or belief; ^oon yielding, compliant, 
credulous (ff.E.P. ea^y a. 12 - first recorded use 1611 - 
Cyiiibeline,

^ i. 1.118:
Women. ./• •/• •/• -their ?=?exe is ea^ie in beleefe

1.2. 111:
some now would plot his death 

With easie Doctors

R.T t.
Oh you of easie waxe

ii.p.25:
Soft ease make? e'rn (like waxe...) more easie to 
take impression.
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BAT: To make a way by gnawing or corrosion; lit, and fig.
Const, into (N.S.D. Eat v. 12. - first recorded use 1606- 
in TroiJus and Cre^sjda ili.3.136, published 1609)

with long lunt to eat 
Into my wearing

R.T. ii.2.187:
And like strong poyson 

Kates into the Duke.

BAT (OUT): To destroy as a parasite or a corrosive. Also 
(N.B.D. Bat v. 17jc. - first recorded use 1616)

iii.5.169: 
My teeth are eaten out

R.T. iii.5.206:
....if not thy tongue eaten out yet?

ECHO: A person who reflects or imitates the language. . .of
others (ff.K.D. echo sb. 6. transferred - first recorded 
use ante 1 631 )

A.T. it. 4. 101*:
D^am: Heere f s a sweete Cornedie. T 1 begins with

0 Dolenti** , and concludes with ha, ha, he.

Bor: Ha, r.a, he. 

; 0 my eceiioJ

EDGE: figuratively; with direct reference to ...Fowe^ to
"cui" or wound; keen effectiveness (W.E.D. edge sb 2a. 
M turn edge" first recorded u.^e 16U2: 2c ob^ to set an 

upon; stimulate, excite - first recorded use 1609)

R.T. ii. 1.122:
r^y spirit t«irnes edge

:':.T. iii.1.29:
go you before 

And ^et an edge upon tue Executioner.

The following similar use is .-nrecorded in the i.^.D. :

iv.1.82:
hope of preferment 

Will grind him to a.i Edge -
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EFFECT: in phrase To take effect; to become operative; to
prove successful! (N.E.D. effect sb. 5b - first recorded 
use 1771)

A.T. iii.3.6:
Or how should that good purpose of 

Thy Justice take effect...

EMBLEM: In wider sense: A symbol, typical rtjji'esentation. 
The "type", personification (of <*ome virtue or quality) 
(N.E.D. emblem £b. 3b. - first recorded use ante 1631)

A.T. v.2.230:
Come th'ou cleare embleme of coole temperance.

: To accept (a person) as a f *iend; to welcome the
services of (a person) (H.S.D. embrace v.2c obs. - first
recorded use - (Coriolanus iv. 7.10) 1&C77

R._T^ i.3.85:
wert thou as secret as thou'rt subtil 

And deepely fadorad into all estates 
I would embrace thee for a neere imployment.

EMPLOY (FOR): To apply (a thing) to some definite end. Const,
for. In, on. ogs. to. (N.E.D. employ v.1. trans. - first
recorded use with for 1 671 ~

A.T. ii.U.134:
10 man would suspect 

A thought imploi'd for any ~econd end.

+EMPLOY: ...in passive often merely to be occupied, to be at 
work. Const, about , in on. (w^E^Dj, employ ^. 4«B - f i "st 
recorded use 1651) "

R.T. ill. 3.5:'
we are sory

That we are no unnaturally employ de 
In such an unkinde Office.

A.T.
I an.

Content to countenance the freedom of 
Your spirit when t f is wprthily imployed*

EMULATE: To desire to rival (a person, hie fortune...) hence 
to be jealou^ of, envv.. (N.E.D. emulate v. 4 obs. tra.ts 
records A.T. v.2. ( v.2.241 ) &s fii'st use)""

A.T. v.2.
And I begin to emulate thy death.
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KND: proverbiel phrases: f̂ o be ̂ i a at the wrong end: (NJS.D t 
end 3b» 2k - fi^ftt recorded use 1878)

R.T V i.3.170:
. . i.vith > /if tea 

A* I will fu.'.»ni^h thee, begin with her

Vlnd ; Oh fie, fie, that's tLe w/'ong end my Lord.

ENTER: of mile animals: to copulate with (fl«.K«.Q. enter v 11 c 
obs. - only recorded use 1607; perhaps the following"is 
a figurative use of 10£ To force ai entrance into. . . obs 
to board (a ship), end if ^o, is unrecorded. It appears 
to be a proverb)

R.T. ii, 1.124:
"That woman i c< ell male whom none can Enter

ENTE iTAIHMEtfT: no satisfactory meaning for the following use 
given in NJB.D, Perhaps derived from 8, "The action of 
occupy ing~ (a person* R) tinte agi3eably". 
entertainment ^.8. - first recorded use

A.T, i.2.83:
Beceu^e th' impress ion of the last we npeake 
Doth alwaye^ longest and most constantly 

the entertainment of remembi»Bnce.

ISNVY: (in plural) Instances of envy ;.. jealous iep ; rivalries. 
(N«B.rP. envy sb. 3c ^ - first recorded use 1622)

i:,T»_ ii.2.33U:
I will prevent their envies.

ERROR: in phrase Writ of error; a writ brought to procure 
the reversal of a judgement, on the ground of error. 
(N.B.D. error sj). Uc Law - first recorded u<^e 1663)

iv.2.67:
cannot. .pray, but in law, that their ^innes may 
be reraov'd, with a writ of Error...

EVIL-OFFICED: N.B.D. records II. T. ii.1. (ii. 1.139) as first 
use of thi^ combination.

R.T. ii.1.159:
what makep you evill-offic'd KB ..*?
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EXACT: Of qualities. . .etc. : ConrunMete, finished, r-efined, 
perfect- . .Obs. (M.JS..D,. exact a,. 1 1 . obs. - first 
recorded use 1633}

A.T. v.2.162:
I would finde out by his Aaetomie
What thing there is in Nature more exact
Then in the constitution of ray

EXAMPLE: in phrase without example; A parallel case in the 
past (NJS.D. example sb. k - first recorded u?u of this 
phrase 1707;

A.T. iii. 1.
Of all rnens griefe?? muft mine be riigular? 
Without example?

SXCHANQE: in phrase in exchange ( ob.p). rol\ for (something else) 
(N.-K^D^ exchange s-b . 1 g. - record? x^^ese in exchange for 
as first used (Bible) 1611)

A.T. i. 1.104:
in exchange for this 

I leave iny bond.

EXCHANGE ^. : With for ( obR. with) before the thing taken in 
exchange (N.E.D, exchange <v. 1b. - first recorded use 
with for, ante 1623) "*

A. T. i.2.162:
to exchange my service for your favour.

-i-KXPE •••.I&fCSD : Of persons. .. Const, in, obs ̂  of .. 
experienced ppl.a.1 . - fi^st recorded u^e with in 1832)

R.T, i.3-123:
Because I see thee wel experieac'^t
In thi* Luxurious day wherein we breath,

L Hi. 1.115
... wives

Experienc'd in the satisfaction of 
Desire)
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FABRIC: "Any body forced by the contraction of dissimilar 
parts" ( J) ; a frame, structure (N.K.X?.L fabric sb. 3c. 
figuratively - first recorded use ante 16

A,T.
on the falsa

Report that Cherlemont is dead, depends 
The fabrique of the worke ;

FACE: in phrase: To (pbflL.fee.ar, have the face; to be
sufficiently impudent (U.K.!). face "sb.r 7 - phrsre to 
have the face firpt recorded as used 160? (Coriolanus, 
iv.6.116), but no figurative u^e given)

H^Tg. ii.2. 303:
that offence which never yet 

Had face to beg e pardon

FALL sb; a kind of veil worn by women (ij^JD.. fall sb. 23b. - 
quotes A.,?., iT.1. (iv.1.68) as first use - it occurs 6 
times in A,.T«., viz: iv.1.68, iv.1.71, iv.1.72, iv.1.73, 
iv.U.39, iv.U.40)

A^T, iv.1.68:
There are the Fa lies and Tyres I told you of

(N.B. Professor Nicoll Buggestp; as an explanation of the 
difficult phrase "rime hath several f allsM , R,T, v. 1.1 78, 
that "fall" may be a metaphor from this sense of "veil", 
meaning "Time has many shapes or disguises": Nicoll, 
loc. cit. p. 319)

FALL v: To step back, give way (N.E.D. fall v. 80b. quotes 
R.T, ii.2. (11. 2.170) as first use)

HJk ii.2. 170:
Brother fall beck. .....

FALSE: in phrase false fire (1L.E.JX. false a lUb obs. (a) a 
blank discharge of arms - first recorded use 1o33)

A..T^. iv.3.25: (Stage Direction^
Discharges - Gives false fire.

FALSIFY: in the following passage, perhaps a metaphorical use 
of the sense, to break, violate (one's ir>ith, word, etc.) 
ot>8- (N.E.D. falsify v. 5 obs.) - otherwise unrecorded.
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FALSIFY - continued:

R.T. ill. 5. 79:
Why dos yon fellow falsify
And put his life betwreene the Judges lippes..?

-To give a false account of; to misrepresent
falsify 1b. - first recorded u^e 1630 - only recorded of 
words or fact?*, not of appearances)

Our. . . . .phantasies
........ fal«*if le the shape*
Of things retail* a in them

FANCY: the spelling "faazye"' (R.T. ii.1.2U) is unrecorded in 
the H.E.D.

FATHOM: To take soundings, lit , aad fig. Also (obs. ) to
fathom into: to enquire into (N.K.D. fathom vo quotes. 
R.T. 1.5. (i.3.84) eg first use!

R.T, i.3.84:
And deepely fadomd into all estates.

FAVOUR: Of circumstance^, weather, etc.: to prove
advantageous to (a person) (N.B.D. favour v.6. - first 
recorded use 1634)

A.T. iv.2.27:
favoured by the darknesse of the night.

FAVOURER: A patron (N.^.Dt, favourer ^b I.e. obs. - first 
recorded use 16251

A.T. 1.2.167:
desire to give you as liberall assure ice of rny 
love, as ray Lord Belfore^t ,vour de^er-ved i'evourer.

FEAR: a particular apprehension of some future evil ;.:t..fi.Q t . 
fear sb. 2c - first recorded u^e ante 1625)

A.T., i. 2*124:
Some sad eve at will follow my sad feares

i.2.126:
May all my feares hurt me no more then this

A.T. i..
This sad event hsth follow'd my sad leares
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FEED: To feed on (a person): to live ht his expe i«e.
(N..B._P«. feed jv 3b. trenqf . - fir*t receded (and only 
recorded) use 1733)

R.T. 1V.2.11U:
I feed on those that cannot be i*id of me.

FELLOW: quasi-adjectival; an equivalent to; a match with. 
(N.S.D. fellow £b.~5d. - quotes H.T. 1.1. (i. 1.1 37) as 
fir*t use)

>t.T. i. 1.137:
Had hir estate beene fellow to hip mind

FILL OUT: To enlarge or extend to the desired limit (4.K.D. 
fill v. I6a trg.jp. - firrt recorded use ente 1700}

H.T. 1.1.20:
When life and beauty naturally fild out 
These ragged imperfections

FINGER: frransf . and f^g. : one of the five terminal members 
of the hand (N.B.D. finger sb.2 - first recorded 
figurative use 'lo12)

R.T._ 11.1.1U2:
0 ?:jffring heaven with thy invisible finger 
Sne ot thifi instant turne the pretioun side 
Of both mine eye-balls inward

Burning with a broad irregula^ flame; shining 
brigntly and fitfully (H.E.D. flaring ppl.a. k- - fir^t 
recorded use 1632) ""

R.T. v.3-26:
that ill-knotted fire 

That bushing-flaring

FLAT v.: To la;, flat or level (N.E.D. flat v.z obB 1 trans. 
"p R.T. ii.2. (ii.2.36) a^ first use)

R«T. ii.2.36:
With half those words to flat a Purltanes wife

FLOBBER.ING: This doubtful word is recorded in the N.K.D.as 
the first use of slobbei'ing: it i* notable taut the 
next recorded u^e i^ 17^2, and that the fipst r»ocorded 
use of the verb slobber in any -^en^e i° 169U. A verb 
"flobber" i* given in the N.E.D. - to dirt, , to -50.il; 
but has only one recorded use (L&ng land 9 pi«:»s rlowman)
in 1377.

twill teach you to kisse closer 
Jot like a Clobbering Dutchmen.
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FLUSH: A glow of light or colour; esjj. the reddening in the
face caused by a r.jph of blood u<.>v-tj. flush j?b.*-6 - first 
recorded use 1630; in specific sense of facial colour 
1706)

let me blush inward 
That this immodest season may not 
Thet -cholar i ; iny cheekes, foole-bashfullnes, 
That Maide in ihe old time, who? flu^h of Qrace 
Would never suffer her- to get , r:ood jloath".

PLY: To fly out (b) to "explode"' or burst out into extrevaga.ioe 
in conduct, language, or temper (;\:..ja;._D.. fly £* 8e - first 
recorded use 1638) ""

R.T. 1.1.92:
I know his heate i^ «*uch 

Were there as many Concubines as Ladies 
He would not be eoataynd, he mu^t file out.

fig, of money: To be rapidly speat (H.E.D. fly v 9b - 
Tirst recorded UPC (let her estate fly) 1632)

A.T. lv.3.337:
were it not rny Bonnes bed st-i>& abus'd 

My land should file but both should be excus f d

FLY-PLOP: instrument for beating away flies (N.E,D, fly-flap 
sb.1 records Bt.T. v.1. (v.1.1U) e^ first figurative use)

the fly-flop of vengeance beatsj em to peeces.

FORCS: phrase in force; also in full force; the first use of 
the latter recorded by N.B.T)._ (force sb 8c) is in 18U7. 
The commons   phrase in force occurs in both R.T> and A.T.

»

R.T. ii.1.203:
your ovme mothers ^ords 

Cannot be takea, aor stand in full force.

FORE-ROOM: the rooms in the front part of a hou^e; not
recorded in the N.E.D.. which gives only "The front room
or parlour", first recorded 1728: fore-chamber recorded
1622)

 
v.2.2j: "he's foro'd
To let her fore-roomes out to others 
Herselfe contented to lie backwrrds.
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FOHE-TOP: The lock of hair which grows upon the fore part of 
the crown Cwfl ._!)._ foretop sti 2 obs. - records R^T.^ ii.1. 
(ii. 1.246) a* only figurative une)

U.T. ii. 1.246:
Ffcire treen , tho^e comely fore-tops of the Field

FOUL J£. : To violate tae chastity of, debauch (li,a t D. foul 
I- 3c ob^. - only recorded use U..T.. i.3. (1.3.194)

II. T. i.3. 194:
Sweare me to fo^le ray «i^ter

FOX: To smell a fox; to be suspicious (jUSJLu 1-d- -
recorded u^e 1^11 ( in^Middleton and Dekicei* - Roaming

A.T. iv.3-303:
A Gaoant? whe *e niy Lord? - I r mell e Foxe

: Of ^peech: .... utt^^cu or ex^en^ed witiiout reserve; 
frank, plain-spoken (.S.D. free ^.25.- quote? A.T., v.2 
(v.2.197) a? first uf.

with free tongue I speake

R.T. 11. 2. 21:
?ay, be free,/lieve I a pleasure toward

A.T5 v.2.197:
With the free vcice of o depa.vtine,

: May be ii either* of two nen^en 1. one who IB
onally free, 2. one who po^pte°^e^ the freedom of a 

city etc. (N.E.D; freeman ^b. 1 and 2 - no figurative 
uae of eithe^ recorded)

u,T. 11.2.80:
.iow my aepsireF are happy, lie ma.*te em i

;':OLij): f?ee below under MCLK. 

FRIGHTFUL: Tending to cease flight; alarming |
frightful 8 2a obsl. , reco .'d^ R.T. ii.2. (ii. 2.2/41.) 

r«t u^e)~*

H.T. Ii. 2.241 :
But ^iiice it fell PO - without fright-full word 
tfould he had Kiid him.
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F.vO.Mi A wrinkled aspect of the brow; t\ look exprersive of 
disapprobation or ^ev^i'ity (»l..Wk ff-own r^. 1. - first 
recorded figurative use (the ivow.-i of a i^.'»y neev'n..) 
1783)

B..T, ii.1.27^:
»*hy «lo f " not heeve i turne black, or with a frowne 
Un.loo the world.

FiUIT-FlELD: aot reqordcd in .i.K.D.

i-3.58:
I have see ie Patl^imonier9 we^ht t peicen 
Fruit-feildn turnd into bf tard?.

P :UITMJL1E^: Fertility in offspring; fecundity (.{^i^D^.
s Rb. 2, - first i»eco:'d«tj uwe 1624}

fruitfull e^ Gostard-monge ^ wiven. .. .Their
fpjitf iluef^e tj ';ie^ but to $• ce^teine kinde of 
flegm-eticque windio -ji

Of perponp: ,^ot stteinini; one's object; 
ssful (N._E.D. T irjitlef^ a. 3e- - fi^st recorded 

use 18U3 - there is a pun too on~"the «ense "barren")

R.T^ i.2.41:
• o pitty yet? !:ust I rise fVuitie^e then, 

A wonder in a worna*;
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GENK :OUPNESS : Nobility of chevactei*, high spirit, magnanimity 
(K.&.D. generousnep^ ,g£»1» - fi.rt st recorded U?Q 1611)

A.T. iii.1.25:
for gen'roii^nesse he held so deare 

That he fear'd none but him that did him make.

GOOD: in phrase good morning.' (ff.E.D. good a. 10c. - first 
recorded use 1611 (Qvmbeline -ii.3-56)- previously only 
"good morne" , etc.)

R.T. ii.2.339:
Good morning to your grace

PIT: unrecorded in the N.E.D. , which however has 
"g'ravel-diggings" and "gravel mine": (&n example 
recorded under PIT .sb1. 1b. -1722}

A.,T. ii.ii. 25:
*^ falne into the grave 11 pit

A.T. ii.U.29:
Goe round about into the

G cEE i-COLOiiUSD : not recorded in the -

maiden wo^ld have turnd red....

GiKY-IlAl -,&Ti: Having grey fra! 1*. . ^fig. of things (N.E.D. grey 
haired a. b. - first recced ed fiurative u^e 1611 -' d iJur- i ty )

..
goe, gray-hayrde adultery

: intr. to be opprepned or over burdened to the point of 
groaning. Const, beneath, under , with . (g vjl.£_.. groan 
^v. 14.. - first recorded use 1613)

the simple honest worshipper 
Of a phantentique providence; groanes under 
The burthen of neglected n-i^erie;

GUNPOWDER: figuratively first recorded uf»e 1681 (jj._K.D. 
gunpowder jsb. 1   d;

R.T^ ii.2.200:
Good, happy, "wift-.t^eve 1 !? gunpowder ith Court, 
Wilde fire at mid-night....
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& 

HAAH: expression of sorrow or anger - unrecorded in the iir .S.D,

A.T» iv.3.301:
Haah! Borachio plaine?

HAIR: phrase To a ^air: to a nijet, , with the utmost
exactness '(N.a.Dp hair $b. 8c. - first recorded use 

- Ti'oiiufl and Cre^nTde, pub. 1609)

R. T. v.2.19:
take patterne

Of ail those suites , tne colour, trimming, fashion 
to an undistinguisht hayre almost.

-a aair; Nicoll define^ it as a wig - loc.cit. p. 330 - 
no£" recorded in the N..S.£)

T iv.3»6t: ^tege Direction -
^ out a Phcete, a hoire and a beard

A.T. iv.3.78:
What ha f we heere? A ^heete? a haire? a beard?

HARMONIOUS: Marked by harmony, agreement or concord....
having the parts or elements in accord so a« to form a 
consistent or agreeable whole (N.J^DI. harrnonioua £.1. 
first recorded use 1636) ""

R.T. v.3.4:
Many harrnoniou^ hou^e^, and choi^e^t ^leaau 
Pill up the 'oyall numbers of your yeares.

: The quality of deserving hatred; odiousne^s. 
ff. &.!)  hate fulness ^b. 2. - fi^^t recorded u^e 1611 - 
Cotgrave)

A T* iv. 4 _%.* <L *» -./..
Heere I behold the hatefulnesse of lu^t.

HBAViirJ-^OI..«Tjii): not recorded in the iU&J),. (which however 
has ''heaven-pointing" 188U)

R.Y. i.1.22:
When two-heaven-pointed Diamonds were set 
In those unsightly Rings....

HEAVY-POU (DI.iQ; not reco l ded in the IT.E.D^

R.T. iv.2.29:
And string myselfe with hefcvy-^ounding Wyre.
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HERCULEAN PILLARS: first recorded use of this phrase 1613- 
(N.S.D. Herculean a. 1.)

A.T. ill.1.31:
on 

These two Herculean pillars...,

HOLY-WATERED: v H.B.D. gives the single quotation R.T. iv.4.
to illustrate this.

R.T. iv.4.44:
Fere well onoe dryed, now nOly-watered Meade.

+HOPK: In plural: Expectation oi" something desired (N.B..g«. 
hope eb.' 1c. - first ^ecorded u^e in plural 1613)

R.T. i.1.125:
If Italy had no * ,o >e hopes but he ....

.2.4:
our dueties..unto the hopes that growe in you

A.T. iii.1.60:
I've buryed under...these stones 
Thy living hope*.

(]4.B. "hopes 11 is fairly common in Shakespeare)

HORN: phrases "to make horns at'', "to give horns to" ("horns" 
always in plural) are ^eirly common(N.A.D. horn *b. 7«)i 
but the following phrase "to make horn" = to cuckoTd, is 
unrecorded,

R.T, ii.2. 190:
He makes home royall.

HOT-BACKED: lustful: (N.E.D. hot a. 12. - quotes R.T. i.2. 
(1,2.18^) as only example)

i e 2.183s 
Ide a hot-backt Divill to my father.
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IGNORANT: Destitute of ki.owl^dge. . .(l^.ifi.D. i^.or&nt a. 1.b.
fig. or trailer . uf things - first recorded figurative use 
T5l1, Cymbfcline iii.1.27)

A.T. v.2,8:
That AG-*thie attribute of Gentrio, which 
Your habite drawee from ig^o ant renpe^t.

ILL-KKQTTED: unrecorded in the U.K.D^

:-UT.. v.3.25:
I airi not pleasd at that ill-kaotted fire, 
That bushing-flaring ptar.

ILL-«iO.«IBD : from ILL - adj. in combination: B: special 
combinatioas j ill-monied: ill supplied with money. 
(N.E.D. quotea g,.T. r iv.2, (iv.2.107) as only example)

R..T. iv.2.107:
I t .i.ike thou art ill monied.

IMPIOUS: here used adverbially (The fl.lS.D % only records 
adjectival senses. )

i.1. -j: 
And thou his ponne, a? impious steept as he.

IMPOTJSNCS: Complete ebsence of sexual power (M.K.D. impotence 
gb. 2b. path« - first recorded use

A.T, iv.j, 161 :
suspecting that t:iy strength

And youth of bloud cannot containe themeelves 
With impotence -

IMPOTENT: (cf. above, I{ rOTKilGE) Wholly lacking in sexual
power. . .(NJj.D* impotent a. 2b. - first recorded use 1615)

A^T,, i.U-101;
Then hee r l corae hoiae, picke, leine and impotent; 
And wed thee to a torment.

IMPROVIDENT: That fails to provide for future need*: thriftless 
(N t B.D« improvident a. 3 - first recorded use 162U)

A...T,. i.1.30:
how improvident it were

To spend our substance on a minutes pleasure 
And after live an age in minerie.



INHERIT: none of the ordinary senses, to derive; receive 
from a predecessor; to be heir to; etc., can fit the 
following passage. Tho only me&ning given by the if.B.D, 
which in applicable i-T, To take pospomion, take up an 
abode, dwell (N.E.D. inherit v, 5b. fig, (a) jobs. - 
illust"ated by the single quotation from Tourneur, 
follows:-)

Transformed* Jaet ._._!  6 :
C where ca.fTTfe celestiall inherit
If it remaines not in a heav'nly spirit?

R.T.
A vergin honor is o chri^tall Tower, 
Which being weake is guarded with good spirits, 

she basely yeeld* no ill inherit?.

INJURED: wronged: A!PO, showing P pense of wrong, offended. 
g n I) t, injured j££l, a, 1 . - first recorded use 1634)

A.T,
But here your injur'd patie ice may behold 
The signes of his lamented memorie.

I^SURRKOTIOK: The ect of rising in arms.. . (N.EJ). insurrectio^ 
g.b « 1 . - f irnt recorded figure tive u«e 1 6U1 )

R.T. 1.1*95:
That oxie....if she were made for woman 
V/lioni at the Insurrection of his lunt 
He would refuse....

INTSHPOSIS: To put oneself forward or interfere in a matter; 
to step in between persons at variance. .. to intervene. 
(M.B.Ij. interpose Ub. Intr. - first recorded u«,e 1611 
( Winter * s Tele ) - only recorded of persons, not 
immaterial thiag«)

A.T. i. 1.128:
And no mane power

When Ghsrle_nQnt is gone, can interpose 
f Twixt you and him.

IliVITKD: That h«;i? received a .-.j invitation (i|.£..D. ^ul. a. - 
first recorded use 1bt>8)

A.T. ii.1. 11 :
I pray you bid the?e Geatlewomen welcome: th'are 
my invited friends.
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IRON AGE: £liHSiY£i^i. ^n l ^' :r period of wic/ .._ 
iron b 0e 17; b:<t t.ie- J..^..^ 4 -lote-* V._7._ iv.1. v iv.1.42<" __noting "Ji the follO',»^ i ^^ruve = ^r^*7 or ir-o-i^. Doubu- 

P pun i^ iatead;;;!."

fitjkfc thec t; iA-'r^j-v
/•nd le.ve this y,'Oii-^ c ,t

-*-I ! Vi-;: colloquial contrectioa of ':. iu-jve" (_i.- i ..ii..I l ve - f 
i^ecor -trrj tne 17^2) occurs 6 times in H.'TT and 2 times 
in A.T. . The contractions *I f de" = I would, "lie" = 
I will, and "I'me" = I am are common in both plays. 
Examples of "I've":

R.T. i.3.191:
Now let me burst, I've eaten noble poy^on

A.T. iii.1.59:
I've buryed under these two marble stones 
Thy living hopes.
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JAR (IN): the following use: to enter at an inappropriate 
time; panning also on the meaning: to -?ound harshly

.£  4«)> i* unrecorded by the :{,£. D.

iv.1.33:
^footc jurt upon the ^t 

i:i my bi^other - tv/ill be villanous
Munick 

Snter Vind.

J8ST: To Jeer at; tc ridicule; to banter (li.rE,I)._ je?=?t v. 
2« b trans. - first recorded uee 1721 - oaly recorded 
with persons as object of the vet'b)

R.,T, i.2.36:
0 do not jest thy doome.....
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LAW-WOKD: Firpt recorded u^e ante 1u^u (^..D^ lew £b. 21. 
Pimple attributive)

R.T. iv.2.64:
olde ?;ie : i. . . . ^o poysoned with the affectation of 
lew-vvords.

•~*A1 ;OU8LY: derived from leprou^: afflicted with !<. . 4 i oupy. 
(M.K.D. leprously adv. - quoteR ij,.?._ iv.4. (iv. H .71) &? 
fi^st u«e)

R.T^ iv. 14.71 :
how leprou^ly 

That Office would hf;ve cling f d unto your ioreheed

: Lie in: not recorded in t l.jj..D.T in following une = to
lie in pripon; the Vjiili..." ^ivt^ lie _v.' j- , pjini»ly = "to
lie in priRon". ""

R.T. iii.4.19:
iRt not strange ti.et 8 men should lie in a whole 
month for a wot. .an?

iie by: To keep quiet t .. .remain inactive, re^t ( i.h._D.. 
lie _V'' 20 lie by d - ~ fir^t I'ecoi'iiud u«e 1709.)

ri
liee ley by r.id ^

lie abroad; To lodge out of one 1 ^ taou°;e o:* ?-bode ( i(.K.D. 
lie v. 1 17 ob^. - fir^t recorded ar-e circa 1

A.T. iv.9.17:
I will adventure one night lc» libe ty to lie

c b -osd.

LIGHT: in phrase ''lose their lights" - not recorded in the 
i.^./O,.. - it fcippiv-'ently mec'ir "lo^e their chastity".

R.T.T iv.4. 130:
The n^other 10 curse i^ neavy, »vhere thc,t fights 
Sonnes ^et in ^torme, f-nd deu^hterp ioo^e their

LIMITED: Jircum-^c-'ibed within nufiaite li.'uitr', bounded, 
•e^tricted (J.E.D., li.uited ^^1. f,. - firrt r-ecorded 

1610)

R.T. i.1.39:
old men lu^t-fuli 

Oo show like young «,,un an^-'y, eager violent,
Out,-bid x.Kti t.hMi- li^l 4 ,, M . r'"',
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i~ ,-iot cited in the 
which ha-- "little-;, lov/n" , rir*t j.vcorded 1894.

A f oole , K<* little-knowing v><* i beast.

.2.111 as the
of thi^ expre«pion. 

l i.2.111:
V»ith ea f'ie Doctor^ , tho^e 1 ;o--e living non
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MALK-BAwD: = pander etc. (:i,S vD,. i;.ale a. I.e. - quotes 
R.T. i.2. (i.2.208) as fii-st use)

R.T. i.2. 206:
ba^e-male-Ba.vtis kept Gentinell

phrase to hold measure r wlth; to be propo 'tion- 
ote to. . .Qbs. (N.K.D. measure 11. c. obs. - quotes 
/-._T. i.1 . ~Ci.1 .133) as only CXBI;^ le of thi^)

A.T. 1.1. 133:
let thy trust

For undertaking and for ^ecrecie 
Hold !.. ensure with thy amplitude of wit

U^HT^-; (j/. ) : fig; to take the raeaRure of (a pei-non) ; to 
~ and down. (Ll.Ji.J2... i.,«

? fir-t recorded UPC)
" f — •••**•••• — _

look~(a person) up and down. (Ll.Ji.J2.. -ensure v. 2d. -
(1 768} ^iven ap ""

A.T. ii.5.73:
kea^ure me from top to toe; you phall aot findu 
n,e differ rauch from the tr'ue standard of 
proportio i.

I.-KDIATiii: To act as mediator or intei-i^edlary; to intercede, 
OP i ite.*vene for t e purpose of pecoiciling (r[.]gi t D. 
uiediate v;.3» - fir^t recorded u^e 1616 - only recorded of 
persons)

A.T. iii.4.13:
the oneiv countene.ice

Of Justice, were dost'u.-tion; if the sweet 
And loving favour of hi* i^.-rcie did 
Not mediate betweene it and our v

- T^Rk: a term or session. .. .of the i';igh cojrt of 
Justice in ji.inland; and al^o of Oxford, Ciunbridle, and 
various other universities ( j.^.D, u.ichiielrnes b. r.ttrib. 
and comb. - first recorded use 172?)

R.T. v.1.8:
...... tas some ei^ht retu;*ne° like iViicnaeii^as

Tearme.

in the phrase ft on one*s niind": occupying one lc- thoughts; 
^aid uspecially of °omething which cau^e^ anxiety. 
(,-l.K. D. H.ind 1oc. - first recorded u^e 1850)
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MID - continued:

A.T. ii.o.60:
had 1

(Perhapp) th* inifjgir.a^y ;;i'e^ence of 
blou-iy accident jpon my rninde

MISTAKE (^) : to mistake (a person of thing) for (^ome otner 
perron or thing) TiLJltEt. mistake v. 8. - firpt recorded 
use 1611 - Winter's Tale ii. 1.82)

A..V_. iv.3.232: (Ftage Direction)
He DiftOfte* tne body of Borachio for Coquette.

DOCK (jr) : fi£. of iffiperronal things: to deride, etc. 
mock * 1 « d . - fir^t recorded j?e 1o

i.2.131:
Thf:.t Jewel* ** mine t v -«t quiver? in hi^ eere 
Mockiiig hi^ f-l&i^ter^ chilne^e and vaine feare.

?..CLiC: phrr rj e Preach ;uole ; fcjjpfirontly a t^'fcM^it-.tion of French 
taupe !f e ^ort of tumour ibrmed under the inte^^iucatr of 
the head, which are 'ei^ed lix.e the earth mined by the 
mole" (Littre) obR« (j.a.D. mole ^b.^4 obg. -» quotes 
R.T. (R.T^ i. 1.110) a* only ox^ii.

K..T.. i.1. 110:
lie hold her by the fore-tot fapt ynough
Or like the French *..oale he eve \ii- hr^yre and all

(Profe*^or 'Ucoll ha? an explanatory note to thi? effect; 
op.cit. J..3

A fit of frenzy (j..Ji..j2i. moon ^b. 13 ±t£. - quotes 
R, ._T«. ii. (ii.2.31fj) a^ "fi^pt accorded ur-e/

R,T. ii.2.315:
1 know twap but ^ome peevish Moone in hit...

1^: intr : ^o indulge in moral "ef lection; to found 
a moral (on or upon an event, etc..) 
v. 3 - first recorded use 1 <>i4'

..T. iv.1.21:
what? .'moralizing upon thip Oenew/OMi,- . f 

nee-ilcworke?
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?.OYi:Ou: Ocean. a« a salutation = GOOD I'CKkO (.:. t>. J. morrow 
1. obg. - fi-f-t recorded example 1632}

A.T., i.2.. 2-^:
D*am: Guud , .o°row i!.y Lord

r

___ '^ood b 'other 

Cherl: Good nocro* UncL; 

D > am; r'ot» 

. i.2.36:

MOST: = uoRt per^onp : the ...ujority of 4;cople (-I.^.L>,.. iuo°t 
j. (sb) 7b •" fir^t recorded ire 1i:)08;

I-...'.' , ii. 1.233:
for i,io^t th^j^e are <j n .'oud a^ he...

LOTIVK: V A ( nupc.' iatu Mnl) ^••onipti:!^ o* inciting {-: l«,^. 
raotivc sb> 2c, ob^ . - quot39. -A.T.. v.2, (v.2.301; &« 
first uf*

^LL v.2.301:
Onely to huav'n i attribJte tac worv.e.
\ihope ^-J'aciouF ,-iiCtive'? .;;ade :;;e r'till i'o^bearc
To be mine j.r/io R

MOUTH rrO MOUTH: ff.ce to free: Hence vb ( bui-I^^ c;ue nonce~wd. ) 
to speak face to lace l^,.^.!). rr.o.ibh nb. 2j - only 
recorded exarAle '• >...'•'• iirTt "

rP 1 "i 1 1 :J»— 1 « v i « J. * • I • I J~" I H- .

a man... that would very de^-ireou^ly mouth to 
mouth with you*
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NAIL (2) : Nail down: to fix down with nails. . .(N.K.D. nail 
v^k- - flr«t recorded use 1669)

R.T. iii. 5.210:
Naile downe his tongue.

iiAfcift: in under B the _ name of; - by the name of ('1..4..1). 
prep. 1bd. - first re corded use 1641-2)

R.T. iv.2.16:
under his nan,e 

The people ^till are [/overnd

;QQriT-RAVt!ii<f : A nocturnal bird variously identified tp a 
night-owl, night-heron or nightjar. . . (if v .h, A .iX night- 
?b. - first recorded une in a t^enr-f erred Renne 1673)

A.T. ii.^.107:
Lovely Night -Haven.1 

Th'est ^ea2S*d a carkc,F!f?e. . .

NOD: To wink at, overlook a thing (J.&.D. i'od 2b. obg. rare - 
quotes R . T . ii.2. (ii.2. ̂ 51) as only exr^

R.T. ii.2. 331:
It well beco(.:e^ that Judge to nod at crimes

NUM/'.-VOT T P«Y: In or by great number? ; abundantly (T| vs>> 
numerously 1. - f *eeordpi £.j\. i.1. (i.1.6i) GP first

A.T. i.1.61 :
my children. ./••/• .^'*ay £s numerously be multiplied 

A.T. i.2
Ro all tii^t now salute ni,y taxing leave 
Have added numero^ly to the love 
Wherewith I did ~'eceiv6 thei " courtesy



©-» no uno jo oaaqM O^UOM^JO o ouj, 
jo japao 9in pun 94*1)31; 9qq, SAC qy

• 96'r

5

ao ojn^nt /iq s»o.-"-Mio -noaj pouu^n.''!;i^--Tp ac * ar-iM^-rorini ao 
• HDI:^^o^xe *9t!i:^q jo ^90^ n >Y v?-* 

ao .^uiaq *auOcitj»(T jo ^aoc. jo
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PAL^Y-LUST: not "eoorded in N.E.D. under attribs. ancl combg. 
of "pal^y"

R.T. i.1.37:
Because thy purer part would not consent 
Unto hip palsy-lu^t

PASSION: in asseveration^ "passion of f*:e" etc. (N.E.D.
passion 1.b. obs. - fir^t recorled use of "passion o'me",
1736)

A.T. i.U.132:
o'me thou peevish girle

A.T. 11. 4.7:
Passion o'me you. .. .knaves

A J^ iv.i>.49:
Passion o'me.

: Of things. .... -Of , pertaining to, or aspociated 
with want; poor, scenty, exiguous; barren, unfertile. 
(HaJiiJli. penurious 1.b. obs. - fir«t recorded use 1621)

A.,T. V.2.U6:
labour; whose

Penurious gainer shell onely give you foode 
To hold up ifature.

PE:tl)U : « Sentinel perdue A1 &• The post of a sentinel in a 
very advanced and dangerous position. . . . (lj.a.D. perdu 
B 3b» Q^g» 1- rare - records A.T. ii.6. (ii.6.6) es only 
example)

A.T. ii.6.6. : -
....I phall ha 1 much adoe 

To ^tand out r.iy perdu.

I-KTITIONA! Y: Of persons: Suppliant, entreating, petitioning. 
(J.K.D. petitionary a 2 obs. or arch. - fir<*t recorded 
use 1607 - Coriolanus1 v

R.T. ii. 1.213:
make. ./. .petitionary people 
ftart at your presence.
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PITCH (.v) : To pet at ?: pwticular pitch or iit*£ii ee (high, low, 
etc'.}; in various netr-phorictl applications (.I.K.i).. 
pitch .v.' 15- - first recorded use 1633)

R.T. iv.U.152:
Whet will the deed do then?
Advancement, true: as liigh a* *hame csn pitch

PLACET-STRUCK : Stricken by the supposed malign influence of
an Oitvo >*e planet. .. .hence f ntric^en v.ith sudden fear end 
einezement. , . terrified, bewildered. (.i,g..D,.. plenet-? truck 
a. - fi.i*f?t recorded use 161U)

A.T., v.1.21:
with aiuazement 

Behold thine erro'jr and be plane t-strucke.

PLEASE: Mes^e.* (iu-peratlve or optative) . . . is now usually 
taken as » w Be pleased" (unknown to Shakespeare ).. .when 
followed by an infinitive it if "be pleased" (of.E.D. 
please jv. 6 intr. c. - first recorded use (1622TTS57)

R.T. ii. 1.263:
You ti^aveas please, 

henceio/'th to make the i-iother a disetne.

he action of the verb "possess" ; 
(li.K.D. pop sensing .vbl. sb. - first recorded use 1^80): 
in the following it seemp to have a special meaning; 
estnblishrnent, indjction; endowment with regal rights.

R.T.. v.3.1: (^tfigt Direction)
In a dum shew, the possess! -ig of the yo^ng Duke 
with all hi* Nobles.

PRECIOUS: in asseveration; for precious blood or body. 
(N.K..M. precious ja. 2b oba. - quotes two example? ( 
and 1601) , "By Go"ddes precioup. . . lf , imd "Ood^ precious.'" 
- Iviarston) ; in the following precious" alone is used:

._
Precious.1 Doest not «ee... . v

A.T. iv.U.18:
'Precicu?;.1 I wen....

A.T. iv.5.11 :
'Precious quickly ;...
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A thing to which another has succeeded (N.jB.D,. 
predecessor jb. 1b. - first recorded use 1742)

R.T. i.1
Lent evening predecessor unto thin

combination unrecorded by the N.E.D..

R.T. i.3.165:
A prety-perfumde vi Heine

FRBVKNT: To stop, keep, or hinder (a person or other agent)
from doing something. Olten with coast, omitted. (N.E.D, 
prevent ^v. 7- - first recorded example 1663)

A.T. ii.5.106:
And had not your knocking at the doore pr-evented 
him; surely h f ad done something to mee.

PklCKLE: fig: something that pricks the mind or feelings, 
(chielly in pX.) (N.E.D. prickle sb! 7 fig. - first 
recorded use 1638)

R.T. i.2.121:
made him w&lke

with a bold foote upon the thorn ie law, 
Prickles should bow under him.

PRIVATK: Of a person: Secretive, reticent obs. (N.E.D. 
private a. 1U obs . - first recorded use 1627)

R.T,, iv.2.126:
I will unbrace soch e clos^e private villayne 
Unto your vengfull swords

PROT&^T: To give formal expression to objection. .. to make a 
formal. . .declaration against some proposal, decision, 
procedure or action; to "remonstrate (H.j£^D. protect 
Y- 7 intr. - first recorded use absolutely f^Oo; with 
against 1634)

A.T, iii. 1.112:
had not my mother been a woman 

I should protest against the chastitie 
Of all thy *exe

PUR^K-TAKBR : A Highwayman or robber who deprived pernons of 
their purses (N.a.D« purse-taKer obs. - first recorded 
use 1611- Cotgrave)

A.T. iii.2.19:
Would you ha' me turne pur^e-taker?
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PUT (BY): To tuvn esitio, evade v t, question, argute at, etc.);
to put off (a person) .i»ith an excuse or ev&Pion. (N.E.D.
put v. 40 put by c. - firpt recorded use 1ol8)

R.T. ii.1.183:
..Deny auVfci.ceuitjnt, l-"ee r̂ ,u-e, the

sonne]

-iiiiSJjs I ctV you t.iofey. Lady l i.dBtooke you
?r-ay did you ^ee uiy Mother; wnich wey went

you? 
pr-py God I iit.ve not lo^t her.

Vind: irittily put by.
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/ Lt-J): N.E.D. t'ivo* qu«rl v. obs. rare: To curdle?
pour: quotes ....T,. v. (iv,U7T2) e^ "ifir*t exmrvl-* There 
in one other ^fVv.riuc; quotes i of 1/Oj: "Keep ., • oj • wine 
from qufii-pellin ;> , c vJ :;^ku it fi .e".

iv.Li.12'A • • *Y • I fc- 4

Upon the bre^t that gsvu you *»;CkV

Vind: That b.-ept,
turnd to Queried poy-on.

A rent, uflj*;lly of ^i;,full f>;,\ount, peid by i: ' v4 -te-. 
holder or csoi>ylv>i«je>* i i liou of eervicef which flight be 
required of him (..._<. ./• V2*, ^oit-reat 1.b. trt. i'"i'« o r> X''i^,, 
records R^T, i.1. (i7i.<42) f r firnt cXM^plo)

Vea /6"c ice thou nwrOurp . iit-r-«at. . . .

JJTH; oiQiaatopoeiC: to represent the ^ound of water ± 
on flames (act recorded in the .M.,^ t D. )

he tiint dye'- d.-j-i e, fall^ into hell lire like a 
Bucket a wate", quph, jt.^h.
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R

RAVEL: To unwind or unweave: unravel. • .(N.K.D. ravel v. 6 - 
quotes R/T. ii.2. (ii.2.78) as fir^t example)

R.T. ii.2.78:
...one woman knit more in a hower then eny man 
can Rave 11 agen in ^eaven and twenty yeare.

RKGO ,LKCT: To bring ( oneself) back to a rtate of con.po
to compose, recover (oneself) ( i.^.D^ recollect .v.1 6 refl.
- first recorded UPC 1639) ~"

A,uT.
Passion tran^portr you. Recollect your pelfe.

ROBii %: To clothe or invent in a robe or robes. . .(i4.E.D. robe 
v.1. - fir^t recorded, figurative UPC 1638)

R.T.
Give me that pin that'* rob f d in sioli -ien

ROUND: To each in turn of en assembled company (N.E.D. round 
adv. 1.b. - firpt recorded une 1613 - Henry VI i I , i.4-97)

R.T. i.2.202:
when deepe healths went round

ROU^D ABOUT: By a circuitous path or route (2LJS.J2JL r° !jrid 
about adv. U. - fir^t recorded u^e 1870)

A.T. ii.U.29:
Qoe round about into the gravell pit 
And helpe my Brother up.

RUB: To treat (a surface) with forne pubstence. . . .(il.hi.D. rub 
v/ U» - figuratively uned 1663); the following une ip 
"erhaps a combination of this eense and: To revive..... 
in respect of memory (A^&*JLL. rub ¥.• 2l0 ' fig* - fir^t 
recorded use 1580)

R.T.
'tip the old Duke thy doubtfull father 

The thought of hiiu rubs heaven in thy way
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'A\: phrase "^ith r rfcfety" : IJSJD^ give* ''with p 
without occasioning danger or risk (firet recorded UPO 
1806), bjt; :iOt the i'ollowing upe = in safety, without 
incurring danger.

R.T. iii.1.25:
We Liny w i t u P *••< f t^ u o ' t

._T^ iv.2.30:
TfcA deede once done, thou mai'^t retire with

safety.

ii _y.. : To kis^ , or- g
arch. - fiz-st i-'occrd^d u«e 1716)

A.T, i.4-
9weete wifej Thy husband thup 

ohee^e.

no adequate isieaning given in the .J.JS..D.. for the 
following u^e, apparently = fulfilment.

R.T. ii.1
It in aot in the power of words to t>ynt thee 
And yet for the salvation of ray oth, 
A* my pe^olve in that poynt; 1 will lay 
Hard siege unto my Mother....

SA: The French exclamation §a, .....Formerly used by
feacers when deliver*! ig a thrust. (H t.E A D fi Q a int. Qbs. 
quotef? HyXV v.1. (v.1.6U) as first upe'

•i^X^ v.1 .
Se, sa, PB; thumpe there he lye?

(But cf King, Lear iv.6.208: ".lay an you ^et it, you ^ 
get it by running, sa, na, ?a,

f? A VI U -TREK: ^evi.t, a small bu^hy evergreen ^hrub.
pavin 3. attrit). and comb, quotes A./r. iv.1. (iv.1 .14) 
an first use of thin term)

A.T. iv.1. 14:
There grower a Sevin-tree next it forsooth.

PCOFP: An object of contempt or pcorn; e mark for derision 
or scoffing (U.E.D. ^coff j^b.1 2. - first recorded u«e 
1640)

R.T, iv.2.109:
uoney, ho, ho, 
Tas beene my want so long, tip now luy ^coffe.
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SCOPE: In phrases, as beyond, within (one'p) a cope
nb.x 6. : reach or range of mental activity: c. - 

first recorded use of " beyond the scope of" 1769)

A.T. V.2.17U:
My wit 

Has reach'd beyond the scope of .Nature;

clerk, secretary . . (M.K.D. acrivener 1. - records 
i.3« (1.3. 53) as first transferred use)

R.T. 1.303:
Thou hast been Scrivener to much knavery then...

S'DAIUTIK: interjection - unrecorded in the H.S.D...

-S'dointie; I ii;i*tooke the place.

SKhiM: To have a semblance or appearance; $ith sb. , tdj. , or 
phrase as complement: To appear to be. . .(N.K.D. reem

. 3); the following appes^- bo be en extension of 
meaning, * behave, put on an appee.rance ; and is 

unrecorded by the N r K.D.

H.T. iv.3.1: (Stage Direction)
Enter the Dutchep arnie in arme with the Bastard: 
he seemeth lasciviously to her.....

PSLP-AFPiiiCTll4U: N.^D^ records A^'C^ iii.1. (iii.3.8?) es
first use of this combination (NJS^Djs. ^elf~ u^ed a^ a 
prefix, t. )

R.T. iii.9.67:
Dos every proud and « e If e-af testing Deme 
Gamphire her face lor this?

SHADOWING: used here in a *f;n^e unrecorded by the J.E.D. , 
= closely attendant on; or perheps = secret.

And t^e^e's more private cornr^u p,^c?r«owing vices 
Then those who are known both by their names and

prices

SHELL: An empty or hollow thing; mere externality without
substance (NyJ^D^. ^heil sb.1 23 - first -'eoorded use 1791)

iii.3.30:
....... .disgrace? a poor thin shell...

H»T. lv.U.13:
For in that <-iell of mother breeds a bewle.
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SHOrf: in phrase for show; for the ^eke of mere appear a-ice
or display, ae opposed to utility (N.B.D,. show sb/ 4c. - 
first recorded u^-e ante 1700)

R.T. ill.5.103:
I have not fashiond thi? onely - for show 
And u^elesse property;.....

SINGLE (OUT): To choose or select fror.i a number of persons... 
(HJS..P. single v.1 5 with out - first recorded use 1629)

B.T.. 1.4.40:
amongst all the Ladyes 

Singled out that deere forme.....

.JS.D^ quotef? R,T. ii.4. (ii.2.24i>; as first 
use of ^leve - in an appositlonal combination.

R.T. ii.2.245:
Where 1 a thi? nlave-pander now?

R.T. iv.2.135:
that slave Pan-Jar, / Piato

iv.2.201 :
s the «lave i'*-.u

SLIGHT: Unworthy of trust or confidence (.-iiAsJX. flight a. 
ob8. - quotes R^T. iv.1. (iv.1.76) fta the culy

R^T^ iv.1.76:
He that knowen g eat me is secrets, and proves

slight, 
That man aere lives to «ee his Bee *d turne white

SMALL: phrase in small : on a suiall ?cale, in little (ij.K.D. 
small absoi. o^^b. 40- - quotes f^J^ i-2, ( i.2.17U) 
first use)

A,/^ i.2.17U:
You hrjve given r. e her picture in sue

SMOOTH -SKINNED: Having a smooth skin (iLJE.JLj. sn ooth-^kinned 
a. quotes h.^ ii-5- (ii..?*3^) es first u^e)

>\.T. ii.5.35:
I do not lik^ theses rlegmaticke > amooth-^kinn'd 
soft-flesh'd fellowes.
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SOFT-FLfiSHED: N.K.D, quotes A^T. ii.5. (ii.3.35) as first use 
of this expression.

A.T, ii.5.35:
....... . smooth-skinn'd, soft-flesh'd fellowes.

SOLID: Of arguments, reasons, etc.: having a sound or
substaatial foundation (rL.a,D,. solid .8 14. - first 
recorded use ""

A.T. v.2.98:
I can jiive you nance 

And solide reason for the very lee«t 
Distinguishable syllable 1 spe&ke

+SPBND: reflexive; Cf persons end things: To exhaust or
we or ou t ' ( one s o If or itself) V 'K^..i}v spend jj. 1 5d.(b) -of 
things - first recorded use l6o3T "~~ "" ""

R.7. ii.2.314:
ky wrath. .. .hath spent it selfe

A,T. iii.2.77:
...... libe.* tie; but let it not
Dispense a:i<3 npend it selfe in courses of 
Unbounded licence.

PPKNDTHRIFT: attrib. passing Into fldj. 8... having the
qualities ""bf'"a""ppend thrift (NTa^D^ ppendthriTt 3a. - 
records P^T^ 1.1. (i.1.11) as"Ti?st use)

i.1.11: 
Within tne s^end- thrift veynes of a drye Duke

not i-ecorded in the ..X

P 1 DO -• f- • I \f J •
«ast ever knowne s tep-Dutches^e was so m

(Which that step Du c he s -Monster knew to well;)

STIFLE: To smother or exti -iguish (a i'leme) (HJJ 
^. l 6 - lir^t recoi'uea u^e 1726)

P.,?., iii.3.207:
~ .....brother, ^tifle the Tc'ch.
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STOCK: phrase in stock; in the possession of the trader. 
(N.E.D. stock sb. 1 56c. - firrt recorded u?e 1S18) - no 
figurative use is recorded.

R.T. iv.2,224:
IR there ao thunder left, or i^t kept up 
I.i stock for* heavier vengeance?

iT'.iT.i: a thing put in piece of another: That which is 
used or stands in place of something el*e (jj.K^D.. 
substitute sb. II. 5. - first recorded use 13^9, noted 
as "an early isolated instance", then a 1677)

A.T. iii.4.22:
If neither the impresoion in your Boule 
Of goodnes^e ; nor the dutie of your place 

^oodries^e rsubntitute; Jfta iaove you;...

SUIT (v] : To provide, furnish. Chiefly passive.. .(N.E.D«t
v. 11 . - quotes R.T. iii.:;. (iii.5.3U) as fir^t use)

puted for a Ledy:...
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TABLE-ROOM: room or place at table; i.e. at meals. N.E.P
(table sb. 22 - special combs. H> quotes R.T,^ iv.2. 

(iv.2.1131 as first use.

R.T. iv.2.113:
for table-roome 

I feeoe on those that cannot be rid of me

TANG: Distinctive or characteristic flavour or quality. 
(N.E.D. tang jab.1 6 fig, b first recorded use 1868)

R.T. i.3.132:
Lugsi ...for honesty

Is like a stock of money laid to sleepe 
Which nere «o little broke, do's never

keep. 
Vind: You have gint the Tang . yfaith my Lord.

(Professor Nicoll translate* "tang" here as "The very 
flavour" - commentary on R.T.. p.316 op. cit.)

TASTE: To have carnal knowledge of (H.FJ.D. taste jr. 3 fig- b. 
Obs. - first recorded use 1611- Cymbeline ii.^757)

R.T. ii.2.17U:
I do embrace this seapon for the fittest 
To tast of tnat yong Lady.

TKMPT: to arouse, provoke, incite (not recorded in the N.K.D. 
which only gives to tempt a person to do something)

A. T. iii.4.30:
You have tempted my suspition.

TENNIP: K.K.P^ records A..T^ ii.U. (ii.^.UO) as the first 
figurative u«e (N^E.JD., tennis eb.1 .)

A.T. ii.4.40:
Drop out

Mine eye-bals a ad let enviou? Fortune play 
At tennis with f em.

THANK: in phrase thanks to; Thanks be given to.... hence 
Owing to, as a result of, in consequence of (Often 
ironical) (NJLJk thank £b. 6 - first recorded use 1633)

R.T. iii. 5.236:
The brooke is turnd to bloud/Thank* to lowd

Musicic.
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THANK - continued:

~ And cf. also the following passage*, #nich seem to have 
the name con^tpuctiori, but with the "to" omitted, (not 
noted in the MS.D

R.rT. ii.1.62:
Masse fitly here she comes, thankee my disguize

A..T. i.1.U7:
But what doth this touch me 

That ^eine to have enough? Thankes Industrie.

THRKATWN: fig. (chiefly of impersonal agents or objects)
To be likely to injure; to be a source of danger to... 
(H.K..D. threaten jv. 2c. - fir^t recorded use 1o38)

R.T. v.3.30:
When stars were locks, they threaten t>reat-mens

heads.

R.T. v.3.36:
When it seems most it threatnes ferdest off.

-fig. Of things, conditions: To give ominous indication of 
(impending evil); to presage, portend (M.E.D. threaten 
jr. k. - first recorded u*e 1611 - W inter's tale iii.3.U)

A.T. ii.1.36:
Whose thunder*. .../•• threatned in that terrible 
report/The storme where with they meant to second

it.

THRIVE: To prosper (N.B.D. thrive jv. 1b. fi^. of immaterial 
things - i'irst recorded use 1613)

R.T. ii.1
All thrives but Chastity, <*he lyes a cold.

THRIVING: Prospering, doing well in business. . .(flUS.D.
thriving pgl. a. - quotes R.T. iv.U. (iv.i»..8U) as first 
use)

R.Y.
Aske but the thrivingst harlot in cold bloud...

THROW (OPP) : ...to divest oneself of (a quality, character, 
habit, feeling etc.) to lay aside quickly. .. .to discard. 
(N.B.P* throw 2-' ^2c « - first recorded use 1681)

iii.6.120:
Come, throw off clouds now brother, thinke of

vengeance.
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THUMP: adverbially; With a thump (N,E.D. sb. 1.d. - first 
recorded use 1704)

Sa, sa, se; thumpe, there he lyes.

TORTURING: infliction of torture; tormenting; (N.K.D. 
torturing vb_l.^b.- ; icst ; ecor-ded ur,e 1633)

R.T. iiio.22:
......unto the torturing of his soule

TRICK: The mode of marking a piece of mechanism etc. ; the 
system upon which a thing i* constructed (N.E>D. trick 
sb. 7c. - fir?t recorded u^e 1663)

A.T. v.2.261:
I ha f the trick on't Nephew. You shall 
How ea^'ly I can put you out of paine....

TRY: intr« To make an effort, endeavoar, attempt (With inf. 
or eb^ol. ) First recorded use (1636) 1697*

A.T. ii.5.47:
Am I so great I cannot be compassed? 
Claspe my wast and try.
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UD8 BODY: UDS: A tond of the name of God common in expletive 
oaths in the 17th ca-.itury. (fl.S,TD,, Uds obs. 1. Possessive 
phrases): UDS BODY is not ."ecorded in the N.E.D.

A.T. ii.5.50:
Uds body. My husband.'

UNALTKRABLS: That cannot be changed or altered (N.K.D.
unalterable a. a. In general use r first recorded 1611; 
b. Of resolve* , decisions, laws etc. - first recorded 
use 1631)

A.T
in a thing

Ordain *d so certainly unalterable 
What can the use of providence prevaile?

UNBOUNDED: Unlimited in amount (^JS.D^ unbounded ££l.a. 1b. - 
first recorded use 1646) ""

lii.k.7:
Of hi" unbounded goodne^^e, whose divine 
Impression , forme and image man should be are.

UHBHACE: To lay open, reveal (N.E,D. unbrace v. 1b. f.ig, - 
quotes R«T. iv. (iv»2.126) as only example!"

i

R.T. iv.2.126:
I will unbrace ^uch a closse private villayne 
Unto your ven^,full swords......

UNB8IBKD: Jot bribed; not corrupted by bribery (N.E.D. 
unbribed ppl.a. - quotes R,T. i.2. (i.2.18U) as first 
recorded use of this word)

R.T. 1.2.18U:
. . . the justice 

Of that unbribed everlasting law

UNCAPABLK: « incapable a. 3. -...not admitting or Rupceptlble of. 
Const, of ( N . JS , D /* i n cape b le 3. - first recorded 
1712; uncapable 3. - quotes A.T. ii.1. (ii. 1.11+4) 
first recorded

A.T. ii. 1
I am uncapable / Of comfort.
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UNCIVIL: Not civil or couftuou* f i.i.pulite; rou h, rude....
Vil •„ r^jj Is. uncivil a. „ . b. 01' _;(i'"=onp - fiv^t reco -cled 
1oTl -~o

;y our ^ravitie becoiner your per»ish f d
lo, ;•? h or.r-y mouj. jlac:-sr*e doe? POtten f uit

ul; Oouzen, y'a'e both end p"ox/hane

/'ii: Not equal ia ataount, ^ize, quality, etc. (-1— i^iij.
unequal ^. 1?. - Of "i.i^le LA>-<^ ,np .sin^l things - f'i r'^t
recorded u^e j.) 1 377)

• T 1 v ' 1 ^ « ' ' *.Aj- •*•»•-/• i^.
Wuflt ^he .1 .csd«3p chuse Tjch ;i 5i unequall sinner 
To i;ifik.e ell worneV

, the Dukep .j£ retard, ?liame i-eapt on

i,?ED: Not lighted: not pet on fire: unkindled ( ?.„->,_;).. 
unlighted 41^.^. 1. - i'i <r"t recorderi u^e 1 ->9-

...the i..aid like an uali^hted
Tapo

vV r. « cold a • i u c h t. « t .

Jepr'ived of ,noche"ly feelings ( .. r ,yv ^ u:iiuothered
.ii. 7. Li.1. (ii.1.123)

ii.1 .
I fcare s:.y °he^ u,]ia

j-. /.jjj: In con.plen*e-it^ry ( 
out being observed 
recorded u^e & 1616)

bl; con^t. : with 
aor served ^^JL.^.b. - fir-^t

IT 't 1 h/ »l» A X • *4 • I J'-f .

fie re W8«=: & ..ut'tht;;' bravely carried,
The eye of ob - rv.-tio i , -iic.ij^r./ v f d

"'••!. a. - fir^t '-ecordcfl u^t. l-'j^r;.

: ft vc, ti-t.-y oi tiiou r-liult perish 

(Vhey .fi^i

Bore: 1 t!,ir.ke.
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^D: Not penetrated or ru robed by sunlight ( ±
unsunned ^l.r;. 1. - q^ote^ Rj/j^. ii'. (iii.5«?0 
fir^t recoi'i'itij u r-e)

To liicott:: her here in thi° un^ur^ed loJ^e.

in phrase fit_u r]c; . >\ , auj;: on r.o.iey Ion t to 6 ii other;
» - fir«t

Pi.**, ." wj 11 i,;-. re your ri § ien'i">.f;ip u^ c. t 
/.•.id ix>:.. rb not thet .VQ::J ^t'ofit -hall be

yuuirii: of anything (Ii^.-^^^. urury ?_b. 5< 
IV iv.2.

To i -ontitute r ty bre-^t to the DUKC-H - :,i ie' 
And put my ^elfc .to coiur.on U^ury.
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W

WKAKLY: With weakness of constitution (N.a.I; f weakly adv. 2.b, 
. - only recorded example 1613 - Henry VIII, ii.3»

When shee begot those Dormice; that ^hee niade 
up BO vveekcly end ii^e

+WSAR (OFF): To wapte and impair (a material) gradually by
ur,e or attrition (H. E. D. wear jr.'-9.b. -with intensifying 
adv. - first recorded use of "we'ar off"

R.T. J.1.U9;
To ht ve thoir costly three -pil'd fle^h worne off

A.T. 1.3.28:
Doe you thinke I love to have rny haire worne off?

WEDDINO-PKART: first recorded use of this co ubination 1633« 
U^E.D. wedding vbl. £b. k

A.T. i.2
And then be ?eody at the wedding feant,

WEDLOCK-FAITH: This combination is not recorded in the N.E.D.

R t T. i.2.122:
And therefore wedlock faith ^hall be forgot.

WITHDRAW': To draw (a veil, curtain, etc.) back or anide... 
(H.^i.D. withdraw ,v. 2.d. ilow re re - firnt recorded use 
179?-)

A.T. v.1.75:
Withdraw the Curtsine??.

WITHDRAWING: That withdrawn (usually in intr. ^enpen) ;
drawing back, retiring, receding (first recorded u^e 
1611)

R.T. i.2.207:
In such a whispr'ing and with-drawing houre

WITTY: used a? adv. = wittily, qbs. 1. Intelligently,
cleverly, ingeniously. Not recorded in the N.K.p.

R.T,. v.3.139:
Twas «ome-whet witty carried tho we say it.
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BOOKS CONSULTED



Books Consulted:

This list Is divided into three sections, (i)» (ii)

and (ill). Section (i) is a list of the editions of 

Tourneur used; section (ii) lists those works referring 

to Tourneur which have been consulted. The majority of 

the books listed in these first two sections are also 

listed in Cyril, Tourneur (A Concise Bibliogrephyl, by 

3. A. and D. R. Tannenbeum, Hew York, 19*46. Those not 

listed in this work are marked thus +, with a cross. 

Section (iii) contains a list of the other works referred 

to in the text.

The following abbreviations are used:

J.E.G.P. : Journal of English and Germanic Philology

M.L.H. : Modern Language Notes

M.L.R. : Modern Language Review

M.P. : Modern Philology

r.M.L.A. : Publications of the Modern Language
Association of America

R.E.S. : Review of English Studies

S.A.B. : Shakespeare Association Bulletin

8.P. : Studies in Philology

T.L.S. : Times Literacy Supplement



&d i tions . of Jgou.rne.ur ' p works conn u Ited :

J. C. Collins ed, (with Introduction and tfote*)* "The 
inlays end Poems of Cyril Tourneur", 2 vole., 
London 1878.

O» B. Harrison oij. (with Introduction and Notes): "The 
Revenger * Tragedy**, London, 1934.

A. Wicoll ed. (with Introduction end Hotes): "The Works 
of Cyril Tourneur", London, 1929.

E, H. C. Oliphant ed* (with Introduction and footnotep): 
"Shakespeare and hie Fellow Dramatists**, 2 vole., 
New York, 1929. (Vol. 2 contain? "The Revenger's 
Tragedy " , pp . 91 -1 U2 ) .

4-0. H. w. Ry lands ed. (with Introduction): **
Kepiwentative Elizabethan Ploys," London, 1933. 
(contains "The itov^nge-:* * Tragedy1*, pj .177-284).

J. A. 8ymond« ed» (with Introduction and footnotes): "John 
k/ebeter and Oyril Tourneur", London, 1868. (The 
"Mermaid** edition, containing the plays only).

^Works consulted referring to Tourneur :

. H. Adams: "Cyril Tourneur oa Hevenge 0 , i^ J. L.Q.P. 
Vol. XLV1II, January,

W. Archer: "The Old Drama end the Mew**, an essay in 
^evaluation", London 1923.

R. C. Bald: "A Note on The Atheist 1 ? Tragedy" in, M.L.R. 
Vol. 16, 1921.

R. H. Barker: "The Authorship of ,The Second Maiden's 
Tragedy and The Revenger r* Tragedy" in P.A.B. 
Vol. 20, ^pril-July

J. A. Bastiaenen: "The Moral Tone of Jacobean and urroline 
Drama**, Amsterdam, 1930.

i-0. K. Bentley: "The Jacobean and Caroline Htage", 
Oxford, 1941.

E. Blunden: "An Old Draciatifit" (review of A. Hicoll's 
edition of Tourneur'p works) In .Nation and 
Athenaeum, March 1^th, 1930.

. P. Boas: "An Introduction to ^tuart Drama", Oxford, 

P. T. Bowers: "Kliaabethan kevenge Tragedy", Prince ton, 1940.
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C. V. Boyer: "The Villain ap Hero in Elizabethan Tr-agedy" , 
London, 1914.

M. G. Bradbrook: "Theme? end Conventions of Elizabethan 
Tragedy", Cambridge, 1935.

F. I. Carpenter: "Metaphor and Simile in the Minor 
Elizabethan Dr^ma" , Chicago, 1895.

E. K. Chamber^: "The Elizabethan Stage", 4 vols., Oxford, 
1933.

P. s. Clarkson and C. T. Y*arren: "The Lav? of Property 
in Shakespeare and the Elizabethan Drama", 
Baltimore, 1942.

4. W. Cunliffe: "The Influence of Seneca in Elizabethan 
Tragedy", London 1893.

+W. D. Dunkel: "The Authorship of The Revenger's Tragedy" 
n P.M.L.A. Vol. 46, Sept. 1931.

T.S. Eliot: "Four Elizabethan Dramatists" (1924) 
"re lee ted Essays", London 1932.

T. P. Eliot: "Cyril Tourneur" (review of A. Nicoll'^
edition of Tourneur 1 ^ Works} in T.L.S., Nov. 13, 
1930. (reprinted in "Selected JlBFays", 1932)

4-T. P. Eliot: Letter in T.i,.S. , Jan.1-t, 1931.

U. fc;. Ellis-Fermor: "The Imagery of the * Revenger's
Tregedie' and the 'Athcint 1 * Tragedie 1 " ^n M.L.R. 
Vol. 30, July 1935.

U. M. Ellis-Fermor: "Jacobean DrHna" , London, 1936. 

+U. I'i. Ellis-Fermor: "The F-ontiers of Drama", London, 19

^Abraham Feldman: "Cyril Tourneup" (letter) in T.L.P., 
August ^th, 1949-

W. W. Greg: "A lift of r/nglish Plays written before 
16U3 and printed before 1700", London 1900.

W. W. Greg: "A list of Masques, Pageant^ etc.,
supplementary to A li*t of iviglish Plays", London, 
1902.

M. H. Biggins: "The Influence of Calvini^tic Thought in 
The Athei"t tc= Tragedy" JLn F.E.f^., vol. 17, 
January 1941 .
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E. Holmes: "Aspects of i-Ilizabethan Imagery", Oxford 1929. 

H. Jenkim?: "Cyril Tourneur" JLn. R.E.R. vol. 17, January ,1 

F. L. Jones: Letter in T.L.s. , June 18th, 1931.

+L. G. Knightp: "i/rama and Society in the Age of Jofi?*on", 
London, 1937.

W. J. Lawrence: "Pre-Hestoretion Stage Studies*1 , Cambridge, 
1927.

C. Leech: "A speech-heading in The Revenger's Tragedy*1 i& 
R.E.S. vol. 17, July 1941.

L. Lockert: "The trr»tjate«-t of Elizabethan Melodramas: 
The RevengerV Tragedy*1 , in Essays in Dramatic 
Literature, ed. H. Cr^ig, i-r-inceton, 1935.

D. J. McOinn: "Phake *peare'« I ifluenoe on the Drama of
hip Age, studied in Uiamlet"1 , iiew Brunswick, 1938.

+M. Mincoff: "The Authorphip of The Revenger's Tragedy", 
Sofia, 1939.

+M. Mincoff: "Verbal Repetition in Elizabethan Tragedy"
(Year-book of the St. Clement Okhrid^ky University 
of Sofia Faculty of A"t", Vol. XLl), Sofia,

C. S. lia^ie": Letter in T.L.P. March 13th, 1937-

B. H. G. Oliphant: "Elizabethan i^oblems of Authorship" in 
M.P. vol. 8, January 1911.

E. ii. C. Oliphant: "The Authorship of The Revenger's 
Tragedy" .in S.P.. vol. 23, A^ril 192o.

E. H. G. Oliphant: "The Plays of Beaumont and *letchei'", 
New Haven, 1927.

E. H. C. Oliphant: Letter in T.L.n. Dec. 18th, 1930. 

+E. H. C. Oliphant: Letter in T. L.a. Feb. 5th, 1931.

fi. H. C. Oliphant: "Tourneur and Mr. T. S. Eliot" in 
S.P., Vol. 32, October 1935.

+Mood,y E. Prior: "The Language of Tragedy", New York, 19U7.

L. tt . Salin^ar: "The Revenger's Tragedy and the Morality 
Tradition" in Scruti-iy, Vol. 6, March 1938.
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P. Simpson: "The Theme of Revenge in Elizabethan Tragedy", 
London 1935.

C. J. Sisson: Review of A. Nicoll'^ edition of Tourneur's 
Works, jln &.L.R. Vol. 26, January 1931.

T. Spencer: "Death and Elizabethan Tragedy" Cambridge 1936.

E. B. Stoll: "John Webster", Boston, 1903.

J. R. Sutherland: Letter in. T.L.S. , April 16th, 1931.

A. C. Swinburne: "Cyril Tourneur" in "The Nineteenth
Century", Vol. 21, March 183? (reprinted in "The 
Age of Shakespeare", 1908).

H. D. Sykes: "The Revenger's Tragedy and The Second
Maiden's Tragedy" in Note* and queries, September, 
1919.

H. D. Rykes: "Sidelights on ^liaabethan Drama", London,

S. A. Tannenbaum: "A Tourneur Mystification" in M.L.N. , 
Vol. U7t March 1932.

+A. C. Taylor: Letter Jln T.L.S. , January 1st, 1931.

8. Thomas: "The Antic Hamlet and Richard III", New York, 
1943-

A. H. Thorndike: "The Delation? of Hamlet to
Contemporary Revenge Plays" in i.M.L.A. Vol., 17. 
1902.

+J. M. 8. Tompkins: "Tourneur and the Star*" in R.E.S. , 
Vol. 22, Oct. 19U6.

E. M. Waith: "The Ascription of Speeches in The
Revenger's Tragedy", .in M.L.N. Vol. 57» Feb. 19U2.

B. M. Wagner: Letter .in T.L.S., April 23M, 1931.

•fR. H. West: "The Invisible World, e Study of
Pneumatology in the Elizabethan Drama", Athens, 
Georgia, 1939.

H. w. Wells: "Poetic Imagery", New York, 192U.

H. W. Wells: "Elizabethan and Jacobean Playwrights", 
New York, 1939.
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P. p. Wilson: "Elizabethan end Jacobean", Oxford., 1945.

(iii) Other workg referred to in the text :

G.L. Apperson: "English Proverbs and Proverbial Phrases: 
A Historical Dictionary", London 1929.

R. C. Bald: "The Chronology of Middleton's Plays" in 
M.L.R. , Vol. 32, January 1937-

A. C. Bradley: "Shakespearian Tragedy", London, 1904.

G. Chapman: "Tragedies", ed. T. i, . Parrott, London 1910

H. Chettle: "Hof fman" : Tudor Facsimile Texts, London 1913

R. Cotgrave: "A Dictionarie of the French and English 
tongues" , 2 parts, London 1611.

John Donne: "Poems", ed. H. J. C. Grierson, 2 vols. 
Oxford, 1912.

Giovanni Florio: ''A Worlde of v*ordes, or most copious 
and exact Dictionarie in Italian and English", 
London 1598.

W. W. Greg: "The Editorial Problem in Shakespeare", 
Oxford 1942.

A. Harbage: "Annel^ of English Drsraa", Philadelphia, 1940.

A. Hart: "The Vocabularies of Shakespeare's Plays "in 
R.E.^., Vol. 19, April, 1943.

H. H. Hillebrand: "Thomas Middleton's ? The Viper's Brood 1 " 
in M.L.J. Vol. XLII, January 1927.

G. "W. Knight: "The Wheel of Fire", London 1930.

J. Marston: Works, ed. Harvey Wood, 3 vols. London 1934-9

T. Middleton: Works, ed. A. H. Bullen, 8 vols. London, 1885.

J. A. H. Murray j H. Bradley, W. A. Crairie and C. T. Onions, 
editors: "The Oxford English Dictionary", 13 vols. , 
with Supplement and Bibliography, Oxford, 1933.

Mario Praz: Review of C. F. R. Spurguon's "Shakespeare's 
Imagery" in English Studies, Vol. 18, 1936.

I. A. Richards: "The Philosophy of Rhetoric", New York 1936.

W. Shakespeare: tforks , ed. »i. Aldi« wight, 9 vols. , 
London, 1893.
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V». Shake 0peare: "Measure fo- Measure", ed. J. D. Wilson 
(New Cambridge Shakespeare), Cambridge 1922.

v<. G. Smith and J. E. Heneltine: "The Oxford Dictionary
Proverbs", 2nd edition, revised by Sir Paul Harvey, 
Oxford, 1948.

C. P. E. Spurgeon: "Shakespeare's Imagery and what it tells 
us", Cambridge, 1935.

M. P. Tilley: "Elizabethan Proverb Lore in Lyly'^ 'Euphues 1 
and in Pettie** 'petite Pallaoe*, with parallel? 
from Shakespeare*', *ew York, 1926.




